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PREFACE.

It has been truly remarked that the present age is

the heir of an immense stock of conservations, of
sacrifices, of experiences and reflections in education.
A brief review of the results of the great thinkers in

solving the problems of education under various
conditions-climatic, ethnic, social and religious-
affords a fruitful field for study and reflection.

Amidst the varying vicissitudes of the world's
history, from Socrates to Horace Mann, a band of
devoted and cultured men has been busily engaged
in developing and maturing educational practice and
principles.

The works and labors of these men should ^e
studied with the view of securing better results in
school work in the immediate future, viz.: the proper
development of the child-body, mind and heart

Language is the chief instrument used in instruc-
tion. It seems appropriate, therefore, that some
attention should be given to the study of logic "the
science of the necessary forms of human thou-^ht "

PJ-A/l/C
._/ W'



IV PREFACE.

The especial concern and study of the teacher,

however, is mind.

It is now generally conceded that psychology is the
basis of sound pedagogical practice.

At the present time, the most advanced educational

systems are governed l)y its principles in everything

that pertains to school work.

The greatest pedagogical activity is to be found
among the members of the Herbartian school.

The secret that underlies their aggressive spirit is

found in the fact that it is based on psychological

principles. '

Instruction, governed by these principles, tends to

the proper development of the physical, social,

esthetic, mental and moral powers of the child, and
bears fruit in will and character.

Guided by the lessons of history and science, we
may hope to produce not only professional and prac-

tical men, but well-balanced, self-dependent, vigorous

human beings—men of will and character.

The work that presents a most promising field to

the educator is the study and correlation of those

subjects that shed a lustre on educational work, as,

the history of education, physiology, psychology, logic

and sociology, with the application of the principles

deduced to practical teaching.
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y

Finally, the Outlines of Psychology. Logic and His-
tory of Education may he regarded as translations
and " notes " on these subjects.

It is not possible to acknowledge all the sources
that have been drawn upon in writing this outline
My thanks are especially due to Dr. Lukens, for the

the use of his "Notes on the Principles of Herbart
as applied to Teaching."

If the work of these outlines is accomplished, they
have been the means already of affording many
pleasant and profitable hours. It is hoped, however
as they go out on their mission, that they may be the'
means of mspiring some young teachers to gain a
more comprehensive knowledge of the principles on
wh.ch the divine art of teaching is based.

To J- I^- H-
Truro, 1892.
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PSYCHOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

Knowledge concerninjr man is divided into
two principal parts: Knowledge concerning
the body, and knowledge concerning the soul
(Psychology). Knowledge concerning the body
IS divided into three principal parts : Anatomy
Physiology and Chemistry. Anatomy treats
of the structure and form of the body, and
Physiology of the living organism. Chemistry
mvestigates the elements of which the body is
composed. Psychology is the science which
treats of the nature and phenomena of soul-life.
Exact knowledge concerning man can only be
obtained by the careful study of these funda-
mental sciences.

Psychology has two questions to answer :

1. What is the soul ?

2. How do the activities of the soul express
themselves ?

^

It treats therefore of the phenomena of soul-
life and of the nature of the mind. The
phenomena of the soul are the activities of
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representing, feeling, desiring and willing. The
growtli of consciousness is its province.

Note 1.—" Pedagogy derives its data, its
aggregate of knowledges, its principles, very
largely from the science of psychology, logic and
physiology. These data are derived dirS;tly or
are deduced from the truths of these respective
sciences."

—

Sully.

Note 2.—" Psychology and Pedagogy. What
shall we say of the influence exercised by a well
constructed system of psychology, on pedagogy,
or the science and art of education? wTth
respect to moral education, it is evident that we
shall make a clumsy use of the means of disci-
pline, that we shall be unskilful in correcting
the faults and developing the virtues of our
pupils, if psychology does not enable us to
analyze the feelings and passions of the child,
their origin and their progress. If it is a ques-
tion of intellectual education, the necessity of
psychological knowledge is made still more
manifest. What more efficient preparation
could we devise for a future educator of the
niind than a study of the mind itself, of the
different faculties of which it is composed, and
of the laws which govern its organization' and
determine the relation of its parts ?

"And when it becomes necessary to select the
best ?iiethods of teaching, to adapt them to the
powers of the child, and to bring them into con-
tormity with the progress of his intelligence, is
it enough simply to have a good knowledge of
ichat we teach, say, of history or geometry ? Is
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t not indispensable, in order that the matteraught may be thoroughly appropriated, to knowthe working ot the intellectual faculfe, just^
hk'lTf r

"^^ '^^''^'"^ ^^hen he has selected
his seed but must also know the nature of the
soil on which he sows it ? "—Payne.

Sec. 2.—Sensations.
The Sense-Organs are the instruments which

aajust the outer world to the soul-life The
sense-organs in the narrower signification of the
word are

:
(n) The eyes, ears. nose, tongue and

skin
;

(h) The nerves of sight, hearing, touch,
taste and smell

; (c) Parts of brain from which
the sense-nerves proceed.

Light Stimuli which proceed from objects
enter the eye

; sound vibrations enter tlie ear
matter possessing an odor excites the mucous'
membrane

;
savory foods affect the taste-cells on

the tongue
;
and tangible objects affect the cellsm the skin. By the above process, the sense-

nerves which end in the sense-organs are excited
Ihese conduct the excitation to the gancrjia
thence to the brain, the centre of the nerve
system. As soon as the excitation has reached
the brain, there arises in the soul a sen.sation

Sensation is the power to feel consciously
sensory excitation.

In the produ.Son of a sensation we may dis-
tinguish five stages :
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1. The exciting cause.

2. The attack of the physical condition of

movement upon a sensitive part of the body.
3. The condition of excitation in the sensory

nerves.

4. The transmission of this condition of exci-
tation of the nerve fibres to the nerve centres or
ganglia, and finally to the brain as a centre of
the highest order.

5. The last stage of this process is the sensa-
tion itself, which is not an image of the external
thing, but an answer to the excitation, in its own
peculiar language.

Ohjer^ve World—Eyes, optic nerves, optic
ganglia, mind.

Sensations are mental states, which, though
occasioned by external stimuli, have in them-
selves a purely subjective characl^er. We learn
very gradually to refer these subjective states

to the occasioning stimuli.

Sec. 3.

—

Sense-Perception.

Perception is the power to know immediately
physical phenomena. Take an object: You feel

it, it is round and smooth
;
you smell it, it is

fragrant
;
you taste it, it is slightly acid

; you
see it, it is yellow. You interpret these sensa-
tions and cognize the object as an orange. There
are, therefore, four elements in an act of sense-
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perception, viz., sensation, recalling, perceiving,
and self-perceiving.

^

1. Sensations are the stuff out of which sense-
ideas are made.

2. Recalling other experiences. You refer
your sensations, immediate and revived, to the
object.

3 Perceiving Fusing the sensations, imme-
diate and recalled, you form an idea of the
object.

4. Self-perceiving You are aware that vou
perceive the orancre

Self, as sense-perception, knows intuitively
physical phenomena. I know the orancre is
yellow because I see it. I know the table is
here because I see it extended, and feel it resist-mg me.

" A sensation is merely subjective
; in other

terms it is an inward phenomenon which is
related only to the feeling subject. A percep-
tion, on the contrary, is objective, it represents
to us an object distinct from the subject."

thfZl]l'7f'
^^^ '""" ^^ °"' perceptions formsthe circle of our sense-experience, and at thesame time the material whi^ch condition al hehigher activities of our soul.

" It is with reason, then, that modern didacticsproposes to make instruction concrete or ob^ctive, as a cardinal requirement, and demandsde.uon,stra ion and experiment whenever thevare admissible.
"—/:-"«.^.4£'r.

"'"t.iibver tney
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Noi'K 2.
—

" If th(^ s(»n.s(\s ^ivo us tlio matcMials
of k!U)wItMltr(., tlu' propor use of thoin constitutes
tv\ iiuportiuit element in the economy of mind.
To exercise the sense in th(5 hest way so us to
aceunnihite tlie richest stores of clear impres-
sions, is the first step in tiie attainment of wide
and accurate knowlednje about the world in
which we live. Practice is far behind tlieory,

and teachers make haste to build up the fabric of
ideas in the youn«r mind without troublin<jj about
a solid, firm foundation of sense-knowledi^e.

" Kroebel has built on solid psycholof^ical
jjfroi'.nd in maintaiiiinof that knowled<,'e and
activity are closely related, and that the child's

spontaneous activity is the fore*- that sets the
mechanism of the senses in motion. That per-
ception includes the em})Ioyment not only of the
eye but of the hand, and that a nice perception
of form is oid}- ojained in the device of manual
production."

—

Sulli/.

Skc. 4.—C(>ns(mous Pehception, or Con-
sciousness.

CoufH'iou.^)icss is inward perception, the senses

are origans of outer perception. Self, in its inner

world, imaij^ines, sympathizes, wills. Tiie soul

perceives this subjective act! /ity. Endowed
with tins pt)wer, I stand face to face with the

iiuier world. Under consciousness are compre-

hended all those ideas that are known by the

thinkinijf person in contrast with tho.se that are

unknown or foriri>tten.
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lu' plumo.n.na of consciousness are variable
states. Il.err are n.on.ents when the smallest
;;'ta.ls enter our nm.ls in perfect clearness.
"H. Kleas receive,! are clearest when the nwnd is
.mrrowe. or concentrate,! on a single object.
VVe clearly perceive an ilhnninate,! object in the
oven.n^r an acpiaintance in a crow,! of stran^^ers
»•• 't 'xxlily pain from other impressions Thisnan-own,. ,.f consciousness is calle.l attenfion

'

)n other occasicms. we discern obscurely the
olliect ot our thon<.ht. This ,lirterence in the
je^n-ee of cmsciousness depends up,>n the
intensity of psychological activity. Thus, in thehrst nu,numt ,)f ,>ne s awakenin,, from a sleepHt lave but a va^^ue. dreamy consciousness of
anytliin*^.

so -act,,,, o,.r ,,„ ,.,,,„, .,,„„„„/„„,, ,'

«.b, oet to cI,,»,.o;e a„,l tran,sfor,„ation. for ,,,„ i„
« ;lol„„t. ,„,|ivi,l„al, e,„lowe,l witl, certain
op,n,on», rc.coMectio„.s, i„cli„atio„.s an,l bo.lily

|/"a.s,,cl,a,,,,e.,. In th„ tl,inl y„ar of its a..'
lio el,,l,l h,.t l,oeo„,e., »olf-cun»eious. Till tira
.,,,0 ,t ,egaul» i,,elf an.l spoaks „C itself only in
>e 1,,,.,1,H, As soon. l,o„ever,a,s it loams

w,ch,t,s„„.™„„le,l,l,espeatsori,i,„»eifi„
the hrst person.
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Oiher I,Uas.~Wo find also among the objects
surroundin-r us tliose that possess the .same
characteristics a.s tho.se which we observe in con-
nection with ourselve.s. Further, we note in
them ecjual and .similar activitie.s and powers:
Power of motion, of launrhing, weeping, speaiving,
etc. We infer, therefore, that these bodies have
an intellectual life, that tliey appear to be .similar

to ours, or we attribute our own consciousness to
them. In this way we gain an idea of our
fellow-creatures. The idea of self, therefore,
becomes a basis for the understanding of others.
On the other hand, the consciousne.ss of self is

(juickened and explained through our knowledge
of others.

Note 1.—" Clear consciousness may be thought
as the circle of those concepts upon which
attention rests. Experience shows us that this
circle, like the pupil of the eye, can be extended
or contracted within certain rather wide limits.
The greatest narrowing occurs when we concen-
trate our attention upon a single object; the
greate.st extension takes place when we widen
the bounds of the narrow consciousness to its
greate.st extent It is apparent that the width
of this circle is indirectly proportioned to the
clearness of its single points, i.e., that our atten-
tion is so much the less intensive, the more
exten.sive it is, or the more it is divided."

—Lindner.
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Note 2.— " There is an inner world of ideasthoughts and feelings, as well as an oute world

a e iul'a 'r'T'^' V''^'' T'"^^'
phenon^ena

wUZ ^""^^\,^'^ physical phenolaena. By

see that fh'
^"

''"f
^ P ^enon.ena. Thus we

i fi /u .i_

"''^'
'"''J^^^'^ o^ knowledge mav beboth the things of the outer worl.i an!i theVtsand sta es of the nund itself. Both k nds ofknovvled<reare uresentaHvp Tu;

"''" «-^"^\oi

min.l nf%^r. •

^iHs power of them icJ of knowing us own states and acts iscalled consciousness."—iVo^s.

Sec. 5.

—

Attention.
Attention is the narrowinfi of our conscious-

ness, or t.he active self-direction of tlie mind toany object wliich presents itso'f to it at tliemoment An act of attention serves to <-ive
greater orce, vividness and distinctness to its
object We may say that attention enters as a
constituent into all classes of n.ental operations

for^e"!?
\r-7^'l'.''''^"'^direMngthe undivided^ ltpSr,''orse;L::,Sn™.^^s;» -^

Connt\rvalryrts^ryS:?c,?'i;r--

T^
—Layuion.

iNOTeS.—"Attention is the condition nf fi.
development of all the mental tWulfe" It ispre-ennnently a pedagogical faeult;, that is an
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instrument of education. Attention has a double
result: (a) To circumscrihe the ohject to be
known; [h) To deHne the exact limits of the
held of our mental efforts, and to reduce its
extent. By this means, it divicies the difficultiesm order the better to resolve them."—Pa>/)ie.

Note 4.—" Children should be accustomed to
examine, analyze and inspect every object of
interest about them: the Mowers and minerals
by the wayside, the animals of the fields, the
warblers of the forest, the various household
utensils, etc., all presont excellent subjects for
exercisinrr the faculties."— T'a^?.

Sec. 6.

—

Intuition.

Intuition is the power of <,^aining directly con-
crete necessary ideas.

This piece of wood possesses extension, divisi-
bility, weijrht, porosity and elasticity. That
these qualities (phenomena) may be a substance
(the very essence), must be. In a similar man-
ner we find that space, time, cause, etc., are
noumena.

There are four tests of necessary ideas :

1. Seif-Evidence. Self stands face to face
with facts. Think of trying to prove one's
existence. We know it is self-evident.

2. Necessity. The mind must start with
somethincr. Mind must be, that thought may
be. Space must be, that external objects may
be. They are necessary ideas.
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n.^ Universality. Necessary ideas are accepted

4. Ivdrpevdnice. A necessary idea cannot be
derived from other ideas.

Intuitions furnish material for thinkinr., and
thinking, leads to knowledge. If thinking, which
consists m working over present material, shall
lead to knowing and do^ng, that is to true edu-
cation, then much care must be taken in the
formation of intuitions. It i. inipossible to
<letermine, with certainty, how long the soul may
retain impressions. We know, however by
experience, that new impressions press back the
old ones from consciousness, and obscure or
tlarken them, till the latter, roused by some
special conditions, suddenly reappear.

Extraordinary circumstances, profound agita-
tions or feverish illness, may awaken in a min a
series of thoughts, or a capacity for the study
of language, which has remained latent for years
Ihis unlooked-for power is really wonderful-
but It only proves that there may be much in
the soul that, under ordinary circumstances, lies
wholly hidden.

If the images in the soul should remain
unchanged, that is, in constant clearness and
treshness, a confusion would arise on account of
this continued accumulation. Order and unitym the intellectual life, would then be impossible
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Sec. 7.

—

Growth of Intuition.

" Each step of sense-perception involves intui-

tion. I perceive not abstract properties, but
thin<,'s having properties. I perceive not abstract

mental acts, but self-knovvinnr, feeling, acting.

Thus it is evident that the child gains necessary
ideas as involved in the perception of phenomena.
They are seen dimly at first. While all men
accept and act upon necessary ideas, few dis-

tinctly state them to themselves. No one denies

his own existence, or that he is in space, or that
he grows old, but few grasp distinctly and fully

these ideas.

" This power, though early active, is probably
the latest of all the faculties in reaching full

activity and development. These necessary or

ultimate ideas seem to develop in the following

order
:
Our first intuitions are concrete notions

of objective realitie.s. We know things having
properties. The ideas, time and space, appear in

connection with our ideas of things. Next we
observe change, and directly gain the cause idea.

Next we gain the ide law, through the know-
ledge of the uniform ways in which energies act.

Finally, we gain this idea, this unity from our
knowledge of the co-ordination of things. Thus
step by step we advance to the conception of the
universe as a perfect unity."
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NoTK 1.—"The faculty of intuition has two
SI. es: one IS turned towards the outer, and the
othrr towards the inner world of ndnd The
tonner is Hrst unfohled, and leads to the de-
velopment of the latter. Hence the child in
school, as in the natural world, must open his
senses to outward impressions, in order that the
qualities and objects of the outer world may be
reflected in the picture upon the mental retinaam become to inner intuition the fountain of
all later mental culture."—Duster irefj.

Sec. 8.—RErRODucxioN.
When an old frien<l appears whom we have

not seen for years, we know him a^rain. The
picture of him, which we have carried in our
mind, but which in the course of time had be-
come obscured by other impressions, now returns
into our consciousness with perfect clearness
it IS reproduced, and the process is called repro-
duction. Reproduction is, therefore, the return
mto consciousness of obscured or darkened ideas.

Sec. 9.

—

Remembering.
Reproduction is frequently called remember-

111^?. Though the latter is reproduction, yet there
IS a difference between the two operations.
Memory is unaltered reproduction.

Sec. 10.—Kinds of ReproductioxN.
Reproduction is either direct or indirect.

Without any special reason I nn«r +i„vu „i? xi .
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"Foun.lin^r of Halifax," or the " Fall of Quebec "

1 l.ave lu^como conscious of the ideas from my
inner power, without the conscious help of other
Kleas. This repro.luction is called direct or
voluntary reproduction. Indirect reproduction
occurs witli the aid of other ideas. In education
It IS necessary to lay crreut stress upon well-
,1,'rounded knowled^^^e, and proper method in
study and instruction. Indirect reproduction
I'nn^.s us to the consideration of the laws of
reproduction.

Se(\ 1 1.— Laws of Rkproduction.

There are four laws of reproduction : {a) theHwot similarity;
(/.) the law of contrast;

{r) the law of simultaneousness
; i^d) the law of

succession.

The Luv^^Similarlt,, or Analog^/, is as fol-
lows • Snnilar ideas mutually reproduce one
another.

/;mw,^>/e^.-Fre,,uently we are romin.led of a
n.olody by a similar one

; of a la.ulscape by a
s.nnlar one

; of a voice by a similar one, etc
llns process is explained on the supposition that
similar ideas strengthen one an.)ther. The Jaw
Of Contrast is as follows: Contrasted idea«
reproduce one another.

L\vau<plc.~A dwarf seems .smaller when
contrasted with a giant. A hut appears more
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wretched wl)en contrasted with a palace. The
J^'^x' of Snnidfaneousuc.s8.~Uoas which arise
.snnultaneously in consciousr.es.s reproduce one
another The word awakens the idea

; cause
the etfoct A part of the .nehxly the whole
»'e ody_ One has to do here chiefly with
parts ot Ideas which have arisen in the soul
J/u'lMwot Surce,sion is as follows: Ideas are
awakened in the same relative order as that in
which they for.aerly entered into consciousness
A.raniple.-Th. first words of a poem, which

have been co.nmitted to memory remind us of
the next and thus enable us to recite the wholepoem The reason of this phenomenon lies in
this

:
that the ideas (words) are closely connected

ni a series, „, which the relation between two
successive ideas is very close.

The whole series returns .ijradually into con-
sciousness, by the reproduction of the first idea
1
lie reciprocal conm-ction of ideas, by means of

.sinulanty, contrast, simultaneousness and suc-
cession, ,s calle.l the association of ideas

It IS therefore possible to express briefly the
al'ove laws „f re{)roduction.

^i» Idea pr.)duces that with which it is con-
nected by the association of ideas.

Note 1.--" Readiness in recallin-r our know.^e d^.ends ;,reatly upon philosophical^^ ^:tinn.
\\ e must to,-m the habit of referrin.r facts
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to the laws on wliich tlicy depend, and of tracin-r

childrei ..as to exercise tl .ir power of recallin..and repn)ducin^r what they have lean ed i,^order to test the child's knowled.^e or hin.he teacher must call on the pupd to exp tsswhat he has learned in his own words. 1 y' uclskilful .luestioninor, he will find out how Ar theoarner has seized and retained the distinct vecatures o the subject-,natter attended to soTtsto keep the nuMital hna^e clear and diitinNot only so, but by this same practice of auvt

CTlf "
k"""'?''^

ramifications and con'ne-tons of each portion of knowledj^^e are more

SLt air"''
'' 1r- '' '^ i-P0.s.sible to

moment rfl'r "T ^'^", '""'^^ ''^ ^h«'"' ^^ ^^emoment ot acquisition
; they can only be found

tTon "~S5; ^^ ''P'"''^^ ^^'"''''^ ofreproduc-

Sec. 12.—Memory.

In a previous paragraph it was noted that
Ideas continued to exist in the soul even after
tJie excitations had ceased. This fact leads us
to believe that the soul possesses the power to
retain unchanored its acquired ideas, though itmay not be clearly conscious of them ^This
power of the soul to retain impressions unchan-ed
IS called Memory.

''
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Qiialif'u's of a Good Mr,m(>ry.~(a) True, if it

retains unaltered tlic impressions in tiie soul'; (h)
stron<r, if it retains tliese impressions for a Ion<T
time

;
(c) capacious, if it can retain many ideas."

Many riters on psycliolocry re()uire of a jrood
memory easy apprehension of tlie idea, and (juick
reproduction.

Care of the .Vemorij.—T].>it the impressions
may remain firmly in the soul, it is necessary
{<t) that the impressions be firndy impressed,
that is, they must occur with attention and'
without external disturl)ance

; (/>) imlistinct and
superficial impressions liave but litth; value. It
is ([uite evident that on account of the multitude
of impressions which arc conveyed to the soul,
only those which are firmly impressed will be
firmly fixed.

Weak impressions are obscured, or wholly
darkened, by the mutual infiuence of the existincr
mia-es in the soul, and those that have entered
more recently. It will bo necessary, therefore,
to make the impressions as definite and clear as
possible. Impressions made by simple descrip-
tions are wantin- in depth and clearness, and
therefore do not possess much strencrth. Since
the soul-images become less clear and vivid and
are modified by those that liave more recently
entered, repetition must occur frequently. In
some cases one simple reproduction is all that is

i 1
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necessary, but if the impressions have become
darkened or obscured, they must be reviewed
Suppose, for example, in a review in geometry
1 becomes evident that the pupils have not
clearly understood the method of bisectincr a
triangle, by a line drawn from a point on one
side. In such a case the mere telling or refer-
ence ,s not sufficient; the enunciation, construction
and proof must be given again.
The undisturbed health'of the body, and of

the whole mental life, is essential to a c^ood
memory. Experience teaches that by nervous
derangement, by physical debauch, by excessive
mental exertion, by trouble, by the use of nar-
cotics and stimulants, by want and sorrow, thememory is impaired.

Memorlzing.~The intentional learnin-. of a
series of ideas takes place by means of memor-
I'Airxrrizing

There is a threefold memorizing: (a) the
mechanical, the so-called learning by heart or
rote method

; (6) the artificial, ingenious memor-
i>^ing

;

(c) the thoughtful, judicious, logical The
mechanical memory consists in the repetition of
numbers, geographical or historical names Gram-
matical rules, or the words of a poem, tiirthev
are produced unchanged. In this method slight
regard is paid to the contents or meaninc. the
Ideas entering the mind simultaneously or'in a
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certain order, are united externally or outwardly.
The impressions are fixed more easily if the ideas
to be learned are connected by rhythm or rhyme.
The artificial, ini^enious, numerical memorizinir
consists in explaining by artificial means the
^a to be impressed. The thoujrhtful, judicious,

.o, leal memorizing pays attention to the content,'
and unites the ideas by means of the judgment.'
One remembers, for instance, a mathematical
proof by its connection and order.

Memory in General—The opinion that, by
memorizing historical tables, (synopsis), songs
and pithy sayings, the memory in general is

strengthened, is erroneous. As there is no
general power of memory, there en be no
general exercise for the memory. He who is

engaged chiefly in the study of mathematics
strengthens his power but little for retaining
historical dates, facts, names, etc.

Note 1.—" It cannot be too clearly borne in
nnnd that to acquire any amount of knowledcre
respecting the particular and concrete, is not
to be educated. Perfect knowledge implies the
taking up oi the particular or concrete into the
general

;
the connecting of a variety of particu-

ars u'uier a universal principle. A eerfain
knowledge ot the concrete, a certain store of
nnages, IS undoubtedly necessary to the exercise
ot the higher intellectual faculties

; but if the
teacher aims at simply mass or volume of detail

M-l
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the higher powers of the mind will be unexer-
cised. —n'''/)/.

Note 2—"The facility of memory dependsupon the degree and mobility of the attention
as well as in general upon the freshness of
apprehension which is partially connected with
physiological conditions."—Zi/jtZ/^^r.

Sec. 13.—Imagination.
The power of forming mental images of objects

not present to the senses is appropriately called
imagination. This power is exercised in two
<hstinct ways

:
(a) In reproducing images which

are copies of actual percepts of objects (repro-
ductive imagination)

; and (6) in constructing^ a
mental picture of an object which one has never
seen, and consequently of which he has never
had a percept (constructive imagination).

" Imagination is an important factor in art
science, education, and practical life. It has'
always been considered the poeflc, the artistic
faculty. Science itself, at least natural science,
IS nnpossible without imagination. Yet the fre-
quent failures in education lie mostly in the
excessive deman.ls which it makes on the pupil's
imagination. Children who have seen only the
very uniform surroundings of their village, are
desired in geographical instruction to imagine
coast ranges of mountains, elevated plateaus
steppes and deserts, seas and lakes, wharfs and
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harbors. Those who have seen a few (loinestic
animals, and but a few cultivated phmts. are
expected in zoology and botany to supply a chaos
of animal and plant names with images out of
the small treasures of their imagination."

Note 1.—"Since new images can only be
formed out of old materials, it is desirable to
call up past impressions in the most vivid
way. Ihis end will be secured to some extent
by a wise s^election of words. These must be
simple and familiar, fitted to call up images at
once More than this, the teacher shouFd re-
mind the child of facts in his experience the
representations of which may serve as' the
elemeiKs of the new image, or as its model.
I hus in describing an historical event, the several
features must be made clear bv parallel facts in
the child s small world, and the whole scenemade distinct by the help of rough analogies.
In doing this, however, the teacher must l)e care-
ful to help the child to distinguish the new from
the old, and not to import into the new ima-^e
the accidental and irrelevant accessions of his
experience."—^'jt//,^.

Note 2.--"The imagination is a complex
tuiiction which presents itself under different
and very distinct forms. At one time it ismere y a function of conservation, and is <>lien
called imaginative memory, or representative
imagination. At another, it is a function of
combination and elaboration, and it is then the
inventive or creative imagination."—/^(?/7ie

III

f'Ai
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in a L iTTl
/^'""^"'> '^"'^ nna,<,Mn.vti„n interlace

Tl.e ,r ;

'"'''''

r^ '--ciprocally separate.iJit more the niental activity in renro. uctioninovos alon. the ol,l tracks, the n,orc> pro "in
»"

does memory becon.e
; the more it n.ovls newways throu..h the foun.iin,. of new simu ane^ties and successions, the n.ore prominent wi I"na;^n>ation appear. The boundary line ,et,v^ n

1 r;;::; ^^r^ ^'f-^'
-P'0.1ucJd perce^^^^^art for the most part, i.na-inations, bmiuseincidents are always hickin^r, and since in

l^eneral altered reproductions ha^^e n.ore chancelor themselves than the una 1 te re. 1;•-/./,,
f/;,,!"'''

i DEFECTS OF IMAOINATION.

.

^^'=^"'^'' o*' i»»'\^^ination are dreams, whims
air-castles; n.ythology, with its persons and
narrations, the world of fables and legends
with their dwarfs, giants, fairies, goblins, wftches,'
and ghosts.

'

ABERRATIONS OF IMAlilNATIOJf,

Phantasies are pictures of the imagination
which one mistakes for perceptions of objective
actuality, although one may not know how they
have arisen in him. Many who relate untrue
stories, soon believe their own fiction.

lUusions arise through a wrong interpretation
of sense impressions. Many persons think they
«ee a ghost, when there stands before them in
fact a post. ]t is an illusion, if an object in a
tog or early morning appears to be much nearer
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or lar...r than it really is. It is also an illusion
vv .en the drunkard inm^n^ines he sees snakes and
H-l.ers; when the sick believe they hear n.usic
and tlu> rin^rino; of bells. Hallucination is a
delusion of the senses without external excitation.

•ArsKs (,K AliKKKATIO.N „K THE IMAOI.VATION.

The chief causes are the following: ti)e filUnrr
of he youthful mind with ^^^host stories, le-^ends
an.l other fanciful ideas; in a word, by turninc:
the youthful nund fro.u the real to the unreal
and n.ythical. Personal vanity and pri<Ie, .lis-
like of the world, loss of sleep, fastin. care
extravagance, are the chief causes of aberration
01 the imagination.

HKTROSPEC'T AM) TRANSITION.

The elementary images of the soul-life on the
intellectual side are sense-ideas. They are
rj3presentations of outer objects which arise in
the soul m consequence of sense and nerve
activities. These ideas arc called perceptions if
they are produced by outer objects which im-
"lediately excite the senses. These ideas, by
repeatedly appearing and by getting clearer and
clearer, become fixed soul-images. Further, the
•soul possesses the property of uniting single
Ideas into groups and series, of retaining them
(memory) and of reproducing them, either on
given occasions or involuntarily. By repro
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(luction, tlie ideas may either enter into conscious-

ness unchanged, or combine in new forms and
images (imagination).

If real inti'llectual life is to be developed out
of these elementary images, it is not sutlicient

that they seem to unite outwardly in the repro-

(hiction of groups and series, but it is absolutely

necessary that they be connected more directly

witli one anotlier, that they may be clearly

kiiown and distinguished, and that they may be
united or separated, according to their ecpiality

or ine(|uality. This activity of the soul is called

till Ilk liuj.

Sec. 14.—Thinking.

Thinking is that soul activity that connects or

separates the ideas according to tlieir content.

When does thinking begin ? When thinking be-

gins cannot be determined with certainty. This
nuich, however, is certain, that tlie reception of

the elements of knowledge (ideas, perceptions)

must precede thinking. However, it is not to be
understood that men to a certain time collect

elements of knowledge and complete the collect-

ing, and then begin thinking. The acijuisition

of ideas continues without interruption, but
thinking is always connected with the elements
of knowledge. Therefore the child thinks invol-

untarily at a very early age. Conscious thinking
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can only take place if the soul has in its po.scs-
sion rich content.

FtNDAMKNTAL rROCKSSKS IN TMINKINO.

Certain psychical processes form the basis
of thinking., and only by their existence is
unconscious thinking explicable. To it belon.r
in the first place, the frequently n.entioncHl
reciprocal influences of the soul-imai,^es, and also
the blending of the homogeneous and the
secreting of the dissimilar (mes. By the special
consideration of these simple forms of thinkin..
the fundamental process will become clearer and
clearer to us.

Sec. 15.—Thought and Language.
There is a very intimate connection between

thought and language. The child's tliought arrows
and develops with the power of speech.^ Much of
our thinking is carried on by the aid of spoken
languages, and even in silent thought obser-
vation teaches us that inaudible or suppressed
thought co-operates. Spoken language may be
det.ned as a .system of signs by means of which
we give outward expression to all our states of
con.sciousness.

th^^Io}'~'^^?^^''''
language is not merelythe eces^ary instrument for the communication

ot thought, but IS an auxiliary in the innerdevelopment of individual thou4t "

1^1.

\M
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Note 2.
—

" There is perhaps no part of intellec-
tual truinin-,' which re(|nire.s so niiich careful
attention as the control of the child's use of
words. It is in vain to expect him from the
first to seize the exact meaninL,^ of all the terms
which he employs. The mind is too prone to be
satisfied with loose and vaj^ue notions about
thin^^fs, and this intellectual indolence is the most
fatal obstacle to clear and aec\u-ate knowled^'c.
The child should be exercised from the first in
the words he employs. It is a j,'ood rule never
to let a child employ a word without attaching
some intelli-jjible meanin<i^ to it. As knowledge
widens, the teacher should take care to correct
the first cfude notions, substituting exact f""
inexact definitions."

—

ISallij.

rHINCII'AI. FOK.MH OF THINKING.

The principal forms of thinking are : (a) con-

ceptions, (/>) judgments, (c) conclusions.

The laws of thinking are explained by logic.

Psychology indicates how the forms of thinking
are produced in the soul.

Coiurption is the power to form general

notions.

Example.—The child observes many objects

with four sides, as windows, doors, walls, tables,

fronts of houses, etc. It is observed that all are

enclosed by four straight lines, in which the two
opposite are parallel and e(iual. When the child

collects these essential characteristics and places

them together, it obtains the notion parallelo-
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gram. The rest of tl.e cliamcteristlcs which
were oh.s.^rve.l in the chjoct. viz., the diHerent
•si/<"s. color, n.aterial. etc.. are separated as
unes.sential ditierences.

Sec. k;.—Ouiglv of Conceftion.s.

From the ahove example it i. ,.vi,lent that in
the formation of notions, the followini,' different
processes may be distin^ruished

: (a) The recep-
tion and reproduction of all the characteristics
of the object; (h) the blendini,^ of the homo<ren-
eous characteristics, and (e) the separation of'the
unessential characteristics. The process under
(0) IS called combination, an.i ihat under (c)
separation. Combination is the principal process
in the formation of conceptions. The essential
characteristics, <.ainin<r clearness and stren^rth
obscure the acci.lental and weaker one.s, ami thus
acquire supremacy in consciousness.

Note 1.—" Conception is the power to think
lun^^^s into classes When we compare objects,we .iiscern resemblances and form .rroum ofresembhnj. things. We gain general nStions."—Baldwin.

Sec. 17.

—

Judoments.
Two known notions are given to us, " rose and

red. It IS now re-juired to bring these two
notions into a closer relation. We condder and
decide that to the notion rose the notion red may
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be attributed as a characteristic. When we -say

that the rose is red, we express at tlie same time

that the relation of the two notions has become

in us an idea.

We have formed a judgment. Judgment is

therefore the power of recognizing the relation

of two or more notions.

ORIGIN OF .IIDOME.VT.

"We find, therefore, in the formation of a judg-

ment, that two psychical activities, namely,

reflecting and deciding, have taken place. The
latter finally produces a judgment in which the

one notion is either affirmed or denied as a

characteristic of the other. In the former case

an agreement, in the latter a disagreement, is

present in consciousness.

Note 1.
—"As the logical judgment arises from

a question and an answer, so there are two distin-

guishable stages in the psj'chological act of judg-
ing, viz., the stages of rejiecfion and that of de-

cision. First, there must be two concepts, A and
B. One of these, A, from which the thought
proceeds, is the subject ; the other, B, to which it

extends, is the predicate. Were there nothing
but the two concepts, A and B, present, these
would simply fuse, and we should have the

comlnned concepts, A ¥i, but in no sense the
judgment, " A is B." If, on the other hand, a
subjt;ct, concept A, presents several opposing
concepts, B, C, J), E, etc., the completion of a
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reunion with A is postpone.l. We are undecided
whether A is B or C or D."—Lindner.

Note 2.—"The formation of the judgment is
distinj^niished from the mere association of con-
cepts, in that it does not occur without resistance.
This resistance arises from the opposin<T predicate
concepts which are involved in the^refiection
Iheretore judi^nneiits are not announced wlien
this resistance is absent ; when, for example, the
events arise as thi y are expected. But when
the subject concept brinnrs with it the opposite
ot what was expected, we feel called upon to
judge, because the expectation comes between
the subject and its accompanying concept ' The
sick man is dead, we say, because we had
expected life."

Sec. is.—The Conclusion.

AH bodies have three dimensions—mr^/or ^^re-
'iiiise: A cube is a hody—mlnnr prcmLse : If
follows, therefore, that the cube lias three dhnen-
sionH—Conclu.H'ioii. No man is worthy of worship:
all kings are men : if foKous, fherefore, that no
king is worthy of worship. In both examples
we have derived from two given judgments a
third. This judgment is called a conclusion. A
ronrliision, therefore, is a judgment, which is

derived from two given judgments.
Orlijln of the CondiLsion.—T\xQ psychical pro-

cesses, which are active in the formation of conclu-
sions, are: {a) a blending of homogeneous notions;

ii«

l-ill
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(/') a scpiinitioii of (liMtMciit. idcii'^. In tlic lirst

example, the t^ lioiuoj^fiit'ous notions are l)li'ni|-

i-.l in Ixxly. Kroni tht> cliniiiuition of tlic middle

t(>rni inMci'fds tlic judi^niont, " Ihr ciihc //as three

(fi))teiisli>u-<." By this means, contrary to the

process of the formation of ideas, the honio<,fen-

eous (>hMn(>nts are separated. Tlie characteristic

of the conehision arrived ni in the juili;ment is

attributed to the subject of the suhonhnate
sinujU' jndi^ment.

Si':(\ li).—AiTKiU': rioN.

In former paragraphs, hy means of (U>linite

principal forms of think itiijf. tlie inteih'ctual

eh>mentary soul-ima«j:es, as i(h>as, pi>rceptions,

intuitions, are intimately connected with one

nimthiM'. These sonl-in\ai;es lu'come real con-

tent of the soul. The threat er these content

lieeome the more the capacity of the soul to

awakiMi new perceptions is increased, whence
the existiiiij^ ima^j^os are proved to he perc(>p-

tive forces for the reception of uew impressions.

Th(^ new impressit)ns art> tluM-efore perceived,

explained and presenttMl to the mind by the

imai^os which were awakened earlier in the soul.

This relation of the earlier sonl-ima<;es to the

new impressions is called appercej>tion. On the

other hand, the apperceivinuj imaijjes are chaiiiijed

or transt\)rmed by the new impressions. There-
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rccc ption <)i new ideas. Tl

ton' the soni proves its.«I|- conscious of the

lis conscious activity

ii|)rcssious to tlio
i<l«'as Hiivivly prcs,.nt, is called attention. II

.r tl K' soul Ml unitiu"- new ii

it follows that nttt^nt

cnce

when the soul i

.N'OTK

ion is only to he cxj)ected
s in i)()ssession of related id eas.

riic transformation of a newer( weaker)
concept h\- means of an old t'l- one surpassinir tlu;
;>»-'"<'r in power and inner or-ani/ation, I

the name of apperception
unaltered rece|)ti()n of the same

»ear"s

:n contrast to tin

p(!rc( ption.

Skc, 20. -The Undhij.sta.n

— Li 11(1

dinm;

n<r.

Tl ic understandinn^ in man i.s t! ic sum of all
Ins intellectual powers. The mon. ideas and
conceptions a man has, out of which, hy diflbrent
comhinations, he ac(|uires ju.l-ments and conclu-
sions, the more understanding,' he has. ]t foil

therefore, from this, tliat the understand

ows

innate, I»ut that it must
in<r IS not

•»i«'iit of a well-stored intellect

heacijuired. Theattai n-

pow(>r of knowini^r and doi

outer

oracomj)rehensive

ni,', dt;pends upon th«
«"".iitions of industry and [.ersevcrance.

as well as on the |)ower of the intellect.

Sec. 21.—a iMMTiEs—Talents.
It xiierience teaclies that all men do not possess

''.|Ual facility in acpiirin-, e.pial power in
'vtainm- nor cpial .luickness in reproducing
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ideas. These facts lead to the supposition that
men do not possess equal ability and intelligence.

Whether these abilities in the child at birth were
and are in all cases equal, and whether they
through outer circumstance or conditions (sick-

ness, trouble, good or bad teaching), become better

in one case, and worse in another, we will not
attempt to determine. It is only the intention

here to show that experience proves that there
is a ditference in the natural abilities of men.
Exercise of the mental faculties is especially

important to give strength for the formation of

ideas, judgment and conclusion. The cause of

obscurity and confusion of conceptions is due to

the weakness of the mental powders. Slowness in

judging and concluding is chietly due to the lack
of mental vivacity. It is assorted that the
genius (at least apparently) needs no training to

attain the greatest skill. In each talent the
highest is that M'hich is enabled to produce
something new; originality must therefore be
united with the conception genim. Genius
either exhibits itself as a general or a special

creative power. Each real geniu^, works some
reform in his own sphere, as poetry, philoso-

phy, painting, inusic, mathematics, etc. Some
writers speak of a theoretical, practical and
a;sthetic genius. Talent indicates distinguished

intellectual or physical gifts. It recpiires, how-
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ever, much exercise for its development. It is

difficult, therefore, to determine in talent what
is due to education and training, and what is

original and innate,

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TALENT AND OENIUS.

Talent is regarded as the higher, genius as
the liighest of the intellectual powers. It is

impossible to trace clearly the difference between
talent and genius, because the former, in its

highest form, is very like the latter in its lowest.
As already remarked, a creative power is at-
tributed to genius, while talent uses present
things, and alters them to suit its purpose.
Talent does not originate, and goes less in its

own special direction than genius. We have
described the phenomena of the life of the soul,

which possesses an intellectual character. A
soul-life, however, not less rich, displays itself in
every man, in the sphere of the affections.

Lot us now turn our attention to these pheno-
mena.

Sec. 22.—Feelings.

By the mutual influence of the feelings upon
one another, intense interest is awakened in the
ideas present in consciousness and in the phe-
nomena of the collective soul life. These serve
as stimuli, which arouse in us certain involuntary
C(mditions. These manifest themselves as eondi-

r.
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tions of pleasure or displeasure, of joy or sorrow.

When we become conscious of them, th<;n we
have feelings. Feelings, therefore, are conscious

mental conditions of pleasure or displeasure.

DIFFERENCE liETWEEN FEELINGS AND IDEAS.

Ideas are occasioned by sense-excitation, feel-

ings by inner stimuli. Ideas always refer to a

^eal or imaginary object, while the feelings make
us conscious of our own conditions and of our

simple passive state. It therefore follows that

in different men there may be similar ideas,

conceptions and contemplations, yet no harmony
of feeling, because tlie latter are entirely sub-

jective.

ORUIIN AND E.XTENT OF THE FEELINGS.

It has already been remarked that the feel-

ings are caused by inner excitations which

arise from the reciprocal influence and harmony
of the soul-imagos. These excitations do not

proceed from ideas alone, but they are caused

by the entire mental life. The physical condi-

tion is an important factor in the production of

different feelings. For example : health, robust-

ness, comfort, cheerfulness, exhaustion, warmth
and cold, hunger and thirst, aversion, weariness,

etc., modify the feelings.

f'LASSIFK-ATION OF THE FEELINGS.

The feelings are classified differently. The
reason whv there are so manv divisions is. we
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believe, due to the fact that the feelinj^s are
simply of a subjective character. Only under
the most favorable conditions can one classify his

own feelings. We say under the most favor-
able conditions, because it maybe assumed that no
man, not even the most intelligent psychologist,
is able at any time to be sufficiently conscious
of all his feelings to classify them. However,
the following grouping of the feelings will be
found, in general, satisfactory : Physical, intel-

lectual, (t'nthetic, moral, rel'ujloas, feeling of edi-
nuttion or value, corapound feelings.

Phijsieal Feelings are those by which one be-
comes conscious of the condition and nature of
one's own body. To the physical feelings belong
the various conditioris of sickness, hcaln

,
plea-

sure, w^eariness, change of temperature, food, etc.

Intellectual Feelings.—The intellectual feelings

are those which make us conscious of the strength
or weakness of our intellectual powers. Here
belong the agreeable feelings, on account of the
certainty of our convictions, and of our pleasure
at intelligence obtained with difficulty. Here,
also, belong the unpleasant feelings ex^^erienced
in the darkness and confusion of our ideas, the
uncertainty of our judgment, and the limitation
of our powers of knowing and doing.

^Esthetic Feelings are those which awaken in

us pleasure in beautiful and displeasure in dis-

fi
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agreeable things. To these two chief forms of

beauty and deformity may be added two others,

viz., the sublime or noble, and the common
or vulgar. With beauty is related the grand,

charming, ludicrous, etc., to the sublime, the

noble, tlignitied, solemn, tragical, etc. ; those

characteristics are observable in beauty. (1) All

beauty must be perceivable by the senses, as a

picture, musical selection, poetry, etc. (2) In

all that is beautiful, as Plato says, must be ex-

pressed or thought something intellectual. Both

sense and spirit must completely permeate it,

so that one can neither distinguish the sense as

such, nor the spirit as such. From the close

connection of these two moments arise, thirdly,

the essential property of beauty, in consequence

of which it is immediately eti'ective. All beauty

pleases and delights us as soon as we see or hear

it, although we may not be able to give a reason

for it. We cannot fully enjoy the beauty of a

work of art that we are obliged to study in

order to understand. It is not till we have

(juite understood it that it has its full effect

upon us. The beauty of nature, in which the

thoughts of God stand before us in bodily form,

immediately affects aJl men.

The feeling of sublimity manifests itself in a

profoand exaltation of feeling. It produces

astonishment, which overpowers us with the
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feelings of incomprehensibility, inHiiitude and
eternity.

Mural FeeIings.~The moral feelinjjs manifest
tliemselves as pleased with the f^ood, and dis-

pleased with the bad. They relate to the inten-
tions and actions of men. We are pleased with
the sacriticin,ir love of Pestalozzi, and displeased
with the cruelty of Nero. The approval of the
•••ood and disapproval of the bad is active in us.

It a man possesses n oral convictions, he can
have pleasure only in moral intentions and
actions. These convictions are used as a scale in
estimating the conduct of others and liimself, by
which, in case of agreement, pleasure is awakened

;

in case of disagreement, displeasure.

Sec. 23.—Conscience.

The faculty that passes moral judgment on
our intentions, willing and actions, is called con-
scieTice. The activity and range of conscience
depends upon moral education. One speaks of
a good and a bad conscience. The conscience is

good if it awakens pleasure in a man, it is bad if

it awakens displeasure. If the conscience
precedes intentions, it manifests itself either in
inciting or admonishing

; if it accompanies the
actions and intentions, it is either encouraging or
discouraging them. If conscience succeeds^in-
tentions and actions, it produces eitlier self-

It*^

1
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content or repentance and shaiue ; the former if

it is in accord with the action, the latter if it is

not in accord with it.

Accord int; to the dcfrree of moral educativon,

men possess either a delicate and active, or obtuse

and waverinj^ conscience. To the moral feelintjs

belong also the sympathetic feelings, or Sfjm-

pdth)/. They manifest themselves as participating

in the joy or sorrow of other.s, and consist in

joying in the joy, and sorrowing in the sorrow

of others. Man can attain to this condition

only by the reproduction of personal experience,

therefore the capacity for sympathy, in different

'nen, is very different.

The sympathies possess great value in morals,

as they banish selfishness and prepare the way
for charity. The opposite of these sympathetic

feelings is the unsympathetic. They manifest

displeasure in the welfare of others, and pleasure

in their sorrow. The first is called envy ; the

last, pleasure in the sorrow of others. The man
is indeed shortsighted and selfish that does not

interest himself in the welfare of others.

lieligious FecUvgs are those that have their

foundation in a belief in God and a future life.

The insufficiency of man's power, and the imper-

fection of temporal conditions, awaken in man a

feeling of dependence on One Almighty Perfect

Being. Man conceives God as the Almighty, All-

ili
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wise, All-good Being, as the highest known Good.
The imperfection of temporal existence awakens
in man a de.sire for a hai)j)y existence after death.
His trust is in God ; he turns his hopes and
de.sir^w upwards. The ert'ect of true religion is to
g'lve .. man an impulse to greater virtue, morality
and purity in life.

FeeliiKjs of Estimation are those which are
awakened in us l.y the idea of estimation of
things and conditions. These feelings, in different
individuals, are very different. What appears to
one as a great good or evil, is treated with
indifference by others. This diflTerence depends
upon the estimates placed on the value of money,
luxury, pleasure, art, science, patriotism, wisdom!
virtue, and religion. Hence arises, on the one'
hand, conscientiousness, modesty and humility

;

on the other, selfishness, pride, vanity. On thi.s
also depends the disregard and contempt of
others. Therefore, the poor is to the rich, the
honest to the dishonest, the true friend to the
villain, an object of disregard and displeasure,
because each man estimates his fellow - man
according to the measure which he bears in him-
self. The feelings of estimation or value are
therefore intimately connected with our moral
feelings.

Compound Feelings arise by the blending of
similar and mingling of dissimilar feelings.

t!
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These may be oitlier united or niirif^'led feelin;,'s.

In relation to the form, they have eitlier a cheta--

fiil or irloomy eharacter. If upon reeoverini,'

from a severe iUness one, in company with

pleasant friends, on a tine sprintr's day, passes

throu<,di a beautiful country, vocal with the

sin^im; of birds, sinilin-,' with blossomin-; or-

chards, cheerful feelinj^s arise in him. If, further,

a poor sick father is trouble<l wdth care for

food, with ^n-ief ami repentance over his own

sins, then a <;loomy feelin<j; arises in him. If the

merry traveller discovers that he has lost a valu-

able object, his feelin(;s vibrate between joy and

sorrow. Such mint^ded feelin<;s are common in

life, " snules amidst tears."

Sec. 24.—The Affections.

The feelings appear in very ditierent dej,M-ees

of strength. The highest degree of the feelings

which are attended by remarkable bodily ex-

pression are called affections. These feelings are

such as to make man most triumphant or most

miserable. Here belong ecstasy, rejoicing, en-

thusiasm, awe, astonishment, fanaticism, and

anxiety, terror, wrath, rage and desperation.

The affections disturb calm and deliberate reflec-

tion. They produce laughing or weeping, blush-

ing or paleness, etc. They excite or paralyze the

muscular system : drive the blood to the head
;
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the eyes sparkle, roll or stare; they firuMIy pro-
duce convulsions, swoon, or death.

Sec. 2.').—Thk Dispo.sition.

Tlie disposition is the sum of wliat is felt.

Accor(lin<r to tlie nature of the predominant
teelinjrs, we may distin<,ruish a sensual, aesthetic,
moral or religious disposition. A noble or base'

disposition is develope<l accordin<r to the def^ree
of susceptibility of tlie soul for outer impressions.
Jf the sympathetic feelings are predominant, an
unselHsh or lunn.ane disposition is produced. If
these are wantini^.a selfish or ej,'otistical disposi-
tion appears. The development of the disposition
depends upon the frreater or less susceptibility of
the soul, and upon the outer conditions and cir-

cumstances of men. Sometimes those various
dispositions arise which we desicrnute as cheer-
ful, <,^ay, humorous, mirtiiful, indiflerent, cold,
serious, sad, melancholy, irritable, capricious]
etc.

The figurative expression for disposition is

heart. iMen with a liberal and cordial disposi-
tion are called men with a heart. With them,
thinking according to logic, and acting accord

-

in?,' to practical principles, are secondary. The
thoughts are chiefly fancies, their resolutions
momentary inclinations. Such men are not
trustworthy, because their resolutions and

ti
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actions (lejx'nd upon accidontal ciicunistances

and i'ct'liuj^s. Their education must be so

directed as to re<,'ulate tlie development of the

disposition, it must direct and moderate the dis-

position wlieii it is too active, and arouse it when

it is too weak and monotonous. The emotions

must lie awakened in the latter case, in tlie

former (piieted. The purpose of the education

of the disposition is trai..|uility of mind, whereby

the disposition is balanced by thinkin«r and

willm^.

Sec. 26.—Phkxomkna ok tiik Desires.

Drshrs and .hrr,s/o/^s. — The impressions

which men receive, either from their surround-

ini^s or in their own lives durin«; health or

sickness, are either at^reeable or disa<;reeable.

With the ai^reeabi.' impression is united the

desire that they contiiuie, with the disa«,a-eeable

the desire that they cease. The wish that

pleasant impressions may contiiuie is called

di'.sire. The wish for the discontinuance of

unpleasant impressions is called aversion. De-

sires and avei-sions are either of a sensual or

spiritual nature.

Snisudl lhsir<:<.—'Vo the sensual desires

belong the instincts. The instincts are inborn

spontaneous desires. Soon after birth the desire

for nourishmeut is manifested; this desire is
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called instinct for food. By means of nourish-
n.ent the nuiscular system becomes more an.l
".ore stren^rthened. The f,rrovvin<,. stren<rth is
nmnifeste,! first hy kickin-.. and ^^pin^. with
the hands. Later tlu. child learns to creep, to
stand and to walk. It moves itself. The cause
of this activity is innate desire for e.Kercise. The
•lesire for exercise is closely connected with the
desn-e for play. To the desires helon- cupidity

JntrllerUud M-.s^rc'^.-The sensual desires are
purely ot a subjective nature, whereas the intel-
k'ctual <lesires are of an ol,j,.ctive character
h.^cause men as thinkin^r bein,i;s perceive the'
eaus(. ot ^rood and ."vil. Thes,. causes brin- to
hn.i the objects throu^di which pleasun> and'lis-
pleasure are produced. Amon^rst the intellectual
desn-es may he ranked inclinations, wishes
aspirations, intellectual interests, emotions an<i
willinjT.

TncLhu,tuw:uind ^^rrsiom'.—Inclinations are
objective desires which have arisen from esteem
or renrard. Inclinations are opposite to aversion
Inclinations awaken a feelin- of pleasure and
power. Aversion produces indifi'erence and
loathin- Usually men are inclinc.l to that
kuid of activity which they can perform with
pleasure and ("aso. Habit may be consi.lerrd as
an important factor in the intellectual ami moral
life of man. There is also the power of habit

Hi,
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This power is in a hi-h .leorcc ellectivo in the

life of habitual sinners, who can scarcely nd

themselves of inunoral acting, though they may

clearly see the evil that must result.

The inclinations of a man do not always

remain the same, but they chan-e with years

and with a chancre of principle. The man has

therefore other irclinations than the youth.

The inclination is called love, if the object is a

human being. H' the aversion is to a living

being, it is called hatred. A wish is a <lesire,

without the idea that the desire can be gratified.

Longiw/ is a wish, with the i<lea that the wish

can be gratified. Yn,nuv<i is an intense desire

for an ob)ect which one longs for with some

anxiety. The child yearns for its parents, for

home, for peace, for rest, etc.

Intellect iinl Intercut is an active participation

in a subject, especially if it is of great import-

ance or if it is particularly useful or proiitable.

In this connection, one thinks of a person's

studying a given subject with an examination

in view.

7'A(' 7'(*>ss(0*;s.—Passions are exceedingly strong

desires for something. The passionate man acts

without consideration and without free resolu-

tions. He has as little control over himself as a

sailor over his ship in a stormy sea. Passion may

become fanaticism if it interests itself in political,
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moral or relii^qous (|ne.stionH. The fanatic endea-
vors to realize his ideas under all conditions, and
to remove all obstacles out of the way. P'anati-

cisni is, indeed, in every department of mental
and social life. Indifference is just opposite to

fanaticism. It is usually the result either of a
lack of knowledire or of interest. There is a
moral, ])oliticaI, aesthetic and social indiflerenco.

Christ was in all the fervor of His love and
sint^deness of purpose without passion.

Willin;/ is a desire or aversion, with the idea
that the object of the desire or aversicm is

actually attainable. The means that we use for

the fultihnent of our desires are either permissible
or not pernnssiblc, practicable or impracticable.

In the first case, they depend upon the jud^nuent
or reason

;
in the last, upon the understandinfr.

The value of willinn^, therefore, depends upon
the jud<rment and upon the intelligence of the
individual. In so far as the first prevails or is

wholly wanting, the will is moral or immoral.
In so far as the judguient guides the will, it

manifests itself as wisdom.

m
I

81:0. 27.—CirAUACl'ER.

Character is the self-ac(|uired property of the
vlll. On that account, character is found only
:n men amongst all the beings in nature. Char-
acter is not innate, it is formed rather by pains-

('^
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iak'mcr effoi't with one's self in the " current of

the world." It follows that character cannot

be attributed to a number of individuals collect-

ively, to a certain position, to a certain nation,

or even to a definite a^^e.

Diversitij of Clui nidcr.—^'mcc character, pro-

perly speakinij:, is only a form of willing, it will

ditler according to the difference in willing.

Character receives certain impressions from prin-

ciples and maxims which are ac(iuired by action

and meditation. These again must be under the

direction of a superior principle. The ditference

of character will therefore depend upon a ditt'er-

ence of principle. If the principle is changeable,

then a weak character is the result. If the

principles are immoral, the character will be

immoral. If the principles are in accordance

with moral ideas, the character is moral. Prin-

ciples and maxims may thereft)re be considered

as the content of character.

Change of C//ar«c^'/'.—Character may be con-

sidered as the acquired condition of one's soul, as

steadfast, still as changeable. It is indeed

capable of development as well as change. The

treatment of the activities of the soul has been

separated into topics, in order to express the

ideas clearly in outline. It must not, however,

be inferred that the activities of the soul make

their apiK-arance always in the order indicated.
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Among the phenomena of the soul may be

rankeil ideas and ideals, reason and individuality.

Sec. 28.

—

Ideas and Ideals.

In the popular sense of the word, idea means

the image vvhich the soul forms of a thing. In

this sense idea would mean the same thing as

notion, intellectual perception or conception.

Furtlier, the word idea signifies as much as

thought project. Here the idea is regarded as

cfuial to a new created thought. In Grecian

and German ])hilosophy, the word " idea " has

received a higher, yet a very anomalous signifi-

cation. Both agree in this, that they attribute

to the word not simply subjective, conditioned

truth, but an objective, absolutely authentic one.

They difi'er in their explanation, in this: that the

first includes, and the last excludes, the reality.

According to Plato, the ideas are the common
characteristics in the multiplicity of objects, the

one in the many, constant and firm in reality,

that is o'eal existence.

According to Kant, the ideas are absolutely

thought perfections, to which in experience cor-

responding realities cannot be found. While

Plato lias for each class of phenomena a special

idea of being

—

e.</., for many trees the particular

idea tree—Kant distinguislies for each faculty in

the human soul a special idea, as 'regulative,"

ill
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ami rt>t'ers to tlicorctifal, practiciil mid a'stlictic

ideas. The piactical idea is that oi" morality,

the theoretical that ol" truth, the avsthetic that of

beauty. The lirst i,n)\'erii.s in the spheric of

actions and morals, the second in that of knou-

led<:e and science, the third in the realm of the

arts. The (Jerinan ])hilosoph(M-s who succeeded

Kant havt> inclined to the Platonic use of th(!

word.

Idcdls.—While the ideas jnay he reujanh'd as

model imat^^es of thinkinu^, willini^ ami actin'_^tlu>

ideals may he reL:;arded as model forms, that is to

say, IS ideas which are sout^ht to \)o, realized.

Ideals art^ formed hy the combination of all the

j)erfections of all the individuals of one kind and

by the separation of all im))i!rfections. In this

way, all bein<^s may be ideal i/,e(l, yet the tisrm

will be chiefly ap]>lied to thos(^ pictures which

deriv(> their value from the world of mankind.

Theiefore, one speaks of nn ideal friend, wife,

mother, father, teacher, man, state, church, etc.

At the same time, it follows that only what

appears to a man as true, !:;jood and beautiful

from his standpoint, becomes to him an ideal.

Men of et|ual mental capacity, of the same ai^e,

raidc, callini;, education and culture, have e(jual

ideals. With a change in the circumstances

usually occurs a chauixe in the ideal. The ideal

does not really (wist outside of us, but it has
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simply a suljcctivo moaning'. As opposite to the

real, therefore tlu; ideas and kiiovvded;,'e of the

Iminan mind, in all their connections, as knovvin<,%

believinj^', anticipating^ wishin<;, willing', hopinj^',

etc., are called idt^als.

Sec. 2!).— llKAsoN.

R )ason is the content of th(! nohlest form of

tliinkin<,^ feelint,', and vvillini^r It is, therefore,

the highest and most perfect development of the

human mind. He; oidy is reasonable whose think-

iM<r is true, vvlsose willint,' is '^ood, and whose fc^d-

iiii;' is nohle. Therefore, th(;re is a threid'old reason,

theoretical, practical, and .-esthetic. The theoreti-

cal reason is that faculty which proves hy mciins

of ari^ument the truth or falsehood of a judi;-

Jiient. It is like a court of Justice which impar-

tially examines witnesses and passes judi^Miient.

It .supposes, on the one hand, the acquisition of

positive knowled^^e, and on the other tin; ai^ree-

iiient of reason an<l inttdlij^ence in concludiriL,'.

In this relation reason may l)(^ considered as the

hi-^diest point of the understand ini,'. The [jracti-

cal reason is the faculty wdiich judges morally,

or which makes the idea of jrood the polar star

of willing and acting. Indeed, the perfect ideal

of morality never comes to any man in practical

life, yet he naturally enjoys striving after that

which certainly manifc^sts itself in every man.
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The justlu'tic roiison is the I'aculty by wliicli one

distiut^'tiislu's, iiceonliiii; to the idea ol" heuuty, 1h>-

twi't>ii iKNiuty and UL,dinrss in nature and art It

supposes the existence ol" a I'ieli iinaijination ptn"i-

lied hytruth and <;oodne he artist who wishes

toad'ec't niori^ l>y heautii'id t'ornis than hy an inner

life, wdu) awai<ens desires and 'dorilios \ices, is

wanting,' inawtlietir reason. 'IMu' opposite of n^a-

son is uiu'eason, which eitlier acce|)ts no reason

whatever, or which juilLjes falsely, and which

cannot allow itself to he Ljovernt'd

of i^oodness and nobleness.

•y tl le Kh'a

Skc. :U).— IxDivinrAMTY.

The indi\idual is a beint;' who j)ossesses a pecu-

liar natui-e, hy which ho ditlers from every other

leniir o f hus snecies. 'I'he totality of character-

istics, hy whicli the heini; as individual is known,
is individuality. It is, therefore, evident that the

richer the ori^ani/ation of a species of heintj, the

more variously the indixiduality is displayed.

On this accoiuit it exhibits itself in a far hiujhi'r

di tl(teij;ree amoni^ the superior than amoni^ tlie ni-

ferior animals. As man is the most complex being

in nature, he is capable therefore of the greatest

variety of forms of individuality. While man's

body prestMits wondtnd'ul peculiarities of form

and activity, the mind is even more complex

and wonderful.

i II
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I'.y a somcvvliat careful examination, one ol»-

serves tliat tlie faculties of the liunian .soul are

variously ami jx^culiarly di'velopt'd ; so that

each person manifests his esjHicial or personal

understandiiiL,', disposition and will. It may he

asserted that thei-(! are scarcely two men of ecpuil

I<nowledt,'e and ahility who, with reference to

their moral, .esthetic, and reli^dous principhis,

exactly a<^ree.

'rhes(! inci<lental difi'erences result on the one
hand from the inequality of the inner soul powers
(talents), and on the other from the ditierences

of outward '.'onditions.

Sk(.'. .si.—Ti:mi'ekament.

Temperament is a predominant condition of the

.soul, which is variously manifested hy the hody.

From the earliest times four different tempera-

ments have been recoij;niz(!d, vi/.,the p/de(pnafic,

iliolcrie, saiKjit'mf and ')u('l(ii)ch(>lic. It was the

opinion that the ditlerent temperaments had their

origin chiefly in the different conditions of the

hlood and bile. Therefore the clujleric tempera-
ment was called the hol-hloodcd , the phlej^nnatic,

the cold-hloodid, the .san<ruine, tlie I df/it-bluudcd,

and the melancholic, the da rk-hlaodi d.

Recently the source of the so-called ten»pera-

ments lias been ,soui,dit in susceptibility, vivacity

and stren<,fth, real (juaiities of the human soul.
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The choleric tcMiipcranicnt is charnctcri/.iMl hy

(!xcit!il)ility, uiid hy rash jiikI vii^'orous action.

The cholrric man is <^a'ii('rHlly hravc and cour-

ageous, hut ])assi()natc an<l cruel. Thi; phh'^f-

niatic tt'iiiperaMiciit is less susccptiltlc to outward

iuipressioMH, and less vaiMahle ; hut ])ersistcnt in

wliat it has once ht'^^un. 'IMie j)hleL;iiiatic man is

sometimes indiileient, liut he is distinguished Ity

|)atience. The san^^niine tempeiament is easily

excited and variaole.hi. T] le san<runie man i.s

inclined to t'ri\()lity and lack of principle. Tiio

melancholic temperament is not very susceptil)lo

to outward impressions, hut retains them for a

loni: time. The melancliolic person is character-

ized hy resi-rve and
}
oensiveness. A.U ipt(!scrii)tion o

the so-called temperaments has only a ^'eneral

value, hecause on the one hand they are never

found really perfect, and on the otlu.'r they offer

a far too nari'ow scheme for the variety of

attrihutes of the soul which are united in

diflerent individuals.

Physiolon^y has attempted todescrihe, in detail,

how tlie temperaments in tlieir physical, psychical

and a'sthetical relations uro impressed. The

choleric man is physically strong,', his lanf^uat^e

and motions are (piick, liis disposition is excit-

ahle, love and hatred strong; inunoderate amhi-

tion, passion for ,u;lory, and desire for power, are

peculiar to hini. ile i.s a lover of liherty, and
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cnci-^rtic In l.iisiii,.s.s. Tlic |iliI('Ki„atic iiiun

(|uitr (iitrcniit from tlic cliolciic. His mot

IS

slow iiml lic;iv\- (IC

ion is

is nearly (hstituti; of jifrcc-

tion, he docs not love; or liutc unlt-ntly, h,; is

ncapal.le of cntlnisiasm, is cv.Tywhere discreet;
ier( lore lie does not liurry too much in think-tl

\i\<j; or HI fu'tint^f.

The san^^ruine man lias usually delicate and
nindile structure, therefore his mot ion IS ( luick
it is easy U, excite his feelings to weepin<r (;r

lau<,diinL,r; he; is cheerful and <ray even to fri-

ty, easily excit.'d, easily pacified. The mel-
\()lll

an chol le man is slow in all hi s movements, he
is indill'erent to the outer world, hi; I

dee)., reserved world in himself, li

tears a

e IS Li 1 veil

to solitude, loves the eminent, the awful, tli

is deeply thou^^'htful, and pos-
H'loomy,

senses ''•o(j(|

;ie

fiU> After havin,<r presented tlu;

most important pheiu;:'iena of soul life, ami
descrihod its manifestation

ri'inains. What is the Soul

i.s, tlu! (piestion now

Se(\ .'32.—Thk Nat UUE OF THE Soul

Tl le answer to the (|uesti()n, What is the
nature of the Soul ? IS oi le that is exceedinj^dy
ditlicult to answer, and one that has elicited
IIIany difterent opinion> M u
ions concerninjjf the nature (jf tl

ly different opin-

U! soul

tl

hel<l since
e earliest times, have not proved satisfactorv

11

l!

!'.
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i

tu iiKxlcru thinkers. The Greek psychoh)j;i.sts

(lid not deny the existence of a soul, hut in their

specuhiti(jns they allowed themselves to drift

widely apart. It was asserted hy one school

that the soul was compound-"' of .-ereform hodies;

a .second thou<;ht that it consisted of elements

resemhlin^' tire ; wliile a third was of the opinion

that the soul mit^dit he compounded of <.^l(>hular

atoms. Kven the ^^reatest thiid<ers of (Jireece,

viz., Plato and Aristotle, thoajj^ht that the .soul

consisted of many divisihle or indivisihle parts.

The people (if India were the tir.st who regarded

the soul as immaterial.

Siiice the time of J)escarto.s, this suhject has

heeii a disputeil (juestion hetween the spiritual-

ists and materialists. The former recfar'led the

.soul as a simple, spiritual sub.stance, which is

united with the hotly only during earthly exist-

ence ; the latter, as a corporeal substance which

dissolves with the body. Kant regarded the

existence and nature of the soul as unknowable
;

while the idealists declare that instead of the

soul the " ego " is the bearer of the phenomena of

self-consciousness. The most important opinions

concerning the nature of the soul have now been

stated.

What is the nature of the soul ? Let us(jUote

from Virchow, " It may not he difficult to insti-

tute a comparison between the soul and ;ethex\
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W (' <l() IK) t sjH'jik of ;itlu'r as u pondcnihlr suh-
'•, n!)r as a simple microscopic liody, hut as

tlu,' lK-,ir.r of li^^rlit un.l warmth, which tills the

staiic

w hoi (' universe, and permeates all thiiiLr.s. 1 n a

th
similar manner we must rei^rnrd the soul as the
iH'arerof physical phenomena; therefore nob as
ponderahle material, nor
the hrain, hut as

i(.s microscopic points in

an immaterial, undetermined,

1 ;s in contact and
compound .suhstance, whici

reciprocal activity with the l.rain." This hy
pothesis is confirmed l.y the phenomena of the
life of the .soul. The opinions of the niaterialists
appear very ernnieous. It assumes that the
inexhaustihle numher of ideas and perception.s,
the acts of thinkin<,^ memory, imai^ination, feel-
ni,i,rs, desires, aversions and inclinations, will and
cliaracter, depend upon the physical and chemical
activities of ponderable material (hrain). The.se
processes are called "electrical currents" and
"molecular disturbances." There niu.st have
been wonderful electrical currents and molecular
disturbances to produce Kant's "Critique of
Pure Reason," Goethe's "Faust," Shakespeare's
plays, Beethoven's symphonies, and Humboldt's
"Cosmo.s." The soul not only po.sse.s.ses the
power of .seeing, but also of hearinrr, smelling,
tasting and feeling. We have already .seen that
the soul-images enter into different relations
with one auoi'xer and form groups, series, etc.
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In answer to tht> (lucstion conci'miiiL,' the nature

oi" tl»o soul, it may lu' stattMl : The soul is innna-

terial, an<l altlu.ut^'h (Ujinpounded of elenionts, is

ncvertlieU'ss of a unitary nature. The fact has

fretjuently heen alluded to that there exists a

reciprocity het^'een the hody and the soul. Let

us, therefore, turn to this suhject.

Shc. ;};}.—TllK iN'FLrKNCE OK THE IJODY UPON

TIIK MlNH.

The intluenee of the hody upon tlu> mind is

important, and is contirmed by daily ex])erienee.

Let us cite some examples. If the hody is tire<l,

the activity of the mind is imjx'ded ;
if the hody

enjoys especial good iualth, the mind is more

active and intense ; if the stomacli is overloaded,

the mind appears to he slu<,'t,nsh ; if iii\ intoxicatinuj

beverage is drunk, the mind becomes stinmlated.

further, the whole sense life is conditioned by

the activities of certain bodily organs ; there-

fore, by a loss of one of the senses, there results

a defect in the ilevelopment- of the soul-life.

Seven' pain disturbs the composure of the mind ;

lasting sickness produces jieevi hness and iter-

versity. It should not be forgotten that the

nerves are connected with the centre of the nerve

system, the brain.

The Soul also possesses nuich influence over

the bo.ly. The will causes its various voluntary

UctiVJtiOS.
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KurtluT, it is well known th;it cnthusijisni,
p.'itrioti.sjM un.I f'j.natici.sm liclp us to hear pain,
privation and liardsliip; that sickness, trouble
and sorrow injun^ the health, and that a cheerful
dis|)osition is conducive to jrood health. It is

also well known that hy mental exertion sleep
.md di,i,'estion are disturbed; by violent emotion
blushiuir and paleii : or lau-hin- and weepinrr
are caused. It is a ^'eneral'v known fact that
iiitullitrence, disposition and cliaracter arc ex-
pressed in the features, in the carriai^^e of the
I'ody, but especially in the lan^ruai.r,'/"' Socrates
says

:
" Speak, that I may se(! 30U." C';esar says :

" 1 must have people about me that are fat
;

people with roand checks, that sU-ep o' nifrhts.'

( Vssius, there, lias a lean look ; he thinks" too
imich; such jxioplo are dan^aTous." Finally,
<!oethe says: " It is written on his forehead, that
he does not love a soul."

Ill summini,' up, the following .,uotation seem.s
appropriate :

"Teachini,' should constantly cfmsider tlic

relative .slowness, the i^a-adualnes and continuity
of psych olocrical development ; it should respect
iuid stimulate self-activity; it should regard
primary conditions, controlling the character of
surrounilings with reference to inner needs, and
supplying at every step ample opportunity for
^^uitable activity. It should keep in view the
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i!

course of psycholoirical development, the fact

that all hi<,'her forms of knowlcdfje rest upon

the lower ; that perception presupposes sensa-

tions, and that these imply impressions ; that

conception feeds upon perceptions, and that

reason is huilt upon the intellect ; that impres-

sions can reach insight only throui^'h all the

intermediate phases, and that whatever blossoms

in reason or bears fruit in the will has its roots

far down in the teeming soil of sense-perception.

" It should keep in view the fact that all that

enters consciousness is there irretrievably ; that

it must travel upward, carrying with it the

strength or weakness, the light or darkness of

which it is born.

" It should keep in view the fact that all forms

of knowledge are indissolubly bound to cor-

responding forms of feeling—feelings of attrac-

tion or repulsion, of pleasure or pain, which

determine in a great measure to what extent the

corresponding thought-forms shall participate in

the conscious spontaneity of the mind.

" Lastly, it should keep in view the indispens-

able need of action for healthy and vigorous

thought-growth. It is through action that

knowledge becomes aware of its power and value.

Action furnish(^s the rounds of the ladder by

which knowledge, under the mighty incentives

of feeling, climbs to ever greater heights, out of
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" Further, with reference to discipline in school,

it may bo remarked that sweetness of temper,
firmness of character, learning, skill, enthusiasm^
and other qualities of the teacher, owe their
value chiefly to their power in eliciting, satisfy-

ing, and holding interest. Whatever brings joy
to the child's heart, a pleasing sensation, the
gratification of a harmless desire, the innocent
exercise of the sense of power, whatever makes
life brighter and fuller, whatever makes ex-
istence worth more to the child, will be sure to
call for it.^ interest."
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LOGIC.

CHAPTER II.

Logic is the science of the forms and laws of

thinkinL,^ While psycholojiry extends its incjuiry

over the whole sphere of the life of the soul,

logic treats only of a limited part of it, viz., the

intellect (lid. Ideas, perceptions and intuitions

are the elements of thinking The soul activity

called thinking can be performed only by these

elements of knowledge.

In the following paragraphs we si all examine

these forms, and indicate their corresponding

laws.

Sec. 1.

—

Conception.

Conception is the power to form general notions

or group-notions. In order to form such a pic-

ture, the mind should not take into account too

many of the characteristics which belong to the

simple objects. In conceptions only the univer-

sal is thought, it may therefore be called the

universal idea as distinguished from the simple

idea.
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OFFICE OF CONCEPTION.

Self, as conception, discerns relations of simi-

larity between things, and thus thinks many
individuals into one class.

You perceive the animals—horse, cow, sheep,

cat, dog, lion, etc. You compare them, and you
lind they have the common property, foiir-

l('</;/e<l. You think them into one class, (piadru-

j)ed. The mind, as thought, is unable to deal

with all animals as individuals ; but endowed
with conception, we are enabled to think many
animals into a class. In doing this, we must
omit many characteristics which belong onl}'

to the individual or species. For instance,

we must not consider the size, form, color, shape

of the head, number and form of the teeth, etc.

The simple concept includes only the common
characteristics. At the same time it appears

from the example that in a conception we have

to take into account two things, viz., tha c.rtcnt

and the content of the conception.

Sec. 2.- -Extent and Content.

E.iieiit lias reference to the number of indi-

viduals embraced in the concept. The concept

animal extends to more individuals than the

concept mammal. The content has reference to

the common attributes included in the concept.

As the extent becomes greater, the content be-
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comes less. The lower the class, the trrcatcr the
number of common attriljutes.

QUAUrrKS OK CONCKI'TIONS.

Conceptions may he clear and distinct, dark
and confused, true or false. A concept is clear
if it is perfectly understood. He who unites
with the concept " animal " only the capacity of
eatinnr und motion, and not of sensation, has an
indistinct conception. He who mistakes a zebra
for a horse, a sparrow for a niirhtini^ale, has dark
or confused conceptions. A concept is v'lvrht or
true if it corresponds with the nature of the
imagined object. If the concept does not corre-
spond with the imagined oliject, it is false.

Psijchologlcal Conceptions are such as the
soul forms involuntarily. They are generally
confused, and are characteristic of those who are
unaccustomed to clear thinking.

Logical Conceptions are the product of exact
and continuous thinking.

Simple Conceptions are those which consist
only of a single element, as above, under, left,

right, etc.

Complex Conceptions are those which contain
several characteristics, e.g., parallelogram, tree,

etc

Relative Conceptions arise from the relation

existing between things. For their formation
clear thinking is necessary.
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£';ramp^c.— Community, state, war, peace,
hatred, etc. In connection witli the last two
kinds of conceptions are rot/retire conceptions,
in which only an outward relation of homogeneity
is imagined

; e.g., dour, sand, flock, multitude,
etc.

The classification becomes far more complex
if we consider the relation of the conceptions.

THK RELATION OK C'ONCKITIONS TO ONE ANOTHER.

The relations of conceptions to one another
may be double. That is, they may refer either
to the content or to the extent. In the first of
these relations, conceptions may correspond in

certain characteristics or in none of them, if
two or more conceptions have no characteristics
in common, they are called incomparable or dw-
jmrate ; e.g., intelligence and triangle, stove and
virtue, yellow and sound. This relation obtains
chiefly between those conceptions which either
belong to difierunt senses (yellow belongs to the
sense of sight, sound to that of hearing), or they
have arisen from outer and inner perception
(virtue, inner; stove, outer perception).

If two or more conceptions agree in certain
respects, then they are related ; e.g., beech and
birch, both are plants, the trunks of which con-
sist of wood. With respect to their extent,
conceptions may be divided into those which in
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rt'spect to (>\t('nt coincide with oik^ nnotlicr in

whole or in part ; und tliose in which the extent
of tlie one lies wholly without the extent ol" the
other. If the extent of two C()ncej)tions corres-

pond only in part, so that they cross each other,

then the conceptions are called conipatil.le
; r.7.,

school and academy, hoy and pupil. If in two
conceptions, the extent of the one lies wholly
within the extent of the other, the latter is

called the superior, an<l tlu^ former the suhordi-
nate conception, [n such a relation arc tlie con-
ceptions, hinl and inifrr-hin/, Ixx/i; and i-od/, /Is/i,

and pike. From tliese examj)les, it is evident
that the superior conceptions bird, hody, jish,

have a <,'reater extent than the correspondinrr

conceptions water-hird, coal and pike. The rule
for superior and subordinate concej)tions is as
follows: T/ir gmitn- the con/.nit tlw snmlhv the

extent, and the snutller the extent the /miter the

content.

The .superior conceptions are called the wider,
higher, more abstract ; the subordinate the nar-
rower, lower, more cc - jrete. The hi<rher concept
is also called the concept of a species. If two or
more conceptions are subordinate to one, and the
same higher, then they are co-ordinate; e.n., irold

iron, silver, lead, are subordinate to the ctmcept
metal. One may represent the concept of co-

ordination by two or more circles, which lie one
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outside of tho other, but whicli arc t'nclo.sed hy n
gnsater circle.

If the extent of the conciiptions lie wholly out-
side; of one another, they an; called exdmliw)
conceptions. The conceptions, rcist and activity,
ri<,dit and wron<,', exclude one; .-uiother.

llavintr linished the study of the concept, let us
pass to the more important on(M)f definitions and
classifications.

A lof^Mcal definition is a definite and complete
statement of thecontt^nt of a concept.

h'.ratuple.—A stpiare is a parallelo^'ram with
ecjual sides and ri^dit an<rles. The expression
paralleloorram is the concept of tlu; species. Hy
the two other characteri.stics (e(|ual sides and
rijrht an<rle.s)are indicated those points in which
the .square differs from the other paralleloirrams,
rectanfrlc, rhombus, rhondjoid. Further, one may
distinf,nii,sh between a (h'finitionof names (nomi-
nal definitions), and definitions of thin<(s (real
definitions). The former has no other value than
to indicate what sifrniHcation the defining person
gives to a certain word. It has therefore only a
sul))ectivc value for tlie defining jjer.son. A real

definition expresses an exact concept, and there-
fore has an objective value.
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Sec. a—Attrimutes of a Dki'inition.

A proper definition must possess the following
attriluites. It.niist i.e : (a) consistent, (A) pre"
cise. (<•) coniplet.', (,/) it must contain only afllr-
mative statements. A .letinition is fre,." from
contradiction if the characteristics wln'ch are
united, do not exchi(h' each other; ,'.,j., a round
scjuare.

A dehnition is complete if it comprehends all
the characteristics which are really thouj^ht in
the content of a certain concept.

A definition is precise^ if it doivs not more than
once contain the same characteristics of the con-
cept to be defined. The definition of a square as
a tour-anj,ded parallelogram, with e,,ual sides and
right angles, is not precise ; because the charac-
teristic "four-angled " is contained already in the
characteristic parallelogram.

further, explanations should contain only
affirmative definitions. This is violated in the
following, vi/., The birch is no conifer.
Fu} !,.)•(( fire expressions are inconsistent with

good definitions
;

r.g., " Goodness is the sun in the
kingdom of ideas."

;! r

Sec. 4.

—

Classification.

If the classification is made according to one
characteristic, it is called an artificial one. An
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••xaMipl.. „f this ki,„l is ,)(i;.,v.| l,y the system .,f
l^inuM.t.s, who .iivi.i,.,! all pl.-uits into tw-nty-four
cl.is,s,.M. uceordi.i^r to the .levelopnu-iit of the
sfcanM-ns. If in th(, ehissitieation s.-veral chamc-
t.'nstic.s lire con.si.lerod, then a natural (iivision is
made.

KKi.>rntKMKNT.S OF DIVISION.

The followinir re(|uireiiients must he fullilled
in logical division :

1. The memhers of a division mu.st exclu.Je one
another.

2. United, they must e.xhaust the extent of the
conc(q)ti<)n.

'i. No omissions or defects must arise in the
series.

If one should divide the geometrical fiirurcs
into triani,rlcs, (|uadran^des, parallelo-rramsr and
polyrrons, the first reipiirement would not be ful-
filled, because the concept "' (|uadrangle "

is also
included in th.c parallelorrram. The second re-
quirement would l)e violated if one should divide
man into white and l,lack. because there are cop-
per-colored and yellow men. In the series, an
omission would occur if one sliould divide the
objects in nature into animals, plants, and miner-
als

;
whereas, they should be divided f.rct into

orj,ranic and inorganic, and the former divided
into plants and animals.

.«

;
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Sec. 5.

—

Nature of Judoment.

A jiuhjmeut is that form of tJi'inkin;) irliieh

discerns and predicates the ai/reemeiit or dis-

agreement of notions. In ^rraininar, the Judg-
tnent is called a sentence. The principal parts

of the sentence are the subject and predicate, or

"opula. The subject is the basis of a judiijnient.

It is that of which we assert the agreement or

disagreement. The subject is u.suady a noun or

some word or expression used as such. The
predicate is that which is affirmed or denied of
the subject. It is not really necessary to express
every judgment in words, because thinking, and
not the spoken sentence, forms the judgment.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE JUDOMENT.

In the classification of the judgment, accordinf'

to Kant, four classes may be indicated, viz.,

quantity, quality, relation, modality. With
respect to quality, judgments are affirmative,

negative and indefinite. A judgment is affirma-

tive if the predicate is attributive to the subject,

e.f)., the earth is a plane. A judgment is nega-
tive if the predicate is not attributive to the
subject, e.g., the dolphin is no fish. The judg-
ment is called indefinite if the predicate limits

the subject only in appearance, e. g., man is

immortal.

By the quantity of a judgment is expressed the
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extent which the subject possesHes. In this
re.spect th.> jiidfrment may be individual, parti-
cular, or universal.

A Judnrmont is indivi.lual if the subject is a
sinj-le conception, e. ;/., Socrates would not escape.
A jud<:rnient is particular if only a part of the
conception is employed as subject, e. fj., some
persons survived the shock. A j-idgment is

universal if the whole extent of the conception
is employed as subject, e. </., all bodies have three
(/iinen.sions.

Thinkin^r be<(ins with the individual judmnent
iich arises from observation and experience

;

then follows the particular, and finally the
universal judgment. If quality and quantity of
the judgment are considered, there arises (a)
general affirmative judgments: all metals have
weight; (6) general negative ones: no idea is

innate; (c) jxirtindar affirmative ones: some
people talk

;
(d) particular negative ones : some

persons are not honest.

A judgment is unconditional (categorical) if

the predicate is attributive to the subject with-
out any conditions, e. g., granite k building
iiiaterial. A judgment is limited (hypotheticaf)
if the predicate is attributive to the subject with
one condition

; a triangle is isosceles if two angles
arc equal.

From the last example it is evident that the

Wl
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liypol.lictical judi^niicnt is fonncil of two proposi-

tions. TIk- i'orni of the hypotiioticfil judi^niu'iit

is iisufillv //", llivti, or uik/c- Ihn' coiK III lonn.

Often, liowever, they have the form of tlie cate-

i^orical judgment, r. v., the persistent alone find

mercy. I5y the modality of the jud^•ment the

ijree of certainty with wliich a Jiidi^^nent is
<le

expresscMl nnist he considered. ( )i le ma\' dis-

ti iii^'uisli proldcinnhcnl.iusst'iiori/ and apodicllad
Ji(i(;/i)i< )ils.

{(t) I'rohlematical jiidi,Miient.s' are expressed

with the consciousness of their possihility. It is

most exactly exjires.sod hy, ni<( ybe, c.(j., lie may
he saved from the wreck. (/*) Assertory (real)

judi^ments are ox])ressed with the consciousness

of actuality. The exact expression for this is : is,

is not, r//., the don- is an animal, the dolphin
is no iish. (() A ju«|nriiient is called apodictical

which expiesses a necessity. It is expressed hy,

must he, at)) not be, e.;/., ho. must succeed, he
cannot condenui an innocent man. Analytic
judi^nnents are judpnents of explanation, the

predicates of which are nothinu^ hut character-

istics of their siihjects, e.</., all hodies liave

extent. Synthetic jud<,nnents are juds^ments of

amplification, the predicate of which adds some-
thinjjf new to the subject, e.i/., there are several

planets around which other planets revolve.
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Skc. 0.— Laws ok Juixjmknt.
Ijo-ic has drawn up tl.e four followinjr laws

with n-spect to the fon.ml truth of the ju<|.r,nont-
(I) ThevvhiclpleofklniiU,,- (2) Tlur,]rinrh>leof
'^>>;tra<ncilov

; (;}) T/.^ prlncijde of Ih. r.rcluM
f/'in/

: (4) nr yrninplr of t^vfjlrnnt rrasov
The principlo „f hleutity is, rrcrythhu; is

>'•!»'<id /.v. hi n.atheiuatics this hiw is c-xphiined
•y «-a. The pii.ic'iple of contra.liction is as
•'Hows

: 0,0 ami Ihr same fn-n/irate must not.
!"• "JJ'nnnl and denied in the same suhject, e,,
tlie rose is red and not red.

'
'

Two contrary jud^rtnents (h, not always ex-
chi.le a third, for both of them may he false If
ono maintains, for examph", of a conception, that
't IS inhoni, and that it arises from observation
-'"tl, .)u.lirnu>nts are false. The principle of the'
sufhcient roason is as follows: lOvery iu.li,nnent
'"ust ],ave a reason. The jud-ment/thereforo
-mist correspond with the nature and character

tlnn^^rs. The above rule mi^i,d.t read as follows •

•lud-e accordin.ir to the facts of experience.
If by one fact another becomes fully i<nown

•i l)ractical jud^ruu'nt may be expressetl E.c-
'nurle: If the hei,i.]it of the sun be more than
4.

,

a rainbow will not appear. If. on the other
t'and, a fact be neither fully a<lmitto.l nor ex-
cluded, only a problematical judi^ment is possible
h.;unp/e: Man has, p.rhaps, been developed
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from an inferior kind of beint,'. True and just

iu(l<,Mnents are, therefore, only possible when

there is proper knowledge at hand.

Inferences are Died'iafe jiuh/ments, hcamse

they are derived from other Judgments.

Inferences nmy be derived, {a) by a change

of the <iuality of the subject, as well as the

predicate. From the judgment. All metals are

opacjue bodies, may be formed the following :

No metal is a transparent body.

{!)) Reversed Jad(/nie}its.—To reverse a judg-

ment is to make the su\))ect the predicate and

the predicate the subject. From the judgment,

All metals are ()pa({ue, may be formed the new

judgment. Some opacpie bodies are metals.

By contraposition : From the judgment. All

metals are opaijue bodies, may be inferred,

Bodies which are transparent are not metals.

Sec. v.—The Conclusion.

The conclusion is the formation of a judgment

from other judgments.

Example—
Fi.sb have cold blood (premise).

The pike is a tish (premise).

Therefore the pike has cold blood (conclusioi)).

The two given judgments are called premises,

the iud<nnent which is deduced from them is

calleil the conclusion.
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In the above example, the .rcmi.ses contain
four conceptions (fish, cold b' .a, pike, fislo, one
o which occurs twice. The pre.nises contain,
therefore, only three elements, which are called
major term, minor term, mid.Ho term The
pre<licatc of the conclusion is called the major
term, the subject of the conclusion the minor
term.

The common conception in the premises is not
containe,! in the conclusion, and is called the
middle term. The premise in which the predi-
cate ot the conclusion is contained is called the
•najor premise, that i.. which the subject occurs
the minor premise.

m the Example- -Fish have cold bIoo<l. major
pr«m.e, thepikeisa fis^., minor premL

;

COM blood, major tnna
; pike, minor term The

term which does not appear in tl^.e conclusion
Sll IS the

„ ..
'>'-^<'''^<^t^>'>>i. It is immaterial about

the position of the premises, therefore the minor
proposition may come first.

Example—
Robins are birds.

Birds breathe by means of lun-r.s

Therefore robins breathe by means of lun<.s
Ihe major propjs:':ion contains a general^the

•lunor proposition a particular jud.n.u nt

u \
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Sec. s.—Figures of Conclusion.

Tlio middle term liold.s an important place in

the conclusion. Lo-^ic distinguishes several

ditierent figures of conclusion according to the

ditlerent positions of the middle term. The

most important of these may he indicated : We
may call the major term P, the minor term ki,

and the middle term M.

1. il/ = P 2. P=M .S. M=P 4. P =M
,S=3/ S = M_ M=S M^S

.-. S =P :. S =P • S=P :.S^P

In the first figure, the middle term is suhject

of the major proposition and predicate of the

minor proposition.

Example—
Fish {M) have cold blood (P).

The eel (/S) is a fish {M).

Therefore the eel {^) has cold blood {P).

Tn the second figure the middle term is predi-

cate of the major and minor propositions.

Example—
All beasts of prey (P) eat flesh {M\

No ruminant (*S*) eats flesh {M).

Therefore no ruminant (^') is a beast of prey (P).

In the third figure, the middle term is subject

of the major and the minor propositions.
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Example—
All conclusions {M) arise from judgments (P).
The conclusions (M) are acts of thinking {S).

Therefore many acts of thinking {S) arise
from judgments (P).

In the fourth figure, the middle term is predi-
cate of the major proposition and subject of the
minor proposition.

Example—
All salts (P) are minerals {M).
All minerals {M) are inorganic (S).

Therefore some inorganic substances (8) are
salts (P).

These four figures . f conclusion may be
increased if there is attributed to the premises
a difierent quality and quantity. In this way,
sixty-four different figures are formed, only
nineteen of which are considered fit for use in
logic, because the rest become quibbles, and are
therefore not in accord with the usual forms of
thinkinir.

These figures do not especially advance think-
ing or reasoning, but rather change it into a
dull mechanism

;
we therefore pass to a further

development of this theory.

f
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Sec. 9.

—

The Laws of Conclusion.

For the rcLjiilar form of conclu.sion, these are

the followinf( laws:

(a) One of the two premises must be airirma-

tive. It is impossible to derive a certain con-

chision from only negative premises. From the

judgment, The pea is no funf^us,—no fungus

bears pulse, therefore it cannot Ix^ determined

with certainty that tlie pea bears pulse.

(/>) From the two premises thei'e must be at

least one universal judgment. From the judg-

ment, Many plants are poisonous,—the hem-

lock is a plant, therefore only the possibility

follows that the hemlock is ])oisonous.

(c) Each conclusion must contain only three

parts (elements). If the two" premises arc

artirmative, the conchwion is atlirmative.

K.rdniplc—
All men are mortal.

The Chinese are men.

Therefore the Chinese are mortal.

If one of the premises is negative, the conclu-

sion is negative.

Exami^h—
No mannnal has cold blood.

Many sea animals are mammals.

Therefore many sea animals do not have cold

blood.
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If the premises are un'versal, the conclusion

is either a universal or a particular.

Example—
All nianunalia breathe by lunif.-i.

])olphins are maninirJia.

Therefore dolphins breathe by means of luncs.

Some bears can walk on two feet.

AH bears are quadrupeds.

Therefore some ((uadrupeds can walk on two
feet.

If one premise is particular, the conclusion h
particular.

Sec. 10.

—

Kinds ok Concilusion.

TJie conclusions are classified differently. They
may be classified as follows :

1. Accordinjir to the i^'reater or lesser certainty

of the conclusion : (a) proper; (h) improper.

2. Accordinuf to their relation to the major
premise, as : (a) categorical

; (6) hypothetical.

'). Accordinjjf to the number and composition

of the premises, as: ((t) simple; (/>) compound
;

[(•) abbreviated conclusions.

4. Incorrect conclusions, as : (a) false conclu-

sions
; [1)) fallacies.

The conclusions are called proper if the con-

tent of the premise contains the full data of the

content of the conchi.sion.

Under this principle belong all conclusions

. i :
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in which tlie part is comprehended in the

whole, and the particuhirs in the <:jeneral.

These conclusions are called deductions. In

these cases, the conclusion follows from neces-

sity.

Those conclusions are called improper in which
there exists only partial data in the antecedent,

for the content of the conclusion. In these con-

clusions, one proceeds from the particular to the

general. This conclusion is, therefore, called in-

duction or generalization. They are employed

chietly in the Ktudy of the natural sciences. Be-

cause here the conclusion can be proved twily in

part, therefore they can only be inferred with

probability. Here also belongs the conclusion by

analogy, whereby we must proceed on the prin-

ciple that if a concept contains a part of the

content of a conception, it cont^iins all the

characteristics of it. One may consider in this

connection the exercises in declension and conju-

gation in ditierent languages. This form of con-

clusion is frequently employed. It is very

easily understood by pupils. It is an indication

of weak capacity if the pupilc form conclusions

according to analogy slowly and often falsely.

A noted logician makes the following remark

in his work on logic, concerning conclusions by
analogy :

" Analogy is tacitly the guide of our widening
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knowleilge
; and when it forms analof,'ou.s scries,

it given to the mind a certain pleasure because
of the unity of one common law in the midst of
multiplicity."

A conclusion is cate<rorical if the major pro-
position is a categorical judgment. The con-
clusions that have already been considered are
categorical.

The hypothetical conclusion is deduced from
hypothetical premises.

If it rains, it is wet.

Now it rains.

Therefore it is wet.

Only those conditions could form the major
premise of a conclusion which contain an un-
doubted, true judgment. If the major premise of a
hypothetical conclusion contains one, two, three
or more suppositions, one calls such a form of

conclusion, according to the number of sup-
positions, a dilemma, trilemma, or polylemma.

Examjde—
If the education of the common people were

objectionable, it must lead either to immorality
or misfortune.

Neither is the case.

Therefore the education of the common people
is not objectionable.

1
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i>

Lcilmit/, proved hin opLiinisin in the foliovvinir

wiiy : If the existing' world were not the best

ainoiii^'.st all j)o.ssil)le worlds, (Un\ either had not
known or i-ould not create or preserve the best
world. All these suppositions are inadndssible,

l>ecauso of His omniscience, onniipotence, all-

<,'0()(lness. Therefore, the real world is the best
of all possible worlds. All tlie propositions con-
sidered to the present time are simple. Kre-
(piently homoujeneous conclusiotis are united, by
which the last premise of a conclusion is used as

a premi,si> for another conclusion. TIh! form of

conclusion thus obtained is called a series of

conclusit)ns.

1. All or-fanisms are perishai)le.

Plants are ori;-anisms.

Therefore all plants are perishable.

2. All plants are perishable.

All trees are {)lants.

Therefore all trees ar(> pt^'ishabh^.

•S. All trees are perishable.

All oaks are trees.

Therefore all oaks are perishable.

The .sorites is often shortened in this way :

The conclusions are left out, with the exception
of the last. The simplest kind of .sorites is that
in which the first Jud<;ment contains tiie subject,

the last the predicate.
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Example—
The aiiiltitious man is passionato.

Tile paMsionato man i.s hound.

The hound man is unrea-sonahle.

The unr(;as()nal)Ii! man is immoral.

Therefore the amhitious man is immoral.
Not only the sorites may he ahrid<;ed, hut also

simple conclusions.

Exiitiiplc.—The triant^Ics AlU.'and \)\\V are
cont^'ruent, therefore all their sides and an<,de.s

are ivspectively e<iual. Incorrect conclusions
are either false conclusions or sophisms.

Kals(>c(mclusi()ns may he unintentionally false;

on the other hand, sophisms are for the purpose
of deceivini,^

Incorrect conclusions may arise: (Vt) from
false premi.ses; (/;) from false connection of
correct premises which have no middle term, and
finally, (<;) therehy a conclusion is deduced,
which does not really follow from the premises. A
well known sophism is the horn dilemma.
What you have not lost, that you have.
You liavo not lost horns.

Therefore you have horns.

The false hut suppressed supposition is that
one could lose that which he did not possess.

4^
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HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

(jHAPTER III.

Sec. 1.—Lndia.
The people of India are a powerful Asiatic

tribe, who descended, about 2,000 B.C., from the
highlands of Iran into the low plains of the Indus
and Ganges, where they conquered the native
population and brought them under subjection.
Gradually the people of the Indus arose, but the
immigrants formed the highest class.

Caste henceforth formed the basis of the social
order. Among the four hereditary classes,
priests, warriors, husbandmen, or traders, and
servants or slaves, the Brahmins, or priests, were
given the most important place, because they
possessed a knowledge of all sciences.

Education.—The principle of caste was the
guide in the whole system of education. Educa-
tion consisted in familiarizing the youth with the
customs, duties and laws of the corresponding
caste, and in imparting information in writing,
arithmetic, morals and ceremonies. This informa-
tion was obtained by instruction, example, cus-
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torn and exercise. Girls, with the exception of

those who devoted themselves to the service of

the temple and the fourth class (Sudra), were
excluded from receiving school education. There
were higher and lower schools for boys. The
first was intended chiefly for the priestly class

;

however, they w^-ro accessible to the warriors

and husbandmen. The subjects of instruction in

these schools were history, philosophy, grammar,
poetry, mathematics, astronomy, medicine and
law. No attention was paid to physical educa-
tion, nor to the development of mind and will

They showed the utmo.st solicitude for relimous

ceremony and a strict moral code : politeness,

modesty, truthfulness, and respect to elders and
superiors.

The priests were the teachers. They received

no salary, because it was regarded as disgraceful

to teach for money. The teachers received all

kinds of presents from the parents of the pupils.

School discipline was gentle and mild. This was
due to the fact that the teachers, as priests, were
much respected. The Hindoos lost with their

political independence their peculiar customs and
systems of education. The people lost their

courage and freedom, and suffered with indiffer-

ence the control <..f a strange people. The lan-

guage of the ancient Hindoos was Sanscrit, which
is closely related to the European languages.

Their education may be called Caste Edvxation,

f
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Sec. 2.—Egypt.
The education of the people of Egypt was simi-

lar to that of India. It rested on the principle
of caste, which was carried much farther than
in In.lia. There was no common system of edu-
cation. The lower classes educated their children
for the common, ordinary employments of life,

in the inherited beliefs and customary manners.
The priests enjoyed a more liberal education, and
fostered science and art in their schools at Thebes,
Memphis, Heliopolis, etc. In many subjects, e.g.,

in philosophy, physics, medicine, mathematics,
astronomy and architecture, the Egyptians reached
such a degree of civilization that they served as
models for many other nations. The architectu-
ral skill of the Egyptians is marked by the Pyra-
mids, built about 2,000 B.C. The education of
the Egyptians may be called Priestly Education.

Sec. 3.—Persians.
During the most progressive period in the his-

tory of the Persian kingdom, the education of the
people was directed chiefly in developing strong
citizens for the State. Physical and morat
strength was the aim of all education. They re-

garded the education of the people as the main
business of the State. However, on account of
the service rendered to the State, the people were
prevented from using the institutions provided

\m\m
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for the education of the youth. Girls were en-

tirely excluded from the school. The boys of

hii,dier classes spent the first se' ;n years at home.
From this time they belonrred to the State.

Until the fifteenth year education was chiefly

corporeal and moral ; in addition to these, home
customs were transtnitted. Special preparation
for service in war and State affairs continued till

the fiftieth year. Temperance in eating and
drinking was observed by all. A patriotic spirit

was fostered by the narration of the glorious deeds
of the forefathers. Theteachers were worthy men
who were indeed guardians of the boys and
youth. Even the men were subjected to special

discipline and watchfulness. Scientific education
was enjoyed only by the magicians. They were
not concerned about the intellectual education of

the people. The despotic government destroyed
this noble people, who were richly endowed in

mind as well as in body. Zoroaster was the most
noted educator of the Persians. The system of

education in Persia may be called State Educa-
tion.

Sec. 4.

—

Education of the People of Israel.

The purpose of education amongst the people
of Israel was that the child should become a true
Israelite, that is, an obedient and faithful servant
of Jehovah. The education of these ])eople was

if
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It essentiuUy relii^nous. They followed the Mosaic
law as a rule of conduct. God himself was
acknowledn^ed as kintj^, jud<;e and teacher. The
family was directed by their divine teachintrs.

They eutleavored most earnestly to r^uide their

children by types and tifrures, accordinf^ to the

principles of morality and relijjrion. At tirst there

were no public educational institutions. The
father tauefht the boy to read and, in exceptional

cases, to write. The son was also introduced l>y

the father into practical and jjublic business life,

and directed in the path of self-dependence,

activity and wisdom. Th- ideal education of

woman was the proper preparation for con.sort,

mother and housewife. Practical ability, in-

dustry, frufrality and modesty, were the cardinal

virtues of woman. The education of the Israelit-

ish people may be called traditional. Fragments
of their educational theories are extant in the

books of Sirach. His idea was that man was not
bad by nature, but e(]ually inclined to good and
evil

;
he therefore makes the parents responsible

for the future conduct of their children. He
recommends strict discipline and regular occupa-

tion for them. Sirach also exhorts the parents

to care for their physical development.

A flood of light is thrown on the education of

the Israelites in the following passage : Deut.

si. 18-20, " Therefore shall ye lay up these words
r-:ff!E

HI I
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in your heart and in your .soul, and bind them
tor a .si-n upon your hand, that they may be a«
frontlets between your eyes. And ye shall teach
them your children, speakini^ of them when thou
fittest m thine house, and when thou walkest by
the way, when thou liest down, and when thou
risest up. And thou shalt write them on the
door-posts ,)f thine house, and upon thy .rates

"

The education of the Israelites may be "called
Theocratic Education.

Sec. o.—China.

A thousand years a-o the Chinese were proud
of their culture and the perfection of their insti-
tutions of learnin- The aim of education amon-
these people was to hand down the old customs
to the youth unchan-e.l. The free development
of mind IS impossible, because later -onerations
have nothinn new to learn. Educational inquiry
has reached its utmost limit. The only task
imposed on the youth is to learn and use that
which exists, in order that tliey may profit as
much as possible. Skill and dexterity in tra-
ditional customs, proper outer deportment, self-
possession, love of order, industry, perseverance
punctuality, foresi-ht and temperance are na-
tional virtues, and are cared for and practised
with consistency. Tellin^r and doincr are the
principal methods employed in education

7
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Education be}:jin.s in the family and ends in the

school. Schools exist in the whole empire, and

are accessible by all. There is, however, no

general or national school law. Education is

narrow, national and anti(|uated. Chinese classics

are studied instead of history, geography, gram-

mar and arithmetic. This ethication is called

Sec. G.—Education of the Greeks and
Romans.

Greeks. — History teaches us that in early

times the Greeks were divided into many differ-

ent tribes. The most important of these tribes

appear later as Dorians and lonians. These

different states carried on war with one another,

and therefore no national system of education

existed. Many of these States have left no

record of the method and theory of their educa-

tion. The educational systems of the Spartans

and Athenians are known to us.

SPARTANS.

The Dorians emigrated as conquerors into the

southern part of the Peloponnesus, and became

the ruling class, while the former inhabitants of

the district formed the lower class, called helots.

Later, the legislation of Lycurgus kept the Spar-

tans in aristocratic power. Education regarded

only the ruling class, while the lower clai^^s
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received no benefit from the school. The State
imperatively demanded that the youth should
possess physical strength. Physical education
therefore was regarded as especially important.
Much interest was given to the study of music
in order to develop a strong patriotic sentiment.'
Intants that were weak or deformed were left
on the mountains to die. Those that were
strong received their education at home till the
seventh year. From that age the education was
given and paid for by the Statr. The schools or
educational institutions for boys were separated
into three classes (those of twelve, fifteen and
eighteen years of age), where they were exercised
in gymnastics, jumping, running, wrestling
throwing the spear, and quoits. Readincr and
writing were not taught in the State scliools
but the youth were trained in the strictest
obedience to parents and superiors, in veracity
simplicity and self-possession. They demanded
special energy in their youth, that they judcre
clearly and correctly concerning the objects tn
the world around them, and that they adopt a
short and definite form of expression (laconic)
^rom h,s eighteenth year the young Spartan
devoted himself chiefiy to military service. That
the young women should have stron- bodies
they were obliged to take gymnastic exercises.'
J^ater the gymnasiums were founded, but they
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were nothinf^ more nor loss than enclosed places,

which were divided into different departments

t'ur difi'erent kinds of exercise.

Tile result of this simple military education

was imp(jrtant. It secured to the Spartans not

only ^'reat power in itself, but ^ave them author-

ity over the neif^hhorini; State of Messina,

Peloponnesus, and finally over the whole of

Greece. Yet after these famous bej^dnnin^s and

nnlitary con(|Uests, tin Spartans finally relapsed

and degenerated, because they did not possess

inner power snflicient to retain their position and

aseentlancy. This was due to their education.

The development of the hi<fher nu-ntal life was

neglected. The education of the Spartans was

plijsical or inart'ud.

ATHKNIANS.

If the Spartan education was physical or mar-

tial, the Athenian was humanistic or avsthetic.

The basis of the Athenian education was a

moral earnestness ; the means employed were

music and gymnastics. The aim was a liberal

intellectual education. Gymnastic exercises be-

came less important, as a fine form was more

highly prized than physical strength. However,

the Athenians were interesteil in well-developed

physical strength and activity.

The study of music accjuired an important
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pedncjogical value amonnr.st the Athenians, because
they believed by euphony, measure and tune,
that the soul was ind)ued with gentleness,'
modesty, and a love for discreet and proper
action. There was neither a compulsory school-
law, nor compulsory education in Athens. Edu-
cation was really a private or personal business,
but the State encouraged every one to obtain a
liberal education by granting to each moral,
intelligent, ([ualitied citizen admission to the
different public offices. Concerning their pe.la-
gogics, the young Athenian had a nurse from his
l>irth, and an attendant from his second year.
At seven years of age he was placed under the
direction of a tutor. The teacher, a slave, pro-
tected and directed him in his deportment,
and accompanied him in his walks to the school
and to the gymnasium. He received his instruc-
tion from different teachers, who pursued the
business of teaching as a profession. There were
also private teachers who imparted instruction
in advanced subjects. These were called critics
or grammarians. Many of these imparted their
instructions in the streets. The subjects studied
were music, reading, writing; structure and
literature of their own language, mythology,
history, geography, physics, and arithmetic'
The critics instructed the youth in mathematics,
rhetoric, philosophy and literature.

f
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The (liscipline in the schools of the Athenians

was severe. The i,'yninasiu!ns were erected at

the expense of the State. I; was tlie duty of

the niai^'istrate to see that order an<l (Hscipline

prevailed in tl.ese institutions. In addition to

intellectual trainin<,', the youths were re(|uired to

learn a business or trade that would provide

them with a livelihood. Any father that nof^-

lected to </i\-c his sons a trade, forfeited all claims

upon their support in his old a'^e. The educa-

tion of the Athenian youth was completed in

his eii,diteenth year ; then he studied the art

of war, and took tlie oath of citizenship at

twenty, by whicli he became a real citi/en.

The e<lucation of girls was very much nej^lected.

P)/th(i(j<>r<(s' was the most important teacher

anionj;st the Dorians. He was born on the

Island of Samos about 540 B.C., and taught at

Croton, a Grecian colony in Southern Italy.

The youths of distinguished families gathered

about liim to receive religious, moral, and scien-

tiHc instruction
; physical development and mus?c

held a prominent place in education ; neverthe-

less mathematics, physics, and philosophy were
studied. The method of instruction was based

on conversation and authority. " He said it

"

was the surest evidence of the veracity of an
assertion.

Pythagoras lived in retirement. At the time
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6i the decline in morals in Athens, teachers
appeared who represented the e^'otistical ten-
dency in education. Tho teacher instructed
concernin^r the ac.|uisition of wealth

; the pupils
learned to ohtain <,'0()d positions. These teachers
were called Sophists—teachers of wisdom. Ora-
tory, applause, and <(ain wa.s the purpose and
result of their instruction. By the first of these
they endeavored to overcome every prejudice
that prevented them from reachin^r the goal of
their ambition.

Soerdfe.s, born in Athens, 470 B.C., opposed
this pernicious influence with all his power. The
aim of his ettbrts was to preserve the Athenians
from the loss of moral power and sentiment.
He therefore opposed the apparent wisdom of
the Sophists, and endeavored to establish .self-

knowledjre, moral conviction, and consistency of
character. His metliod of instruction was con-
ducted in the form of dialo<,^ue, by questions and
answers. He based his instruction on concrete
examples. He endeavored to correct ideas, and
derived from several homogeneous examples,
idea.s, convictions, and definitions. The method
of procedure is called induction. The method
of Socrates has exerted the greatest influence on
educational systems to tlie present day. He did
not teach in closed rooms, but in porticos, in
the market and in the street, for the purpose of

IPI
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instructing a larger ruinber of his fellow-

citizens,

Plato, born 427, died 347 B.C. He belonrred

to a distinguished Athenian family, and was the

most noted pupil of Socrates. After becominf^

acquainted with the philosophy of other teachers,

by study and travel, he finally appeared as a
teacher. He perfected the method of his master.

Plato may be called the founder of scientific

pedagogics. His views are contained in the
third book (of the republic) and sixth book (of

the laws). Plato desired, as the Spartans, educa-
tion by the Sta_s but rejected the right of

parents to interfere in the e<lucation of their

children, because he believed the relative position

of society was fixed at birth. He opposed the
education of the common people.

Aristotle was born 384 B.C., at Staf^ira in

Thrace. He was the pupil of Plato for twenty
years. In the year 343 he was called by King
Philip to educate his son Alexander. Philip

wrote to Aristotle at the birth of his son, " Now
a son is born to me, and I feel myself under
obligatitr. to the gods, both over the birth of

the boy and that he has been born to me at this

time, as he is to be trained and educated by
you. I hope that he will become a worthy
successor of mine to the throne." Alexander
boasted that he had received his life from his
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father, and a noble, moral life from his teacher.
The aim of education, according to Aristotle,
was the highest human good. Further, he
desired the proper development of all parts of
the child, moral improvement and constancy of
character.

Morality should be based on feeling and
custom.

Contrary to the opinion of Plato, Aristotle did
not approve of State education. He wished that
education be guarded and guided by the State.
Education should be extended to all free citizens,
but not to the slaves.

THK EI'ICrilEAXS AND STOIC'S

exerted a great influence on the life of the
Greeks. The chief amongst the former was Epi-
curus (341-270), who for thirty-five years taught
in Athens with the greatest success. The chief
of the latter was Zono (336-260). He worked
and taught also in Athens. The chief aim
of education, according to both, is sought in
happiness and in producing undisturbed enjoy-
ment in our present existence, which includes
government of the passions, and indifference to
sensual pleasures and pain.

Sec. 7.—The Education of the Romans.
The education of the Romans was practical, as

it fitted young men for a business life. Leadin(T

ff t
I
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a respectable life, aciiuisition of authority, and
honoraUe position, were the motives which
prompted them to develop the mental powers.
Therefore, nothing was studied tliat was not
important in practical life. In the education of
the Athenians, the humanities were neglected,
but the Romans were especially active in develop-
ing the virtues of the citizens: viz., modesty,
dignity, honesty, simplicity, temperance, morality,
conscientiousness, industry, and constancy. The'
family was the chief school. The mother occu-
pied a very important place; she directed the
proper development of the body ; she taught the
children language

; she enlarged the circle of
observation and thought, and cultivated the dis-
position, morality and religious feelings of her
children. While the girls ])ecame (|ualified under
the direction of the mother for domestic life, the
father instructed the boys in the rights and
duties of citizenship, and introduced them into
industrial and professional life. Later, private
schools were established for boys and girls;
finally, the public ; -hool was divided into the
three following kinds: (a) Elementary schools
(Ludi Magistri), in which reading, writing and
arithmetic were taught; {b) schools in whicli the
subjects of instruction were grammar and litera-
ture {(jrammatirA and litt'rall); {,') schools of
rhetoric were the higliest ; the Grecian lan-^ua-'c
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was studied especially in these schools, in order
to speak and write it correctly. The discipline
in the Roman schools was severe. The education
was eminently practical.

ROMAN WRITERS.

M. TullimGl('cro{hovn 106 B.C., died 43 B.C.),
a celebrated orator, was influenced by Grecian
literature. He desired the complete development
of all the powers of the child, especially the in-
tellectual. According to him, a knowledge of
religion and elo<iuence is the chief aim of educa-
tion. The hints he gives to the teacher are valu-
al)le. The teacher must be strict, as well as just
and mild. Punishment n)ust not be of a dis-
graceful character. Reproof must be adminis-
tered energetically, but not with passion.

Semeca (born 2 A.])., at Cordova, died (i.',

A.]).) was the tutor of the Emperor Nero. In
accordance with the principles of the Stoics, he
saw the chief aim in education in the proper de-
velopment of morality, self-control, and truthful-
ness.

1. Education should not require a knowledge
of many things, but should prepare for practical
life.

2. By example, we are brought more (juickly
to the point than by rules.

Qnlntlllinn (born 3.5 A.D.) expressed his peda-

li
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gogical principles in his chief work, " On the
Education of Orators." The aim of education and
instruction must be that the boy become an ora-
tor, that he be versatile and moral, for " the
heart makes the orator." He expressed himself
further concerninor education : (a) A good educa-
tion produces pleasing results

; (6) education shall

begin about the seventh year; (c) precocious
talents are not good

; ((/) the teacher shall know
the pupils intimately, and he shall be a good
man.

Javenal.—" A «ound mind in a sound body "

(mens sana in corpore savo), is the aim of edu-
cation. "Avoid all scandal and respect *he
innocence of children."

Piiii)/ (the younger). "Well grounded not
much." (Midtiim non multa.)

Horace. " The utmost belief in the word of
the teacher."

T/ie Importmice and Tnfinence of the Classical
People in Education.—The Greeks and Romans
have contributed much to the education of
modern nations, especially the Germans. The
higher schools have made the language and
literature of classical antiijuity the foundation
of their education. Let us not, however, be
quite satisfied with the theory and practice
of education of these people. We learn from
them these noteworthy points :
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(a) A systematic tlovelopiuent of body and
mind (Athens)

;

(b) Accustom the youth to correct and dear
judo;ments and concise statements (Sparta)

;

(c) A vifrorous demand for the development of
character, truthfulness and conscientiousness.

Sec. s.—Christian Education.

Antiquity could not fully understand the
Christian conception of humanity, although its

culture was very high in certain ages and
places. It was influenced by a narrow-minded
spirit by caste, slavery, and a barbarous power
of the strong over the weak. The rights of
women and children were not acknowledi^ed.
Christianity fixed the position of mankind
clearly and plainly; it tolerates no difference
between Jew and Greek, bond and free, between
man and woman. It demands respect for the
personality of man. As it penetrates the soul
of man, it asks self-determination to brino- the
children of God into freedom. To attain this
purpose, to bring the individual into freedom
and happiness, education became more general
under Christianity than at any former time.
Christ Himself was the model and type of a
teacher. His apostles, the disciples, were chiefly

toacliers; their teaching was called preaching.
Later, those who were baptized as Christians
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received preparatory instruction. This instruc-
tion was called catechisinrr, and the teachers
cattchi.sts. As Christianity was prjached to
cultivated heathen and to the Jew, the necessity
Noon arose for it to associate itself with science.
A school was founded at Alexandria, which
reached its highest popularity in the third cen-
tury, A.l). In addition to tlie Christian religion,
all the sciences of the ancients were taught in
this school. Later, such institutions

"^

were
founded in other cities of the Roman Ei.,pire.
Gradually the monastery arose, the influence of
which was very important in education, as
these institutions were recommended and pro-
tected by the most prominent fathers of the
Church. These men were those who represented
the pedagogical theory of the first centuries of
Christianity.

Tertidlian (died 240 at Carthage) rejected the
heathen educational methods because they
favored a vicious life. The aim of education,
with him, was the attainment to the likeness of
God.

Amhrosius (Bishop of Milan, died 897) was a
promoter of church songs; he also strengthened
monasticism.

Clu'iisostom (Bishop of Constantinople, died
408) promoted thoughtfulness and moral con-
duct. The aiui of education, with him, was the
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attainment to the likeness of God. The mother
has the principal part in education.

Hieronymus (died 420 at Bethlehem) became
famous by his latin translation of the Bible
(Vulgate). His educational principles were, in
the main, the same as those of Chrysostom, but
he examined more closely into facts. He recom-
mends the awakening of emulation and the
incitation to improvement by means of prai.se
and censure; he also recommends giving the
children letters from ivory or wood.

^M^it«^i7?e(Bi.shop of Hippo, died 430). His
doctrine concerning original sin has had a great
influence on the education of later generations.
He rejected the sciences of the heathen, and
desired historical instruction in Christian doc-
trine for the youth, strict di.scipline ami implicit
obedience.

Sec. 9.

—

The Education of the Early
Germans.

According to Tacitiis, the early Germans
asi)ired to the high and exalted, the metaphysi-
cal and pure. They believed in the divine
origin of man. The necessary result was, the
high esteem for man. The parents looked with
l)ride on their children, and the most careful
personal attention was given to their proper
education. The Germans were well fitted to
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comprehend the relijrion of Je.sus. And, as

history teaches, this people has become tlie most
important bearers of Christianity. With
reference to the educational practice of the

Germans, it was natural that the family should
be considered the chief place for education.

The mother directed, with the <,M'eate.st care, the
physical education of her children. Temperance
and physical endurance were rendered possible

by natural circumstances. When the boy was
so far developed that he could bear arms, the
father took on himself his further education.

This led him to liuntinjj; and war. The o-irls

remained at home, and became fitted by the

Uiother for a [)ractical life. Christianity was
received by the Germans at the be"-innin<r of

the sixth century. The Anfrlo-Saxons spread it

by missionaries, amon<jfst whom Boniface was
rej^^arded as the most important. Some of the

Northern German tribes embraced Christianity

by the force of arms under Charlemagne.

THK FHIST E(X'LESIASTK'AL .SCHOOLS IN OERMANY

were cloisters, cathedral and parochial schools.

The founder of the western cloister and of cloister

education was Benedict of Nursia. Benedict
endeavored to brinj,^ the existini^ cloisters in

Germany under his order. From the sixth to

the thirteenth century the cloister in Germany

i i
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CIIAKLKMAtJNK AND TlIK SCHOOLS.

Charlcma^'rie ccjnceivtd the design of spreadint^

Cliristian principles, good morals, and godliness

over his whole kingdom. He used the ecclesias-

tical schools, and endeavored to extend their

usefulness for the jmrpose of promoting common
school education. He established a high school

at his court, and endeavored, with the assistance

of well-(|ualitied teachers, to reanimate the

cathedral schools. He improved higher educa-

tion, but elementary education was not materi-

ally impi'oved. The succes.sors of Charlemagne

were fully engaged in maintaining their posi-

tion, and education under them was therefoio

neglected.

Sec. 10.

—

Education in the Middle Aces.

Since tlie tinu of Charlemagne, the high

schools have undergone a great change. IMany

religious orders distinguished themselves in

connection with the schools. The Benedic-

tines and Cistercians (arose in France, 109S),

with their numerous cloisters, displayed much

activity in education. In the thirteenth century

the orders of Franciscans and ])ominicans arose

;

they interested themselves also in the education

of the people. The character of education in

the cloisters and Dominican schools was prin-

cipally ecclesiastical. The scholastics and
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jrrciit iiiipul.so. AmoMi,' the representatives of

tlu' newly awakened life may be nientiom-d

John Wessel ( 1 420- 1 4S!)), the ^Teat i)re(leeessor

of Luther, Rudolph Ai^'ricola (144:i-l l-S.')), the

most learned man of his time, Krasnms von

Rotterdam {l.'j.SS), and Thilip Melanethon, tlio

•^reat co-worker with Luther. l\ni«,dith<)od or

chivalry was established in the old Teutonic

times, and under the inlluence of the (!rusades

it developed into a detinite or«,'Mni/ation. In

the tirst part of the Middle A.i^'es the kni<rhts

received their education in the ecclesiastical

schools. When, however, the clergy turned

more and more in the direction of schol-

asticism, knighthood freed itself from clerical

control. Renunciation of the world, learning

and ceremonies, were contrary to their nature,

which was shown by their interest in physical

development, fidelity, integrity, courtly deport-

ment, free thinking and patriotism. The knight

considered wonum as a model and judge of

deportment and modesty. In the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, the exercises of the

kniglits degenerated into crude fighting, and the

respect for woman into dissolute flirtation. As

the ecclesiastical schools of the Middle Ages

declined, the towns became interested in educa-

tion, especially as the increasing wealth awakened

a desire for more general mental culture. Alter

!
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the formation of the lIunscHtic \a'>v^xu', there
arose i„ ,„a,iy cities and towns citi/en or hur-luT
schools, in which wen; taii-ht readin- wri't'in^^

arithmetic, and instruction in the rudiments of
a husiness educatioM By the introduction of
tlie I.atin hm-ua-e into the hur-her sdun,! arose
the Latin town school.

During,' the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
th(; monks of the Order of St. der.mie lerforn.ed
i,'.)o<l service in the education of the common
people. The society was formed hy Uerard
Oroote (l.S4()-i;iS4). They received poor cliil-

<lren into their schools, l)rour,dit them up and
educat.-<l them. Jn their education they empha-
sized the importance of cultivatin<r practical
Christianity.

In reviewin<r the e.hication of the Mid(Jle
Ages, we note: {,i) Kducation was very defec-
tive; (6) the purpose of Charltnnan^re, viz., the
foundinjr of a national system of education
hased upon Christianity, was not realized

;
(r)

tlie (Jhurch (lid some croo<l educational work,
('/) hut a true and hroad conception of educa-
tion did not exist

; (.) education restricted the
free development of all the p<mers, and finally
•leijenerated into mechanical trainin^r

;
(/') rude-

ness, barbarism and tyranny predominated
; (,/)

the education and dev.dopm.Tit of the pn>j>lr wiis
wholly neglect, d; {/,) there were no properly
<iualified teachers.
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For these reasons the efforts of a few noted

men and societies exercised oidy a limited intlu-

ence on education.

Sec. II.—^LuTiiER and Education—
Sixteenth C'ENruiiv.

Luther was horn 1488 at Kislehen, died 154(1

in his native town. He received Ids earliest

instruction in the town scliool at Mansfield, and
later attended the Latin scliools at Magdehurj;-

and Eisenach, in order to prepare for the univer-

sity. In tile year l.")Ol he entered the high

school at Erfurt; in the year 150.' he began to

study at tlu; cloister of the Augustirnans, where
he distinguished himself by his diligence, ability

and piety. In the year loOS, lie was called by
the Elector Frederick of Saxony, as Professor in

the University of Wurteniburn-.

Luther was the greatest teacher of his time.

He properly recognized the importance of educa-

tion, and desired a common, practical system of

education Uxsed on Christianity. Further, he

sa3\s : "Education should be national. I do not

seek my own happiness, but the happiness and
welfare of the whole people." He endeavored
to liave scliools established for both sexes: for

boys tliat they might become well (iualitied men
to rule the land and people; for the girls, that

they as women might be prepared to care for tlie

1 ™f] f]
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hoine, chiMren and domestics. Therefore pro-
P»'rly <,ualifi(Ml teachers are necessary For
proniot.nnr the aims of the school, he favore.l
the establishment of school Ubraries. In in-
struction a knowkHl.;c> of thinc^s must precede a
knowlednre of wonls. He recommen<ls the study
ot nature, history an.l mathematics, the cultiva-
tion oi .nusic, especially sin^^dn^. He estimates
equally pliysical exercis,-, which preserves the
health of the I.o,ly and ,£rives stron<,^ liml.s

; and
music, wliich .Irives away a heavy heart and
evil thoujrhts. School discipline, according to
him, should l)e mild.

"^

The most important pedagogical works of
Luther are

: (a) the Sermon on Married Life.
L>li>; (b) the Circulars to the Aldermen of all
the towns in Germany, tliat they should estab-
lish ami support Christian schools. i:,24; {<)
the Large and Small C^itechism, 1529-

((/) the
Sermon that the Children should be 'kept at
school. However, his endeavors were rewarded
with but little success, because he was not
sufhciently understood in his time, and because
tlio circumstances did not exist to completely
realize the good and nc^ble cn(]s he had in view.
^Manrfhon (born 1407, at Bretten

; die.l at
Wnrtemburg, 1500). He was a co-worker with
l^utlier, and became Professor at Wurtemburg in
I

.-.
I S. IL' was actively engaged in reforinin..
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hi<,rher education. At an early aufe he favored the
views of the humanists, and never changed his

oinnions. He recommended the study of real

science. He was actively enr^aged in writini; text-

books of the Gr(>cian and Latin lani^aiages for the
high schools, in addition to several outlines of in-

structions in dialectics, rhetoric, physicsand ethics.

Piety and love of truth were, according to him,
the aim of all education. Sturm, Trotsc^ndorf

and Neander were his pupils. He was actively

engaged in promoting liheral education. His
influence in the formation of schools was widely-

recognized, and he was frequently consulted

with reference to new school ornfnnizations.

His educational principles are valuable. He
desired a change in the instructions so as to

awaken attention. By his undivided devotion
to his profession, he has become a model for

teachers, as he wished the teacher to become
a model for his pupils.

Ti'otsendorfs (14i»0-l.")5(;) educational prin-

ciples, "Bides few (iu<{ s/nn-f ; c.rtivij>lc.s clear

((>}<( pnieilciil," "exercise hnKj find freqiwnlbjy
In order to imbue the pupils with a respect for

justice, and those in authority, he introduced a

peculiar school regulation. A court formed of

pupils had to decide concerning the moral con-

duct of their associates. The accused had to

defend hiin<elf in the Latin language, beg pardon,

and promise to do better.
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John >S7itrw(1507-15.S9). The aim of edu-
cation accordini,^ to him was piety. He was
noted for his orc^anization and method. Some of
his principles were :

" Instruction shall neith. r
le superficial by multiplicity, nor wearying ,.y
cxpiatiuiT long on one sul)ject;' " Few rules,
numerous examples and exercises," "The know-
ledge of words and their meaning must ho
united," "Before pupils commit anything to
memory, it must be well understood," "From
the intuition to the conception, from the fact to
the word," " New ideas must be received by
already present ones, in order that the develop"-
nient may follow according to nature, gradually
and oi'ganically."

Michael NeamUr (1525-ir,9o), was a very
successful teacher, and devoted much attention
to the study of natural science.

Sec;. 12.—The Jesuits.

The Order of Jesuits was founded lo.'^4 by
Ignatius Loyola, and sanctioned by Pope Paul
III. in 1540. In competition with Protestant
schools thoy devel.)ped a wonderful activity, an<l
obtained for themselves a great reputation. They
were praised even by Protestants. P.acon says :

"Take example by the schools of the Jesuits,
for better do not exist. When I look at the'

<liligence and activity of the Jesuits, both in im-
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partirii,^ knowledj^e and inonldin*,' the heart, I

bethink me of the exchmiation of A <,a'.si hius con-
cerning,' Pharnal)aza.s :

' Since thou art so noble,
I wouhl thou wert on our side.'" E(hication in

all Catholic countries was controlled by tliis

Society. In 1710 it had (;i2 collei^res, ir,7 nor-
mal schools, 24 universities, and 200 missions.

" Tlie Jesuits," says James Freeman Clark,
"spread over Europe in a few years, takinrr

possession of the pulpits, the schools, and con"
tessionals. They were most accom])lished and
popular preachers. They supplanted other priests
in the care of conscience, and their schools were
tilled with the children of all classes, for they
tau<;ht not only gratuitously Init well."

Every member of the Order became a compe-
tent and practical teacher. He received a thor-
ough course in the ancient classics, philosophy
and theology. ])uring the progress of his later

studies he wns reipiired to teach. Latin and
( Jreek were studied with success. Religion was
the base, summit and centre of all study, of all

education. The Jesuits made much of emulation,
and did all in their power to make one student
outstrip another. They also exercised the great-
est care in education, by means of regular physi-
cal exercises, frugal and healthful food, ch-anli-

ness, and a strict inspection and prevention of

bail actions. A noted writer has stated the chief
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dofocts of the education of the Jesuits as follows :

They did not secure the hariuonious development
of all the individual, the furtherance of deep re-
lifTious enthusiasm for fatherlands and freedom,
or usefulness for the lif- of the common citizen,'
hut it was a preparation for the se . j of the
Order.

Althou^di the Reformers acknowledfre.l the
necessity of instructing all the youth" in the
C^iristian religion, yet the condition of the ele-
mentary schools in the country was changed hut
little by them. The common schools of the peo-
ple were developed better in the town, ^rhus
there were erected in many places, beside the
Latin school, schools called "writing schools"
for the boys

; and " girls' scliools " for the girls.
The subjects of instruction, in these schools, were
religion, reading, writing, and arithmetic. The
Reformers in Switzerland paid much attention to
the school.

Ulrlvk Zininiir,. Instruction in Christianity
was tlie principal thing to liim. He advocated
the study of nature; recommended the study of
nmsic and aritlimetic

; and favored fencing as the
defence of the fatherland.

Jnhn Calvin (lo09-15(U) represented the hier-
archical point of view. He considered the school
only as an organ of the church.

liHrosiwrl. Thr condition of the school in the
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sixteenth century was siicli that it was unahh> to
bring about a conunon civilization and a popuhir
ecUication. In the liigher schools the youth were
wearied with tiie Latin hmiriianre and the mere
learning of words. Jn the connnon school they
were troubled with the primer and catechism.
The pedagogical power oF awakeningself-activity
and life was wanting. The method consisted in

a mechanical, forcible drilling in most unintelli-

gent tasks. School discij)line was severe and bar-
barous.

Sec. LI.—Ped.vgogics of the Sevexteextii
Century.

Men arose in this century who clearly saw the
defects in tlie .school, and set themselves reso-
lutely to work to improve the education of the
youth. The new pedagogies may bo said to

have conniienced with the.se men. Prominently
amongst them were Francis Bacon, John Locke,
Katich, and Amos Comenius.

Francis Ihicon lived in London (L')G1-1()2()).

He rejected the verbalism of the .scholastics, with
its ab.stract methods, and liesired more intimate
knowledge based on critical examination. He is

the founder of the modern realism. Science shall

become real, vivid and practical. The only cor-

rect way })y which tliis method can be reached is

induction, 'j'his be<.nns with ob.servation and

II
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experiment, aiul conclutles with exiinunatioii uikI

comparison. In order to l)e<^in to study ac-

cordin<;to this method with certainty and success,

one must ahandon all preconceived opinions.

The importance of liacon's method is fully ad-

mitted, he exhiliited the proper method in tlie

study of nature. " There is a present ; only op(m

your eyes to recojj^ni/e its splendor. Turn away
from the shallow spriui^'s of tra<litional natural

science, and draw from the unfathomable and
ever freshly tlowinuj fountain of creation. Live

in nature with active senses
;
ponder it in your

thoui^hts, learn to comprehend it, for thus you
will be able also to control it. I'ower increases

with knowIed<;e." His works

—

[a) Advancement
of Learning

;
(h) Novum Organum.

John Locke (1 0:52-1 704) employed the induc-

tive method in his in({uiry conceinini; the human
mind. He is the founder of empirical psycholojj^y,

which was developed later by the Geruum philo-

sophers, Ilcrbart and IJeneke. Iiniate iileas do

not exist. Human ideas arise |)artly from the per-

ceptions, and partly from intuitions which exist

in consciousness. To him, an ideal educati(Mi was

a " sound mind in a sound body." Knowledi^e was
to Locke of less importance than health, virtue

and philosophy. Physical education must there-

fore hold a prominent place. His rules for health

are as follows : Pure air, physical exercise, and

I
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sufficient .sleep
; si.nple food

; no wine or other
strong drink, and little or no medicine

; not toowarm or too tight clothing, lie opposed the
•severe discipline of that time. Accordin.. to
Locke, physical punishment should only be re-
•sorted to in case of malice, resistance, and re-
peate. falsehoods. It is of the first importance
that the instructor be a good example. For re-
creation the youth should learn a tra.le. At the
beginning, learning should not weary the ]>u,)il
but it should be like a play. Locke especially'
emphasizes the importance of practical education.
One of his principal demands is that the teacher
should understand the individuality of each of
his pupds. For that reason, he prefers home in-
struction to that of the common school His
"lost unportant pedagogical writings are :

" Essay
on the Human Understamling," and "Some
Ihoughts Concerning Education "

Yolf!ja'><, Ranch (born lo7l, in Holstein) is a
pedagogical writer of doubtful importance. It
IS also uncertain whether the di.lactic principles
ascribe.l to him came from his hand. However
pedag,3gical writers agree in this, that Ratich
understood and explained the defects in the con-
dition of tlie schools in his time, that he tried to
b^ise dKlactics on psychology. The followin-. are
Katich s principles

:

1. Everything in order and according to na-
ture. °
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2. Not more than one tlnn<( of the .saino kind
at tlio same time

; never befrin a new subject till

the former is <rra,-;pe<l (irmly and exactly.

3. Repeat the most essential before proceedinfv
to the less important.

4. All at first in the mother tongue
; forei'-'n

lano-uages are explained by the native lani;ua-e.
a. Everythint,' without compulsion.

0. Nothincr shall be learned by lieart.

7. In treneral, everythin<,' should be taught
according to one fixed plan.

cS. First, the thing itself, afterwards the (juali-

ties of the thing.

9. Every thin<T by experience and examination.
Ratich tried to interest influential persons and
crowned heads in his didactics, or to sell them for
money. He failed in possessing proper charity for
humanity, therefore his success in the sphere of
education is too limited to merit further con-
sideration.

John Amos Gomen'ms (born 1592, at Coumia)
lost his parents at an early age. His guardian
apprenticed him to learn a trade. In the six-

teenth year of his age he entered the Latin
school. After finishing his school course, he
studied theology in the University of Herborn,
in Nassau, and later at Heidelberg. He first

became principal of a school in Prerau, and two
years later he became teacher for the Fraternity
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ot Mumvinns at luilnek. In 1(127 he hocan.e
pnnc.pal of a school ut Ussa in I'ohm.l. lI,.,.o
1U3 (mislie.l his chief i)e(la,iro<ric.-;l works: '-Tlie
Open Door to Lan-„a.,.s," an.l "Tho (Ireat
J)octrinc of Instruction." His Utin writin.rs
o.stahhshe.l his fa.ne. His ^vritin^rs had a nuu--
v«'llous Hilhicncc on the schools of Kurope
especially those in Svve<len and En^dand He
Iivo.I and worked in S^vcihn for some time
under the <lirection of Chancellor Oxenstein
He was invited to visit En-Iand, l.ut the civil
wars prev.nte.1. Finally, in IGoG, he found a
lionie in Amsterdam, where he remained till his
ileath. He was a teacher an.l school or-ranizer
ot the first order. Few men Iiave reforn?ed the
system of education and instruction with more
circumspection and tliou^htfulness, and at the
same time with a l.roa.ler comprehension an<l
more intelliiront understandincr tlian he. The
tollowinor are his more important principles-
Acconhnoj to liim, the aim of education is "

like-
ness to God." " Thou shouldst be holy for I am
l»oly." Comenius said: That in jroneral and
without exception one must strive for this ideal
HI the school, and by the mediation of the school
throuirhout life.

Principles of didactics

:

^^
1. Education should be according to nature.

This is the foundation principle from which lie
has derived special rules.
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i") Nature okst-rves the proper time;
('') Nature proceeds in each of its acts from a

principal cause

;

('•) Nature first provides the material before
it proceeds to j^rive it form

;

01) Nature l)ej,dns its education with the
^'eneral, and ends with the particular;

(e) Nature is not confused in its workings, but
goes forward step by step;

(/) Nature makes no bounds, it goes gradually
torward

;

(,'/) Nature proceeds from the easy to the
difficult;

(h) Nature does not burden, it is satisfied
with a little

;

(/; Nature does not hurry, but goes forward
slowly

;

(./) Nature produces nothing without reason
and method

;

(Ir) Nature carefully avoids extremes
;

(0 If nature begins anything, it does not
rest till it has finished it.

-2. In the beginning the senses are to be exer-
cised, then the memory, then the understandincr,
and finally the judgment.

"'

3. Knowledge begins with the senses : As one
brings a visible object to the eyes

; audible to
the ears

; perceivable by the smell, to the nose
that which may be tasted to the tongue

; the'
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piilpaltit; to tilt; st'iis.- of foelin;,^ < )i)sc'rvation

compensates for cxpluiiation. From observation

certain knowItMl:;,. i> derived (l>ase instruction

on ob-^ervation ).

4. Every tliiiiLf i> learned l.y example, rules

and exercises
; example must prece«ie rules.

'). At first, one should study the nearest
objects, and later those more and more remote.

Instruction proceeds by (k-t^^rees; fnjm tlie easy

to the more dithcuit ; from a few ti; many ; frotn

the simple to the compound ; from the near to

the remote. At lirst one must study an object

us a whole, and then its part-^.

(). One must divide instruction carefully and
not f-^rjret what was formerly learned, but prac-

tise it continually.

7. One nuist not do many thini^rs a the same
time, but one after another.

5. Reading; and writinif must l)e learned at

the same time.

9. That which is learned by heart, must be
previously understood.

10. Every art is loai-ned by exercise : the art

of writin<; l)y writinpr -. the art of singinj^ by
sin<,'ing. Practise until you acquire skill.

11. By doinij, man hrst attains to real helivj.

His noted book Orhi>i P'lct a.s {\\ov\d in pictures;

appeared at Nurember<x, 1G57. It presented: 1,

pictures; 2, names ; 3, descriptions of the prin-

II
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C'l'-'il tlui.i^^s \n the worM and urtkirs of life
Scho.,1 ur^ranization. He distir.^rui.shes four
places or .sta<fc,s in education : (a) The .school of
the mother in each house; (/.) The coumion
.school in.-ach community; (.) The aca.lemv in
each town; (d) The university in each Prov^^ince
or State. The chil.j .should ren.ain in the school
tuu-ht l.y the mother (every mother should he a
t;acher) till the si.vth year, in the comn.on school
till the twelfth year, in the academv from the
twelfth to the eirrhteenth, and in the" university
tdl the twenty-fourth vear of his a-e. School
disciphne IS the surest means employed in mak-
ing the boys real students. It is well, therefore
It the teacher understands, (a) tlie purpose •

(/>)
the subject; (c) the form of .school .lisciplinj in
order to know the lohi/, where, and ho>r. Purpose
of <liscipline. Discipline must be exercised (a)
without passion; (b) without wrath and hatred;
(c) butwith fairness and sincerity. If studies are'
arranged properly they attract the mind to
tnem. If this is not so, the fault is not the
pupils, but the teacher's. If we <lo not know
the means to attract the mind of tlie pupil, we
•shall use our powers in vain. Comenius desires
inore cheerful school-rooms and playirrounds
His Magna Didactica is the first scientific treat-
ment of the whole sphere of pedagogics. Relhdon
IS of supreme importance; and, in addition to
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religious instruction, the young should be accus-

tomed to the exercise of Christian virtues, such

as temperance, justice, conipa!^' , natience.

Sec. 14.

—

Pedagocics in lat: Eighteenth

Century.

The pedagogics of the eighteenth century are

characterized by this: that the practice was
based on the theories of the last century. Dur-
ing the seventeenth ceiitury a movement pre-

vailed in the sphere of religion which is called

pietism. The Pietists, disliked by the strong

ortiiodox theologians of that time, endeavored to

give practical instruction in religion. Religious

feelings, sincere praying, and pious conduct was
more to them tlian orthodox creed.

Philip Jacob Spencr first introduced this

movement. He was born in 1635 at Alsace.

After studying theology and history at Strasburg,

in 1080, he became Court Chaplain in Dresden,

and in 1091 pastor in Berlin, where he died in

ITOo. Speiier was the restorer of the old cate-

chistical instruction. To promote his views he

published, in 1077, the simple explanation of

Christian doctrine in (juestions and answers,

similar to the small catechism of Luther.
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8ec. 15.—Augustus Hkumax Fhaxcke
Was born in 1638, died in 1727 at Lubec Hi.
father was called by Duke Ernest to Gotha
as Counsellor of Justice. Francke frequently
visited the f^ymnasium at Gotha. The ear-
nestness of the Duke in the sphere of school
reform made a deep impression on the youth. At
sixteen years of age he studied theolo-^y
at Erfurt and Kiel. From here he went "to
Hamburg to study Hebrew under a noted
Israclitish teacher. In the year 1G85 he lie-

came a teacher in Leipsic, and at the same time
delivered private lectures on the exposition of
the Bible. The epoch-making period in Francke's
life was while he was at Halle. He collected
alms to help the numerous poor children that
crowded about his residence. One day he found
seven florins in the alms box. This income
prompted him to Ht up a school for poor children
in his office. He bought books for the children,
and they were taught by a poor student. His
work increased rapidly, till at time of his death
m 1727 there were :

1. The pedagofiium for higher classes, and ])ro-
vided instruction in religion, Latin, Greek
Hebrew, French, German, music, botany, and
other ordinary branches.

2. The Latin school of the orphan asylum.
3. The burgher school.
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4. The orphan house.

5. Free table.

6. Drill,' store and book store.

7. Institution for women.

The whole number of teachers, pupils, and

dependents in the several institutions under

Francke were four thousand two hundred and

seventy-three. His importance lies quite as

much in his power of organizing as in his teach-

ing. He recognizes the necessity of a special

professional education for the teacher ; he ob-

served method and order in instruction as well

as in discipline, and he combined in himself the

capacity of teacher and educator. It is neces-

sary that the teacher shall study the individu-

ality of each pupil.

Francke indicated his principles (a) in his

numerous regulations
;
(h) in the " Public Wit-

ness of Work and Word in the Service of God";

(c) in the " Idea Studiosi Theologia?"; {d) in

" Short and Simple Instruction : How the Chil-

dren are to be Taught in True Godliness and

Christian Wisdom." Francke's first purpose in

education was that the children might be directed

to a living knowledge of God and Christianity.

The glor}' of God must be in all things, but

especially in the education and instruction of

children, as the principal aim in the mind of the

teacher. This purpose \\\\\ be attained : (a) by
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Godly example of the teacher himself; (h) by
attention to the disposition. Therefore it is

especially important to exercise a true Christian
spirit.

Educational Principle.^. ~l. Differences in
rank shall not be countenanced.

2 The child shall be accustomed by derrees
to freedom.

3. The personality of the teacher is the prin-
cipal thing.

4 The children musi be directed by love,

o. The love of the teacher must not degenerate
into familiarity.

6. The attendance of children at theatres is

pernicious; some music gives rise to dissolute
conduct.

7. Children should not mimic the misfortunes
of others.

8. Children should read the whole Bible (but
not oj'iis operafus).

9. Wilful natures should be subdued.

Instruction.— 1. Attention to religion is the
principal thing.

2. In instruction secondary means are not to
be employed; (this is required only to attain
•^ternal bliss.)

3. The sentences to be learned should be
-hort, easy and expressive, yet one should a\ ad
having too many learned by heart. ^
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4. That which is learned must be understood,

hut the explanations may succeed the learninir.

5. Method consists in imitation and represen-

tation.

G. Attention must be developed at an early

age.

7. Geometry is to be treated inventively.

8. The children should not be wearied by long

prayers, long moral teaching, long occupation,

nor with more than one book, at one time.

9. It is also necessary not to carry on too

many things at once, as the child is unable to

recognize its own progress, and attention is

therefore lost.

111^ WHOLE orixiox.

Everything was employed in education to send

the pupil out from school with sound knowledge.

Discipline in the school of Francke was based on

love, gentleness, patience and firmness. In con-

nection with physical puni.shment there were

definite regulations, viz.: Punishment should be

inflicted with a rod on the hand, or a stick on the

back. One should not punish in anger, never

threaten, never make use of very severe punish-

ment. Francke exercised an extraordinary intlu-

ence on the school of his time. Institutions

similar to those of Francke have been established

in different parts of Germany.

Fenelou, Archbishop of Cambray (1651-171.5),
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wa.s the tutor of Louis XI V^, for whom he wrote
Teleinachu.s. Fenelon emphasized the impor-
tance of a reasonable education for women, and
wrote a treatise concerninnr the education of
"iris.

Sec. 1G.—Jean Jacques Rousseau,

Born 1712 at Geneva. The education of Rousseau
was defective, and without definite plan. In
his ei<,dith year he was placed with a minis-
ter, who brou^rht him up till his fourteenth
year. At this af^e he went to a carver, from
whom he finally ran away. In his sixteenth year
he joined the Catholic Church. He lived with
Frau von Varens from 1732 to 1741, and occu-
pied himself during that time in drawing and
music. For one year he was tutor for Monsieur
de Mally, in Lyons. He has not especially
editied us with his pedagogical powers. " I

employ only three means in instruction : work-
ing on the sympathy of the pupils, reasoning and
anger." In the year 1741 he went to Paris,
where he formed the actjuaintance of Theresa
Le Wasseur, whom he married.

In the year 1750 he wrote an es.say, " On the
inHuence of Science and Art on Morals," which
won a prize. In this treatise he endeavored to
show that art and science had corrupted the
morals. This paper made him noted. In the
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year 17G2 he wrote " Emile." On account of the

reliffious opinion expressed in this book he

incurred the hatred of the clergy, and was ex-

posed to persecution. In 177>^, after writing his

confessions, he died, broken down in body and
mind.

Pedagogics.—Neither the life nor works of

Rousseau can serve as a model for a teacher.

With but one exception he did not do any prac-

tical teaching. His importance lies in his theory

of education, in which he opposed the existing

methods, and endeavored to found a new order

of lite and education. The theory of Rousseau
produced a marked change in the sphere of

education. In France, educational methods
passed from one extreme into another. In Ger-

many his principles were purified from errors,

and rendered somewhat practical. He has ex-

pressed his views on education in his book,
" Emile; or, an Education." His work is divided

into five sections. The first four are devoted to

the education of Emile, the last to the education

of Sophia. Emile and Sophia are imaginary

model children. The first part of the book treats

of the education of Emile iluring his first year,

the second treats of his education till the twelfth

year, the third to the fifteenth year, and the

fourth till his marriage. In addition to a tutor,

the child is rared for during his early years by a
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nurse. The following are the principles deduced
from a study of Eniile

:

1. The chief principle is that the education
must be natural. Everything comes forth good
from the hand of the Creator. Everything de-

generates under the hand of man.

2. Our proper study is a knowledge of the

destiny of man. He who knows best how to

bear the blessings and sorrows of this life is in

my opinion educated best. Rousseau connects

with naturalness, also, the claims of general

civilization, for by nature men are all equal,

their common business is to be men. Further,

he says: ''Nature neither creates princes, nor
empires, nor great lords. When my youth leaves

me, he will neither be alderman, soldier, nor
priest, he will rather be a man first." What is

to be done to develop a man ? Doubtless very
much. In order to educate properly, it is

necessary

—

3. To know properly the nature of the child.

If one does not know its nature, wrong ideas are

formed at tirst, and often continued to the end.

Begin by studying your pupils.

4. He gives especial attention to physical

education.

5. Do not command the child, but teach him
to see the necessity.

6. Moral and physical education are united.
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7. In awakenin<r the moral sense, one must
limit his teachin^r to tiie most fundamental
principles.

.S. One must avoid moralizing too niucli.

!>. The first moral idea that the child must be
made conscious of, is the idea of property.

10. Punish the child for its trans<rre.-*sions by
its unav(ndable conseipience.

1 1. Outward rewards only stimulate ambition,
and, therefore, are best to be used.

12. At fifteen, Emile is introduced into society
that he nuiy respect his e(|uals, pity the corrupt
j^eneration, serve and help his nei^'hbor, love his
Fatlierland, and advance the common prosperity.

13. Rousseau desires, with reference to didac-
tics, that the instruction be based on observation.
Proceed from things and facts. Direct the at-

tention of the pupils to the plienomena of nature.
I can only repeat, " we give to words too much
power. By our babbling method in instruction
we produce nothing but babblers."

14. Instruction should not degenerate into
mechanism, but form power and quicken the
interest; the method must be inductive. The
questions should be selected according to the
abilities of the pupils, and be left for their solu-
tion. The pupil is not to be told but is to find
his knowled'Te.

15. Instruction should contain .simply naked

I 'ih

¥
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truth. Girl.s shoul.l l.e instructe.l ,it home, under
the (hrection of the mother, who has the re-
•sponsil.ility of preparinir w'.,maii for her proper
sphere. Rousseau's method of instruction was
'lefective in one respect, viz., the moral, avsthetic
and rehgious educati.m of tlie child was neglected.

Sec. 17.—The Ph ilanthhoi-ists.

Philanthropist means the friend of man. Phil-
anthropinum means the method of e.lucation and
instruction of Basedow. The philanthropists
formed a pedagogical school. -These men em-
hraced the pedagogical ideas of Bacon, Com-
enius, Locke and Rousseau, the opinions prevail-
ing in Germany in the eighteenth century, and
intended to reform education in general. They
regarded human happiness as the chief aim in
education. Their activity did not exten.l to the
children of the common people, but to the sons
of the rich and distinguished. Industrial edu-
cation received especial attention from them.
The principal of the philanthropists was John
BERNAiiD Basedow, l.orn 1728, in Hamburg. At
the age of eighteen he entered the gymnasium
in Hamburg. In the year 1774, he entered the
University of Leipsic and studied theology and
philosophy. He left the university afte'r two
years' residence and became tutor. He exhibited
great skill in teaching, and later passed his
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theory on the experience acquired at that time.

In the year ITo.S, he was called to the chair of

music and fine art.s in an Academy for Youni,'

Isobleinen, at Soroe. Later, he was chieHy en-

^'aged in writin<r books, and conceived a plan
for the improvement of schools in general. With
this purpose in view, he turned his attention to

wealthy men, from whom he wished to secure

means for the establishment of a model school.

The model school was finally opened in 177,5.

However, under his direction, the school was not
a success, so that his withdrawal in 1776 became
necessary. From 1788, Basedow lived alter-

nately at Leipsic, ]3essau, Halle, and Madge-
burg. In the last named city he taught in a

school for girls, and died suddenly in 1790. We
note only the most important of his numerous
writiuigrs

:

1. Methodical instruction of youth in reiiirion

and morals.

2. Methodical instruction in convincino- the

understanding of the religion of the Bible.

3. Elementary work ; a well ordered stock of

all necessary knowledge for the instruction of

youth from the beginning of their education to

the time in which they enter the university.

The whole work is divided into ten books : (Ij A
book for the grown friends of children. It con-

tains many rules and hints concerning teaching
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an<l instruction of small children
; (2) Several

.subjects, especially concerning man and his soul

;

(3) The great benefit of logic
; (4) On religion

;

<•')) On morals
;
(G) Concerning the position and

occupation of men
; (7) Elements of historical

sciences ; (8) On natural science
; (9) Im t-tant

points in grammar and eloquence.

1. The aim of instruction must be to form a
European whose life may be as innocent, as use-

ful, as contented as can be formed by instruction.

2. The clergy of the place should care for the
paternal religion of every youth.

3. By the exercise of the truly philosophical

mind, we promise much culture and common
sense.

4. Students are not forced to study. " Little

is remembered by us."

5. One helps the student to apprehend and
understand by observation.

6. The subjects are limited to the capacity of

the child.

7. One should avoid over-burdeninc the mind
and promote self-activity, interest and cheerful-

ness of the child.

•S. Discipline is mild.

9. Care for the body is especially emphasized.
10. The philanthropists banished tight clothes.

By simple healthy food, by regular physical

-exercises, by dancing, riding, turning, planing.
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skill of tho iiiuid we; ' promoted.

lln iKiiiiishi.—Tin' foiiiidfttion principles W( ro,

that

1. The ancient classics are the foumlation of

nil culture.

2. The study of «^'rannuar nuist prece.Ie that
of philosophy, history and .-esthetics.

'I A too early pursuit of the natural sciences

is unfavorahh; to a thorou^di acquisition of

lani,aiaL;e.

4. It is a inistako to suppose that the study of

ancient lan<,'ua^es is hurtful to practical know-
led l,'o.

Sec. is.—PEDAfiooics of the Nineteenth
Centirv.

Jolidini Ifriiirtc/i J\'st,ilo::l was l)orn the

12th of January, 174(i, in Zurich. His father, a
l^hysician, died in 17.")!. and left the widow and
three children in needy circumstances. While
this last circumstance may he regarded as a mis-

fortune in the lift; of Postalo/zi, another was that

his mother, thouj^h a lovini;, educated and care-

ful woman, did not possess the necessary enerj^fy

for the traininir of the hoy. The father of

Pestalozzi recognized this weakness, and therefore

on his death bed char<T;ed a poor maid servant

named Babeli not to leave his wife. Babeli
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pror.iise.l the dyin^^ hitlwv, niu\ truly kept tho
protniso. His ,n,)tl..T an.l lu-r true companion
experienc'd much self-lenial in cducntin- the
hoy. The circumstances were such that^ the
hoiii.. an.l the family was the world in which
Pestalo/zi was hrou-rht up. Maiily ir,iidance,
Tuarly experience, manly manner of thinkinir'
and manly exercise were wantin.,r Instead of
these, then; was planted deep in his heart at an
"arly arre. reli-i.m, self-<lenial and self-sacrifice.
At nin.; years of a-e lie was placed under the
care of his <rrandfather, a minister livinj^ in a
villa^re near Zurich. Finally he entercnl the
^'ymnasium in Zurich. In the year 1762,
ilousseau's "Emile" appeared, which made a very
'leep impression on the mind of the hoy.
Pestalozzi studied first for the ministry, an.l
afterwards .levot(;d himself to the stu.Jy of the
law. After the death of his friend Bluntschli,
he became very ill on account of severe mental
trouble. Following the advice of a physician,
he nrave up the stuily of science, an.l went in the
autumn of 17()7 to a farmer Tschiffeli, near
Kirchberg, in the Canton Berne, to stu.ly arrri-

culture. Tschiffeli did a good business with liis
uiad.ler plantation. Pestalozzi succee.led, with
the assistance of a merchant in Zurich, in
obtaining one hundre.l acres of land in the
neighborhood of the village of Birr. To thi.s

10
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estate he gave the name " Neuhof." Then in

1769 he married Anna Sehultess, the daunrhter

of a wealthy merchant of Zurich. The under-

taking at Neuhof failed, as the creditors with-

drew their capital, and the fortune of the young

wife was lost. Pestalozzi now conceived the

idea of establishing a school for the poor at

Neuhof. In the year 175.5, with the assistance

of the towns of Basil, Zurich and Berne, the insti-

tution was opened with fifty poor children. His

idea was to occupy the children in summer with

work in the field, and to instruct them in

weaving and spinning during the winter. The

institution was not a success, and was closed in

1780. Pestalozzi remained eighteen years longer

at Neuhof. During these years he became

famous as a pedagogical writer. In 1780, the

" Evening Hour of a Hermit " appeared. This

book contained the principles of all his later

work.

In this work he desires the development of

all the human faculties and talents, in order to

establish an independent, honorable and happy

existence. General culture is the necessary basis

for every profession. In education, practice

with that near at hand, development and culture

are founded on observation. A virtuous char-

acter and religious life is the highest aim in

education. ,
These were the chief points in the
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In 1781, this work was followed by ' Linhard
and Gertrude." In this work, Pestalozzi wished
to teach mothers how to teach and instruct

children properly, by presentinpr Gertrude as a

model. This was the first appeal to the hearts
of the mothers of the country, by which they
were entreated to be to their children what no
other person can be. Pestalozzi had in view
the transference of the chief education of the
child to the home. It is much that I say, but I

do not hesitate to say it :
" the picture of the

sun which is suspended over the earth, is a pic-

ture of Gertrude and every wife that elevates
her own home to a sanctuary of God, and by
these means she makes heaven on earth for

husband and children."

In the year 1798, the following work appeared
at Neuhof: "Inquiries Concerning the Course
of Nature in the Unfolding of Mankind."

PESTALOZZl's WORK AT STANZ.

Stanz was destroyed by French soldiers in

1789. Many helpless children were deprived of

home and education. Pestalozzi declared him-
•self ready to be the guardian of poor children.

The government granted him the cloister of the
Ursulines.

Soon he had eighty poor children collected

that were going to ruin, body and soul. He
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wished to be to them father, mother, teacher and

servant. 'One who had the use of his eyes,

would not have hazarded such an experiment,

but fortunately I was blind or I should not have

hazarded it. Every moment, menaced by the

dant^ers of double contagion, I induced them to

improve in habits of cleanliness." At Stanz he

united work with study as at Neuhof. Yet he

was soon obliged to separate them into two

classes, and to employ the larger pupils as

teachers for the smaller ones. In consequence

of the troubles of the war, the schoo' was closed.

I'ESTALOZZI AT BCRC.UORF (1799-1S03).

Scarcely had Pestalozzi recovered from this

disappointment than he accepted the position of

subordinate teacher at Burgdorf, in the Canton of

Berne. He instructed the little ones entrusted to

his care with the greatest zeal. The success which

he attained secured the well-deserved praise of

those in authority—as well as the hatred and

envy of his colleagues. After the expiration of

one year, he resigned, and founded an institu-

tion of his ow-n.

In the year 1801, appeared the work, " How

Gertrude Taught Her Children." He expresses

in this book the firm conviction that observation

is the basis of all knowledge. Pestalozzi rejected

the learning of mere words and demands the

1.1
'lev i." i ijp iii U * i 1/

,,S .».,.*-. 4- r» I »-»/-*Xl'01»
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PE.STALOZZI AT YVERDUX (ls05-lS2:.).

In the year 1805, Pestalozzi removed to

Yverdun, on the border of Lake Xeufchatel.

Here he attained the zenith of his fame. Here
was the place where Pestalozzi, as principal of a

constantly enlarging circle of pupils and teach-

ers, found full liberty to realize his ideas ; here

all grades of intellects placed themselves will-

ingly at his disposal ; here his work became the

subject of increasing and common interest of all

the civilized world, especially of teachers and
statesmen. Governments sent teachers to him
to study his system. One might see at Yverdun
Germans, Frenchmen, Swiss, Italians, English-

men, Spaniards and Magyars. Notwithstanding
all this, Pestalozzi's institution was not a model
school, because it lacked domestic order. Pesta-

lozzi failed himself in the knowledge of men,
capacity for governing, economical ability and
methods. Add to this, factions anions: the

teachers, which produced discussion, in which
Pestalozzi himself was involved.

In the year LS25, it became necessary for

Pestalozzi to resign his position. Weary of life

and broken down, he returned to his uncle at

Neuhof. Here he wrote the "Events of His
Life." He died 1827, at Bruo<T.

Pestalozzi's undying influence consists in his

inexhaustible love for the people, in his glowing ..LL.
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enthusiasm, in his restless endeavors, and in his

sacrifice for the welfare of others. He has thus

become a model for teachers and educationists

for all future time. Let us hope that every

teacher may have his creed :
" I believe in the

improvement of human nature."

In relation to didactics, we again (juote hin

own words : If I put the ([uestion to myself :

' What have I done in reality for the education

of humanity ?
" I tind, " I have clearly exhibited

the hii^diest principle, in acknowledging observa-

tion as the foundation in all knowledge."

1. Pestalozzi demands the development of all

ihe powers of the child, and especially the de-

velopment of mental power.

2. He lecognizes Christianity as the highest

and best aid in education.

;}. He united instruction and education.

4. Education must begin at home, the mother

must be the tirst teacher of the children.

n. Bv him, numbers nnd grammar were intro-

duced in the conunon schools.

G. He endeavored to discover how the child

could be instructed according to nature.

7. To secure the proper results of instruction,

Pestalozzi recjuires systematic practice of all that

lias been formerly taught and understood.

S. For this purpose, he introduced speaking in

chorus.
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'.). His opinion was that nunil»er, form and
lanfjuaLje should be re<4arded of prime importance

in education.

Sec. 19.—Fuiedrich Froebel

Was born April 21, I7s2, at Oberweisbach, a vil-

lage in the principality of Rudolstadt, where his

father was pastor. He devoted himself to the

study of forestry, and later hviard lectures in

natural .science and mathematics in the university

at Jena. In 1805, he commenced teaching at

Frankfort-on-the-Maine. In the year 1808, he

went with two boys to Yverdun to hear Pesta-

lozzi. Here he remained two years teaching and

studying. Froebel endeavored to improve the

existing system of education. He thought that

the methods of education were not adapted to

the real nature of man. He wa.s filled with noble

ideas ; still these ideas often lacked definiteness

and precision. In the year 1807, he founded one

of his institutions at Keilhau, near Rudolstadt,

in which he endeavored to realize his ideas. The
experiment proved to be a disappointment. In

the year 1840, he opened at Blai kenburg near

Rudolstadt, the first kindergarten. He expressed

himself concerning the purpose of the kinder-

garten as follows : The kindergarten should not

only take under its control children under legal

school age, but also give them activity corre-

illi:

'"M
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spondini; to their whole nature ; devehjp their

physical powers; exercise and train the senses:

occupy the awakeniniif mind, and make them

sensibly ac(|uainted with nature and mankind :

especially direct the heart and will to the prime

cause of all life. He re^'arded play as the means

to this end.

Froebel,conce rnln(i pJii/slciil exercise (ind Die^i-

tal phtl).—The lirst slujuld exercise tlie limbs and

senses, the last the mind. Phiyinj^ should be

directed in a .systematic manner. The objects of

l)lay were: The ball, cube, cylinder, box-buildino',

tablets,etc. These objects should be introduced in

suital)le narration, and if possible in rhymes.

They should form the words of simple son»;s.

An English educationist says :
" What the

kindergarten has to show are happy, healthy,

good-natured children ; no proficiency in learning

of any kind; no precocity ; but just children in

their normal state. The kindergarten rejects

leading, writing, cyphering, spelling, and in it

children under six build, plait, fold, model, sing,

act ; in short, they learn in play to work, to con-

struct, to invent, to relate and speak correctly ;

and, what is best of all—to love each other, to be

kind to each other, to help each other." Froel)el

says :
" All that does not grow out of one's inner

being, all that is not one's own original feeling

and thought, or at least awakens that, oppresses
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and defaces the individuality of man instead of
<:allin<,' it forth, and nature hecojiie.s tht^rehy a
caricature. Sliall we never cease to stamp iuiman
nature, even in childhood, like coins, overlaying'-

it with forei<,'n images and foreif^'n superscrip-

tions, instead of letting it develop itself and jrrow

into form according to the law of life planted in

it by (iod the Father, so that it may he able to

bear the stamp of the ]Jivinc and become an
image of God."

Sec. 20.—JoiiANN Fkiedrich Heuijaht

(Born 177(), at Oldenburg, died 1S41, at Gottin-
gen) devoted himself entirely to pedagogics. He
reformed the study of psychology and therefore
rendered pedagogics an essential service. He
considered p.sychology to be the scientific basis of
education. In l.S0(5, his work on " General Peda-
gogics" appeared; in 183o, " Outlines of Peda-
gogical Lectures," and " Pedagogical Aphorism.s."
The pedagogics of Herbart are studied with
much interest in Germany at present.

Prof. Ziller, of the Uiuv(;rsity of Leipsic, until
Ids death, was the recognized leader of the Her-
bartian school. This honor lielongs now to Prof.

William Rein, of the University of Jena. An
outline of Herbart's pedagogics is given below.

Other great educators and writers on peda-
gogics of the present century are: Friedrich llli! II
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Diesterwe^, 1790 ; Friedrich Schleiermacher^

Killner, Dittes, Muinboldt, Ziller, Paulsen, Rein,

and Grossman.

herbart's i'sycholouical basis of teachincj.

To become acquainted with the psycholof^ical

basis of teaching means to break away from un-

natural methods and to follow the i,'uidance of

nature ; to leave the arbitrary whims of person-

ality and to ground method on scientific prin-

ciples.

In regard to method there are two views cur-

rent that have brought confusion and misunder-

standing into the subject. These are : (a) That

the method is a product and result of the person-

ality of the teacher
;

{b) that in and with the

subject-matter to be taught the method of teach-

ing is likewise contained.

fa) According to this view, ten teachers in a

given school must have ten different methods,

because each teacher has his own " method." The

pupils are tossed hither and thither in this chaos

of method, and it is a .wonder they are able to

survive it. We have here to distinguish between

method and personal manner in teaching. A
correct method is objective and independent of

the peculiarities of the teacher ; the way he

applies this method to his own teaching is the

manner (or mannerism) of the teacher. In this
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sense every teacher has his own manner of teach-
in^', hut not his own method. The latter he
learns from pedar^'oiry

; the former shapes itself

throuo;h daily practice in the school-room.

(b) Those who mean that possession of so
much knowledge is all that is necessary to teach,

believe the method to he used is in each case to
be derived from the nature of the subject-matter
to be taught. We all know instances, however,
of learned men fully acquainted with all parts
of their specialty, who nevertheless are utterly
unable to communicate that knowledge to an-
other. This view confounds two very different

things: (1) the scientific method of the special-

ist in systematic investigation, and (2) the peda-
gogical method of the teacher in trainino- vounrr

minds.

.Schleiermacher claims for every art and
science a special method of its own. This is

wrong in one sense, and right in another. There
is a general metho.l of teaching founded on the
laws of the human mind. When we apply thi.s

general method to the different subjects of in-

struction, we obtain the different special methods
which are thus nothing more than adaptations of

the one general method. This gives the division

of Didactics into Genend Didactics and Special
Didactics.

Didactics seeks in the laws of mind a basis for

thp Tnnflnnipnf-nl nrinnir^lot: r\f i-nnnU'ir,^ 'U-.^ »v,„„»,„
v---.!,T.lx2ji- uy iiican3

ivi^
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of which to inHuence the younj,' mind, just as

tlie science of medicine tries to influence the

body throuufh a knowledge of physiological laws.

Teaching is consequently possible only when the

teacher is accjuainted with the laws of the

intellectual processes, or in other words, with

psvchologv.

It is not necessary that the educator accept

any particular system of psj'chology, but he

must work in harmony with some system.

Psychology is the science of self-knowledge, and

here we have to do only with the undoubted

matters of fact in Empirical Psychology, and not

at all with Speculative Psychology.

All learning consists of two processes, Apper-

ception and Abstraction. (1 ) From P.sychology

we can understand the nature of Apperception

and Abstraction, and (2) we shall then have to

apply these principles to teaching in order to

arrive at the correct 'method. Our plan of dis-

cussion is accordingly as follows

:

LEARNING.

(C\)mprises and is based upon)

A. ArPElU'EPTION. B. Abstkactiox.

I. II.

Depends on Is to be ap-

F.stirhnlntjil Jjliediu Tnti-h-

for an ex- in<i.

planation of

III.

Psychologi-

cal Basis.

IV.

Application

in Teacliinf;.

1 4-a ^-i •! f ti vrv
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I. THE I'SY('HOLOGI("AL BASIS OF AIM'ERCEPTION.

((t) Apperception.—Children are sensitive to a

thousand impressions from without, and l)y means

of these impressions on their senses they per-

ceive the outer world. To be sure, they are

not conscious of the world as it is, but only as

it appears to them throuf^h the senses, for the

outer things themselves never reach the soul

—

the soul receives only the impressions of the

outward world. It does not follow from this,

however, that things do not really exist in and

for themselves, nor that there is no material

thing independent of us. It does follow,

though, that the outer world is for us only in

appearance, inasmuch as the world comes to our

knowledge only through the medium of the

senses.

The soul is not passive, however, in the act of

sense-perception, but active ; consequently the

mental impression is, as to its cause, partly sub-

jective and partly objective. What we see and

hear is only relatively real, for the mind has

added something in the bare act of perception to

what was presented by the senses. If an artist

looks out over the walls of ancient Rome, he will

see a very different sight from that which pre-

sents itself to a botanist standing on the same

spot. A stranger sees it with quite other eye.s

ll,'-!
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than tlie Italian peasant. What causes the .lif-

ference '. Is it not the ussoriUions with other

thou<^hts, and scenes and inte.-ests ?

The mere consciousness of the outward sensa-

tion is (I) Perception; the mental assimilation

of the new matter into the ^^roup of associated

impressions is (2) A])perception. We have to

consider these two processes more closely.

1. Perception. The outward cause of sensa-

tion come."-: in contact with our body so as to

arouse one of the sensory nerves to action. It

may be the rays of light strikinfr the optic nerve

in the eye, or the oscillations of the molecules

of a hot iron irritating the ends of the nerve of

touch in the hand. In any case a sensory nerve

is roused to action and transndts this excited

condition along its whole length to the central

end in the brain. There the mind is roused to

activity by the reception of the excitation froni

the nerve, which now returns to a quiescent

condition. What the mind receives from the

nerve can of course have no likeness to the out-

ward cause, for this cause was of a purely (1)

physical nature; the transmission through the

nerve was a purely (2) psychological process
;

and the reception by the soul and its response

thereto, which really constituted the sensation,

are a purely (3) psychological act. In the first

years of the child's life perception is strongest
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an<l clearest, but it j^oe.s no further tlian this,

it does not reach the second .staj,'e of Apinrception.

2. A />p(!i'(i'jtti())i. Lazarus' " F^eben des Suele
"

<letines ap])erception as " the reception of an ex-

ternally L^'iven perception into the series of

similar concr])tions already in the mind." With

the adult the apperception is stron<]fest, for be

not only perceives, but brings the individual

notions <riuned in perception into relation with

one another and to his previous knowledge.

There are two kinds apperception, passive and

active. We call that kind passive which takes

{)lace without the influence of the will or even

contrary to it ; the other kind, which is depen-

dent on the action of the will, we term active.

In the first ca.se the two acts of perception and

apperception u.- '^'n.ultaneou.s, or at least the

latter fullows the former with <;reat rapidity.

The apperct'ption is accomplished invoiuntarih'

and without the conscious exercise of power.

It follows the laws of the mental mechanism.

When, however, the will is neces.sary to apper-

ception, then years may intervene between the

perception of a fact and its apperception.

THE USE OF APPEUt'EITION IN THE MENTAL ECONOMY.

1. By being brought into relation with other

thoughts in the mind, ideas are retained which

otherwise would fade out of memory and lo.se all

significance.

II

li!:
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2. These ideus, moreover, gain an increased

vividness and force by bein^j associated with re-

hxted groups of ideas.

S. Through judgment and inference we add

to the knowledge obtained throusrh the senses,

and reduce it to system. Compare what a chihl

is able to see in an eclipse of the sun with what
an adult, through his superior knowledge, is

c'apable of gaining. The child has better eyes,

probably, than the man, but the latter knows
what to look for and can bring the newly

accjuired knowledge at once to bear on what he

already knew.

4. Then, too, ideas so associated and assimi-

lated are reproduced in memory with great ease

and certainty and their worth thereby increased

by their accessibility. Not only the new ideas,

but even the old thoughts with which the new
are thus associated receive added vividness and

strength. The mind is enriched and the circle

of thought is made more complete.

5. Out of these manifold associations and com-

binations of individual notions arise cfeneral

notions and conceptions. New combinations

may be demanded by the reception of a single

new idea into the soul. What a revolution in

thought may be caused by the reading of a

great book 1 It is not the new thought alone

but till' change caused by the apperception of
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tho now thoujrht in the old way of thinkinrr,
that constitutes the immense power exerted by
such ideas. Many of us can refer to such turn-
incr points in life .where we have had to pause
and readjust, as it were, our habits and modes of
thought to the new idea revealed to us. It
would almost seem as if the new thought assimi-
lated the old and the usual processes of appercep-
tion were reversed. But we must ren^ember
that in all such cases, though the influence is

j?reat and lasting, yet the depths of the mind
remained undisturbed. The revolution affects
only a part of our activity and the rest of our
ideas retain tl.eir accustomed character. One
point, however, in this connection must bo
especially emphasized, and that is that tiie pro-
cess of apperception is properly the reciprocal
action between the new idea assimilated and the
old conceptions under which it is brought. The
new idea is systematij'ed and the old conception
is enlarged in order to include the new idea.

Out of the preceding di.scussion of the subject
is developed the following deflnition : Apperccp-
tloi. is that activity of tho mind by which single

perceptions, individual notions or groups of
ideas, are brought into relation with similar ones
which are stronger, and both are thus raised to
increased vividness, clearness and system.

h <:'
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THK REQUIREMKNTS FOU rROPER APPERCEPTION.

(1) First of all a sufficient amount of time

must be given for the reception and appropria-

tion of the new thoughts. (2) A careful division

of the matter into its elements is necessary if

the apperception is to he correct and accurate.

(3) The interest must he awakened, the expec-

tation aroused, and ahove all the help of the will

called into recjuisition in this most important

psychical operation.

I*

I'

II. TUK AIM'LICATION OF THE IMUNCII'LE OK

Al'PERCEl'TlON IN TEACHINO.

Tlu'ough the senses the child obtains only

individual notions, and is at first incapable of

reducing them to general ones. He obtains,

however, gradually, an obscure general iinpres-

sion which later develops into a typical notion

and is fixed in speech by being named. For the

chiM, common nouns are the nam<'s of types, not

the names of general notions. Ills imagination

is intensely active. Everything is personified,

and all nooks and corners are peopled with the

creatures of his fancy. He lives in a world of

spirits. In his relation to and dependence on

his parents he obtains his first religious idea.

He is taught his relation to and dependence on

his Heavenly Father by analogy.

The school opens a new world of ideas to him.

m
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In the class-room the obscure impressions of his

earlier years obtain a richer content and distinct-

ness. The demands on his power of comprehen-
sion are increased. In geography he must
obtain a mental picture of the countries he
studies, by the aid of maps and descriptions.

From the mysterious printed letters of his text-

books, he nuist find his way to their intellectual

content. Ife becomes more and more capable of

apperception, and therefore more and more in-

dependent of the help of others. He rise" )ut

of the dominion of the senses into the world of

ideas, and grasps intellectual and moral concep-

tions. History furnishes opportunity to develop
his moral nature. In his daily life, and in his

intercourse with those he loves and hates, is laid

the foundation for moral ideas. But with the

characters of history, where his personal interest

cannot interfere with his judgment, nor fear nor

envy mislead his reason, here his moral nature
has free play to develop into strength and clear-

ness. The.se individual judgments are to be

reduced to system, and in this way the object of

education is to be gained—the formation of a

consistent moral character.

The following table shows the division of the

subject

:

i

!
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kKgriKEMKNTS OF API'ERC'EI'TION IN THE ARRANGEMENT
OF MATTER IN KAC H COURSE OF STUDY.

How is a child to be led to an intellijjent

nnderstandinj? of the present history of Canada ?

He must certaini}' first know about the wars,

and strut]f<];h's that led up to them. But to

understand tliese he must know the ear'v his-

tory, and the early liistory is only intelligible

when he has learned the history of the mother

country, and how she founded the colonies.

Further, taking the great epochs in the world's

history, we may say the explanation of modern
history is to be sout^ht in the Reformation and

in the Renaissance movement, which, in its turn,

becomes intelligible only through a knowledge

of the introduction of Christianity and the his-

tory of the Middle Ages. All this, however,

presupposes ancient history. The inte'ligible

arrangement of the course in history is, there-

fore, according to the great epochs in the de-

velopment of the world's civilization. (Kultur

historische Stufen.) In such a development

each step furnishes the material for the apper-

ception of the next following steps. And other

subjects demand the same treatment. If you

are teaching the parts and ,vorkings of a modern

flour mill, you wi'l make the subject clearer and

follow the natural presentation if you allow the

mill to develop, as it were. First tell your

"III,

i
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pupils, or rather allow them to tell you, the

earliest means employed in frrinding corn. Let

them tell you the dirticulties and inconveniences

of this method, and sugf^est to you how to over-

come them. The windnnll, watermill, and finally

the modern steam flour mill, will become intelli-

(jfible to them in such a way as no description or

even visit to the modern mill would be capable

of without an account of the earlier forms. And
this systematic view of the development of the

flour mill, with all its wheels, millstones, shafts

and other machinery, out of the simple appliance

of two stones rubbed to/jether to crush the srrain,

has in itself important educational value aside

from the mere knowledge. For, it is system-

atized knowledge ; and at every step the intere.st

and expectation of the pupils is active, .since

each step in the development was a necessary

preparation for the following one.

The application of this principle of arrange-

ment according to the steps of historical develop-

ment, to the teaching of history has a special and
peculiar value, because the child, during his

school years, is just passing through those very
.steps of development .shown in the history of the

human family from the infancy of the race up
to the present time. There is, therefore, a peculiar

appropriateness in the child's studying ancient

history before modern ; because as a child he can
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comprehend and take delight in the legends of
Troy and Rome. When older he can appreciate
and understand modern histcry, because he has
then the background of previous history and has
himself arrived at the step in his own develop-
ment corresponding to the present stage of civil-

ization. Of course if there is not time in the
school course for both ancient and modern his-

tory, the former must be left out rather than the
latter. The principle laid down al»ove answers
the (juestion about the arrangement of the mat-
ter to be taught, not its sv, lection.

KK(VUIRKMENrs OF AITKRCKl'TION IN THK rO-OKDINATION
OR COURKr.ATKtN OF THE COURSE.S.

The production of a many-sided interest in the
pupil re<iuires that we make him acquainted with
many different phases of human activity. But
this many-sided interest should correspond with
the many sides of o7ie persoimlifjj. The educa-
tor nmst assist and strengthen the striving and
yearning of the soul after imH>/. The whole
plan of instruction should proceed in regular
steps like the acts of a mighty drama. History,

as being j>ar excellence the builder of character,

should take the central position, and the other
studies should group themselves about it. The
first act of the drama begins with the Greeks and
Romans. Their civilization, their culture, the

1^
'':
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geography of Greece and Italy, and afterward

the other parts of the Roman l*]nipire ; their art,

their temples, their mytholorjy, their delight in

nature, all that is possible in order to give a really

living picture of tlK 'ays, make up the ma-

terial for the first act. Each .subject of study

contributes its -share to the enrichment of the

whole, and in .so doing ga'tis added interest itself.

The second act opens with the appearance of

Christianity on the scene. Its influence spreads

over the whole extent of the Roman Empire. The

migrations of the nations bring di.stant peoj)les

into contact with its doctrines. In the third act

the Em})ire of Rome falls and the modern na-

tions appear on the stage. The dark ages show

us the contrast of religious a.sceticism as op-

po.sed to the jubilant, joyous nature of the child-

hood of the race. In the throes of the Reforma-

tion and the reawakening to the reality of thti

present life we have the culmination of the

drama, and now advance to the fifth act, the

working out of our destiny in the cheerful con-

sciousness of our })r()gress and development.

Who could here understand the fifth act before

he knew the first, or the third before he had

heard the second ? The whole is divided into

acts and scenes and has a continuous thread of

development running through it, about which all

the parts must be concentrated.
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STUDY PLAN.

hi!)

I. ShX^IKNCE OK SrihlKS. 2. Co-OKOINATION »)!•• StiDIKS.

'I'lio Hiiiiiilt;iiio<ni.s treatmentThe child passes thi'niii,'li

thesjiiue Htei»a of develo})

meat as the huiimn

race.

Steps of Historical

Developiiieiit.

Many-sided Intkkkst.

of rohited sul)jects.

Concentration.

Thk Unity okConsciousnkss.

SYSTEM.

THK AI'l'LICATION OF THE THEORY OK A IM-KRCEl'TION

TO THE ACTIAL WORK OK TEACHINC.

Tho teacher must provide for the presence of

well arranged aiul clear notions in the minds of

his pupils preparatory to presentinof new matter.

To do this hti must be intimately ac(|uainted with

the stock of ideas poissessed by each child. To
supply clear notions he will have recourse to the

child's kiiowledfje of his neighborhood. Out of

sense-perceptions arise clear and distinct notions

of things. This point received duo prominence

first from Pestaloz/i. lie laid the foundiifion for

clear conceptions in ecjually clear concrete per-

ception, and for this purpose introduced the

oliject lesson. We would not make the know-
ledge of tho child's surroundings merely the

starting point, but would rather regard it as a

12
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miiu! from which to f^aiii at all times during' the

child's school life clear concrete sense-perceptions.

Thw subject to be taught must be divided into

separate parts, and step by step considered, in

(U'der that the pupil may dijjjest it. These divi-

sions must be made with reference to his power

of comprehension, but they must also contain

some j,'eiieral notion, be it law, rule, principle or

definition, which it is the proper business of the

teaching to work out. By this subdivision of

the subject-matter the mind is enabled to give its

undivided attention to each part successively.

This is the application of Herbart's i^rinci'ple

of successive clearness.

Clearness of perception is secured by the

child's beconung absorbed successfully in the

several individual concrete notions. Then fol-

lows reiiection, and the mind returns from its

absorption in the individual perceptions and ad-

vances to the general notion. This alternation

of absorption in the concrete, and reflection on

the general notion, Herbart regards as a sort of

psychical respiration, which is not less necessary

for the health of the soul than the respiration of

the lungs is for the health of the body.

By stating to the pupils distinctly the object

of the les.son, they are brought into a proper

state of mind for the consideration of the subject,

thoughts foreign to the subject vanish out of
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consciousness, the expectation is on the stretch

and the force of the will is hrous^jht into play to

gain the erul proposed. Consequently the pupil

must know from the very l)e<j;innin(r of the les-

son what the object is. At the close then of a

successful lesson he will have the joyful con-

sciousness of completed work. " I have solved

this problem, now I can be^nn the next." It

<,Mves the teacher a decide<l opportunity for the

training of the pupil's will power.

TJte form in ichicJt the aihc of the letrnon may
be stated—

1. In the form of a sentence. "Children, we
will consider to-ilay the tributaries of the St.

Lawrence." Or, " To-day our subject in history

is the Siege of Quebec."

2. In the form of a qaeMio7i, to wliich, how-
ever, no formal answer is to be given. It serves

the purpose of directing the thouglits of the

pupils to the subject. The work of the period

furnishes the real answer to the (juestion. For
example :

" How can a sailor know in what part

of the ocean he is, and in what direction he must
sail in order to arrive in port ?

"

3. In the form of a pnMem, which is to be

solved, or a theorem which is to be demonstrated.
" Required, the number of s(iuare feet of carpet

needed to cover the floor of a room 221 feet lonn-

and 18 feet wide." Or, " Thes(|uare of the hypo-
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theniise is c(|nal to the sum of the .s(|U!irc'.s of the

other two sides."

In wliatevLT form the olject may he stnt(i<l,

ret^unl must ever he; had to the foUowin^ re(|uire-

rnents :

—

{ii) The ohject must he simpk', coiitainin^f

nothiiii^ that the |)m)ils cannot readily compre-

hend.

(h) The ohject shoul<l he conrrctcf >/ stated. A
merely formal statement, " We will c(nitinae to-

day where we left ort' last time," is of no value

wdiatever.

(c) The ohject should not he too meaj^re nor

too full. In the one case the chiMren remain

unat}'ecte<l and inditierent ; in the other case they

are distracted hy the mass of material and fail

to comprelieiid it.

((/) The ohject must be stated in such a form

as to arouse the interest and expectation of the

class.

(e) Finally, the object .should he so expressed

as to lead on easily to the preliminary " pirjKira-

t'lon" of the subject matter.

The subject-matter is to be divided system-

atically into divisions, and these into sections,

each of which, as above stated, should contain

in it the material recjuired for the development

of some general notion, law or principle. Each

of these divisions, and each of the subordinate
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sections likewise, has its own olject. The pro-

per division of the suhject and tlie correct work-
int; out of the details, will show itself in case

the work of each successive lesson <^rows so

naturally out of the results gained in the pre-

ceding one, tliat the pupils are themselves able

to state the object for the next lesson.

THK RECITATION.

First Formal Step. The recitation begins

with tlic preparation for the new matter. And
here the objection will be at first raised, " Why is

it necessary to take time to prepare instead of

plunging at once in medina res ? If we hear a

lecture on botany we do not need first a weari-

some introduction." It is worth our while, there-

fore, to pause and make it clear why the child's

mind needs to be pvejpartd for the apperception

before presenting the new matter.

(a) That condition of mind is certainly more
favorable to the apperception of the unknown
where the related ideas are already in conscious-

ness, than where they have to be called up at

the moment of need by the new knowledge

itself.

(6) Even if this preparatory step is omitted, the

new matter will naturally call up some related

ideas that will help in the apperception, but

whether it vvill call up just the best, clearest and
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most appropriate of the related ideas is the

(luesbion. Experience gives a negative answer

most decidedly.

(c) With difficult subjects, where perception

alone is not sufficient to give clearness and cer-

tainty, and where consecjuently the aid of the

knowledge the child has previously ac(|uired is

most necessary for the apperception of the new,

just here, in the case of most need, would the

new ideas fail, through weakness, to Cu-U up the

old.

(d) The previous knowledge of the child has,

through lapse of time, become ol)scure, uncertain

and, therefore, itapable of properly performing

the function of aj)perception for the new. It

nee<ls to be made fresh, clear and certain. In

the step of preparation is the proper place for

such review and repetition.

(e) For the thorough comprehension of the

-•\v matter, an extensive and full background

of older thoughts and ideas is absolutely neces-

sary.

(/) The child's thoughts and ideas are not yet

clear, well arranged and under his control. He

needs the help of the teacher in securing this

command of his mental treasures.

The knoM ledge about the new -subj- t possess-

ed by the pupils is consequently to be analyzed,

and what is pertinent should be brought out
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blearly while foreign matter should be rejected.

The fir.-st of the " Formal Steps " is accordingly

called analysis, or preparation. The second step

is the presentation of the new knowledge, or

synthesis.

Each new subject will demand an " analysis."

and also each division and section of the same

with a corresponding " synthesis."

The following plan will make this clear :

The new Subject with i^i 01)ject clearly stated.

(/. Analysis. \
h. Synthesis. /

(iENERAL ANALYSTS.

1. Sf:CTI()N'. OlMKCT.

For tirst section.

2. SbXTION. Ou.lKCT.

'/•
Analysis.

| j^,,r ,,,„„a section.
/*. Synthesis, j

Etc., Etc.

In this preliminary work of the recitation, the

pupil should gain confidence in himself and

learn to cxpn.'ss fully and distinctly all lie means

to say, in order that the teacher may know what

to expect of him in the later stages of the reci-

tation, wherci tlie real work comes in. Children

should always be reipiired to state their thoughts

not only in complete sentences, l)ut in complete

paragraphs without being interrupted or cor-

rected by the teacher. A child that lias not

II
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learned to relate or describe a whole story con-

nectedly has not yet mastered it. It is not

enough that he can tell this fragment or that

fragment ; he must know it all as a ivhole.

Drawine: will be of fjreat service here to show

what command the child has of the new subject,

and how accurate his notions of it are. The

tone of the examination should never be allowed

in this part of the recitation, but rather that

of a free talk or conversation between teacher

and pupil.

Second Formal Step. The second step in

instruction consists in presenting the new know-

ledo-e to the child. The form of presentation

will vary with the age of the pupil and the

subject-matter. In the lower grade.: a story

will be related by the teacher; in the higher

grades the scholars will read their history at

home. In geography the pupils will read from

their maps and the teacher will sketch on the

blackboard and describe orally. A subject in

physics or chemistry will be presented by means

of experiments. If the preparation in the first

step has been of the right kind, the apperception

will now take place witli ease and certainty. The

teacher will not have to go into lengthy descrip-

tions and digressions. The pupil's attention is

alert and eager.

Care is required to be given to the following

points

:

v.. J
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(a) In conformity with the h\w of successive

clearness, new material must be presented in

sections, lar<rer or smaller, according to the

capacity of the scholars. The subject to be

taught IS, therefore, to be separated into parts

by halting places, in order to give opportunity

for the reflection and survey of the field, that

must ever follow the absorption in the individual

perception. The new ideas in which the mind

was for the time absorbed, give place to cus-

tomary thoughts and the mind regains its balance.

The process is repeated, absorption alternates

with reflection, and the subject is (jrddiuiUi/

mastered. This point is well illustrated by

Quintillian. He says :
" If you pour water

quickly into a jug with narrow neck, but little

will run in ; if, however, you pour slowly and a

little at a time, the jug will soon get full."

(b) As soon as the new knowledge has beer-

presented and apprehended, the pupils should be

encouraged to give it again in their own >v3rds,

as a connected whole. This rough general (fpirre-

hcnsion of the new is followed by a discussion,

in which the other pupils correct what was wrong

and supply what was lacking, and finally the

teacher clears up what was not understood. The

section receives a heading, which tells what it

is about. This is a preliuunary to the steps

from individual to general notions. The chil-

!:;;:

\
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dren have now a comjilete apprehension of the

whole subject.

(c) The word presentation is by no means to

be understood in the sense of doj^inatic hand-

ing over to the child of ready-piepared know-

ledge, but on the contrary, what is here called

" Presentation" comprises what most teachers

mean by " Teaching." On the otht^r hand, it is

desired to emphasize the fact that the teacher

does no more than pirsrnt in the proper form

what the child has to receive. The reception is

active, not passive. The teacher brings the

mental food to the child properly prepared, but

the child must himself dhjest it if it is to nourish

hi!n. Consequently ^.he pupils nnist do the main

work, in the recitation. The teaclier is director,

the scholars are the laborers. His object must

ever be to make them more and more indepen-

dent of his help.

{d) Every subject is to be illustrated and ex-

plained by reference to the pupil's immediate

experience and surroundings. So will his ideas

be clear and his conceptions distinct. He will

soon need but little guidance from the teacher to

be able to work out whole sections for himself.

{e) While the scholar is speaking 'le must not

be interrupted. Let him finish before correcting

him. It is of the utmost importance to preserve

the connection of the parts in the whole. For this
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reason the usual method of recitation by short

(juestions and answers is entirely to be aban-

doned. Knowled^'e so broken up and discon-

nected is of but little use.

Such is the process of apperception. Herbart

considered the two steps, preparation and pre-

sentation together, and stated their recjuisite as

clearness. Pestalozzi emphasized the perception

(Anschauung) as being the essential element, and

for that purpose introduced the object lesson.

III. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL I5ASIS.

(6) Ahsti'iLction.—In the two preceding steps

the first act of learning has been accomplished,

and now the second act, the working out of con-

ceptions, begins. The former was the assimild-

t'lon ; the latter is the elaboration of knowledge.

The mind raises itself up from the individual

perceptions aloft to be able to take a view of all

at once for the purpose of comparison. Each

perception loses accordingly in clearness ; but

related ideas unite and are strengthened, while

contrary ones contend with and destroy each

other. The latter vanish from consciousness,

leaving only the similar ones which are thus

abstracted from the others. In this way the

conception originates, embracing a whole group

of perceptions. Out of the raw material of sense

the mind elaborate.^ tlie higher grades of thought,

through this process of abstraction.
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What vv(^ ordinarily call conceptions originate

in this way an<l for the most part involuntarily.

Similar characteristics are repeated in successive

objects and they coalesce, thus becoming strength-

ened ; dissimilar characteristics neutralize one

another and lose their force. Such conceptions

we must call psychical conceptions, for they are

not yet strictly logical ones. To have a logical

conception of man, for instance, one must be able

to name all the re( quired characteristics on one's

iingers, as it were, in other words to rrive a

strictly logical detinition of man, stating the

genus and the marks by which he is distinguished

from others of the same genus. These are some-

times called, the former, individual conceptions,

and the latter, general conceptions. Of course

very few persons are aole to work out their

conceptions to the logical stage, and in the

schoolroom we must certainly rest satisfied

with the first stage.

The act of abstraction consists then of two
parts : (a) comparison of perceptions, and (/>) the

classifieation of like characteristics for the for-

mation of conceptions.

fi i

IV. THE APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF

ABSTRACTION TO THE ACTUAL WORK
OF TEACH INO.

Tlih'il Forraal Step. Vor the sake of mental

unity it is necessary that the teaching be directed
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toward securini,' systematic connection \n tlio

knovvlo(l<,f(^ ^'ained. Only valuable mental asso-

ciations and general notions are to be sought.

The two processes of apperception and at)strac-

tion are not to be mixed. During the latter no

new matter should be presented. The pupils

work with ideas and perceptions with which
they are already familiar.

It is evident that the simultaneous presence of

two or more related notions in consciousness is

required for the formation of general notions.

Comparison would otherwi.se be impossible. If

tlie teacher works out the generalization and
presents it ready prepared to tlie pupils, they

w^ill obtain no mental nourishment nor strenirth

from the process, but will become conceited.

The child must himself, therefore, compare

and weigh and judge ; subjects will be considered

from different standpoints ; new matter will be

brouglit into connection with old matter ; what
is of value in tliy so-called "topical method" will

here be utilized ; reference will constantly be

made to the child'.s Aperience arl surroundings,

in order to instil the idea that knowledire is

practical and has to do with everyday life.

Fourth Fonnal Step. Tlie abstract is still

bound up with the concrcite in the pupil's mind.

In the fourth step the generalization is accom-

plislied, and with it tlie process of abstraction is

ended, the new conception-: are arranged in

lii i
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system and order, and the new knowledge is at

the coniiiiand of its possessor.

To this end the following four operations are

necessary :

1. A clean separation of the generalization

from the concrete material.

2. The children, with the help of the teacher,

formulate in language the expression for the new
notion.

3. The new notion is to be assigned its appro-

priate place in the child's system of knowledge
which the teaching has gradually built up. The
series of associated thoughts should not be

repeated with the new members included.

4. Finally, the new notion should be H.xed in

the mind, by being entered, in the form of catch-

word, example under a rule, model sentence, or

the like, in the scholar's orderly note- book.

Here the child sees his systematic knowledge

growing and broadening under his own efforts.

One of the great advantages of this way is that

the book, being the child's own work, contains

nothing that he does not understand.

With the fourth formal step the process of

abstraction is ended. The pupil has gained the

desired knowledge, and yet the teacher cannot

rest satisfied here. The knowledge and ability

gained must be turned to account in the work of

life. The school by no means i'ulfils its whole

duty when it furnishes its p'^^^ils with know-
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lodLfe. Many a coUcf^e L,fra<luate would be of

moil' worth to tlic world it' he knew half u.s

nnich, l»ut couM appln it twice as .skilfully.

The practical work of teacliin<^ close.s then

with the

Fiftli Foriiud Step. Application of the know-

ledi^'e learned. The ohject in view here is two-

fold :

I That the pupil may secure a certain degree

of c(jiifidence and facility in the use of his re-

sources. •

2. That he may learn /iok^ to apply his know-

ledge to the ({uestions in life.

The exercises for these purposes are of vat'ious

kinds, for ex.imple :

1. To view the Held of kn(jwledge from new

standj)oints and group facts around new centres.

2. To descend from generals to particulars :

for instance, to give examples under a ride or

principle.

In the process of abstraction was contained

the inductive method, in the third and fovirth

formal steps. The deductive method now ap-

pears in the application of generals to par-

ticulars.

.'}. In history, to apply its precepts to instances

in our daily life ; to consider what would be the

proper conduct under certain imaginary circum-

stances ; to picture historical characters.

4. In the language lesson, to hunt up examples
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uiidrr 11 Lrrainniatioil rule ; or, vice I't'vsn, to tell

iiiidcr wliit'h nili' the j^iven oxainplcs licloii;^.

'). In iniitlioinatics and the physical sciences,

to apply geometrical, arithmetical and j)hysical

laws to the solution of practical (juestions and

exercises ; to make an orii^inal ski'tch for a

physical instrument which shall answer ^iven

retpiirements.

(i. In ^fe()i;raj)liy, to draw maps from memory;

to describe imat,dnary journeys ; to make profile

nrwl cross-sections of tlie country, showing ele-

vation of the mountains and depressions of the

valleys.

Such then are the formal steps in teachin*^.

They are formal hecausi* tliey have to do with

the form or metliod of teachinsj;, beini^ inde-

pendent of tlie subject taui^ht. Tliey arc founded

on psycholo<Tical processes, and, therefore, appli-

cable to all subjects of instruction. There is no

mechanical routine in the method. The in-

dividuality of the teacher and the necessity of

variety for the pupils liave free play. Apper-

ception, abstraction, and application must ever

follow in the i^iven order, and none can be

omitted. As a rule tlie second step will re([uire

more time than any of the others, as there the

new knowledije nnist be assimilated. To handle

a subject accordinjjf to the above method may
reijuire a month for the five steps, or in

other subjects, mathematics for instance, all five
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steps may lie taken in one or two ordinary

r»>citation periods. 'I'lic division of the recita-

tions into periods has notliinj.^ whatevt'i- to do
witii the division of th(! Iearnin<; pi-oeess into

the five formal steps.

Helow is j^dven a reea])ittdation of

rilK rilKollN OF I'lIK KOI.'MAI. STKI'S.

(>l)icct.

I

Cle.ir-

Sfrtimi of tlic iicw Siili-

joct to lio t.ui;^'lit.

A. A i'n;i!( Ki'TioN.

I

.

I't III jtl iii)i .

l«t Act. — First, Fnriiiul Stc|i. I'lfjp.ir.ilioii.

- Aiiiily.sis.

•JikI Act. Srininl Fnnii;il Step. TrcsfUtii- I nuas.

tioii. Synthesis. I

\\. Ai;,sriiA( Tio.N.

II. Til nil. i III/.

1st Act. Tliinl Formal Stop.- ('oiiipurisun. Ahho-
ciatioii.

2n(I .\ct.—Fourtli Formal Stt-p.—Cciioralizatioii.—
Sy.Hti'in.

('. Ari'MCATIO.N.
III. Apiil.i'-iil iiiii.

Fifth Formal Stop. Ap])lication.—Method.

The main ideas of the method were ah'eady

discovered ])y Pestaloz/i, and have since heen

further worked out and applied by IIerl)art and
Ziller. The theory of the formal steps must not

be considered alone, but in its connection to tlie

whole system of Peda<,^ogy that has its name
from Herbart.

The three great 4Uestions the teacher has to

13
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answer in regard to his method of teaching are :

1. What is the proper sequence of the subject

matter in each course ? 2. Wh«it is the proper

relation of the courses to each other ? 3. What
is the proper method of teaching ea2h subject in

the recitation itself y Herbart has answered

these (juestions by setting up three great peda-

gogical principles, " The Steps of Historical Cul-

ture," " Correlation of Studies," and " The For-

mal Steps in Teaching."

Sec. 21.

—

Education at the Present Time.

All civilized nations recognize the importance

of making some provision for the education of

the people. Nearly all of the countries of Europe
have adopted a system of common school educa-

tion.

The systems of popular education adopted in

each country possess many characteristics in

common. During the nineteenth century every

part of the civilized world has awakened into

new intellectual life and activity. Japan, India,

Egypt, with other conservative countries in the

Orient, are relaxing their formalism and caste-

system under the benignant influence of Chris-

tianity and education. Even China, bound in

tradition and custom, is finally beginning to show
some indications of iraprovem^ nt. Our remarks
will be limited to the consideration of a few of

these countries.
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Germany is doubtless the first countiy in the
world in the history, theory and practice of edu-
cation. The principles of Pestalozzi have perme-
ated the primary school and given a great im-
pulse to the training of teachers. Teaching is

recognized as a profession, and only those who
have received special training are allowed to
teach in public or private schools. Education is

controlled wholly by the State. The minister of
education is also minister of religion and medi-
cine. The principles of pedagogics, briefly noted
in former paragraphs, are put into actual prac-
tice in the German school. Instead of the me-
chanical transferring of knowledge of the past,
there appears to be more and more a living
development of the mind, heart and character.
Education has been broadened and deepened and
brought nearer to the life of the people. In
addition to pedagogical departments in the dif-

ferent universities, normal schools are established
for the purpose of giving young men and women
special qualification for teaching. The teachers'
course consists of two years' preparatory work in
order to enter the Normal School, three years'
study in the Normal School, and one year teach-
ing under supervision, before they present them-
selves for State examinations.

It would be impossible to name all the different
schools from the kindergarten to the university.
The common school may be divided into two
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general divisions. One prepares the student for

a business life, a trade, or to enter the technical

school ; while the other prepares for the p^ym-

nasium, and finally the university. The former

make the modern languages and natural sciences

the principal subjects of study ; while the latter

devote their chief attention to the study of the

Latin and Greek languages and literature. The
elementary or primary school is called the " Volks
Schule," or " Geminde Schule

;

" the higher

schools, gymnasiums, pro-gymnasiums, "Real
Schule," and " Burgher Schule; " above these

higher schools is the university. The English

language has but few words that is susceptible

of so many meanings as the word " education."

It is therefore not surprising that many do
not fully realize the significance and meaning
of this word as applied to common school

education in Germany. The Germans have
long been solving the problem of education

under the five following heads, with the most
fruitful results, (a) The nature of the pupil,

(b) the aim of education, (c) the educator, (d)
the means to be used, and (e) the method of

applying them. Matthew Arnold, speaking of

the Prussian schools, says :
" The Prussians are

satisfied with them, and are proud of them, and
with good roason ; the schools have been intelli-

gently planned to meet their intelligent wants."
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR A GYMNASIUM, 1885.

HOURS I'En WEEK.

SUBJECTS.

h

3
3
9

1 c^ S d
= -- 5

11 ll

2 2
2 2

9 9

4 5
3 4

4 4

2, 2

2 ' '2

2
j

2
2 2

.c

5"
^H

2
2

9

/

2
3

3
2

'2

2

>•

Srt

J X:
8th

&
9th

Years.

I'riina.

i

Religious Instruction
( Jernian

2

2
8

7

2

3
J.

2
3
8
6
2
3

Latin
Greek
French
History and Geography
Mathematics

3

4
2

2
2
2

Natural History
Physics
Calisthenics

2 2
2 2
2 I 2Writing and Drawing

Music

PLAN OF STUDY FOR A REAL SCHULE, 1885.

HOURS PER WEEK.

SUBJECTS.

Religion 3
(ierman I 4
French

| 8
English

.

.

History and Geography 3

J" 1

«»^
I >

e I
—

C I c

Mathematics
Natural History
Physics
Chemistry
Writing
Drawing
Music .......
Calisthenics . . .

5
2

2
2
2

2

2
4
8

3
6
2

2
2

2

2

2
4

8

4

6

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

V

2
3

5
4
3

5

3
2

4
1

2

1

1

ifi
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Sec. 22.

—

England.

The Elementary School Act, passed in 1871,

has produced a marked chanj^e in connnon school

education in England. The high schools, esta-

blished in the sixteenth century, have always

afibrded the vvealtliy classes the means of obtain-

ing a superior education.

The universities of Oxford and Cambridge,

which date back to the middle ages, are renowned

centres of learning. The common schools in

England do not furnish as complete an educa-

tion as the schools of the same grade in Ger-

many, France or Switzerland. The relative

condition of English common school education is

due chiefly : (a) The common schools in England

have never been able to free themselves from

the influence of the political partizanship, and

(h) from the influence of a self-satisfied conserva-

tism. For these reasons, the people of England

are educated along two different planes ; those

who have been educated in the high schools,

Eton, Rugby, etc., and those who have been

educated in the common schools.

The schools in Germany have been managed

by a council of men, that have placed the school

above the influence of party or politics. The

present school regulations in Germany are in a

measure due to Wilhelm von Humboldt, who

II
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was Superintendent of Education in 1808;
Schleiermacher and other such men.
Among the educationists of Enghind, Bacon,

Spencer, Bain and Bell hold a prominent place.

'

Matthew Arnold, in speaking of the schools in
England, says

: In England, the business class is

not only inferior to the professions in the social
stamp of its places of learning, it is actually in-
ferior to them, maimed and incomplete as their
intellectual development is, in. its intellectual
development." Again he says :

" It is only by
putting an unfair and extravagant strain on the
wealth of the country, that we have managed to
hide from ourselves the inconvenience we suffer,
even in the lines where we think ourselves most
successful, from the want of systematic instruc-
tion and science."

Sec. 23.—United States.

At a very early period in the history of the
United States, the attention of the people was
turned to the common school.

A government, " of the people, by the people,
for the people," renders popular education a
necessity. Washington said in his farewell
address, " Promote as an object of primary im-
portance, institutions for the general diffusion of
knowledire."

In 1638, Harvard University was founded.
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In 1647, the Grand Court of Massachusetts

passed an order for the establishment of a school

in every settlement where fifty families resided,

and a grammar school for every community of

one hundred families. During tlic historical

period, common school education has advanced

steadily.

Thomas Jefferson said :
" I look to the diffu-

sion of light and education, as the resources most

to be relied on for ameliorating the condition,

promoting tlie virtue and advancing the happi-

ness of man." The common schools of the

United States are supported by the self-imposed

tax of the people.

Normal or training schools and educational

journals are gradually diffusing general princi-

ples of education. A central bureau of educa-

tion has lately been established for the purpose

of collecting educational information, which, by
means of reports and circulars, is sent through-

out the country. Thousands of educationists from

the United States visit Germany annually, and
in time, more systematic and scientific methods

of instruction will be introduced and employed.

Horace Mann is one of America's greatest

common school men.
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Sec. 24.

—

Dominion of Canada.

The oldor provincosof tho Dominion have made
provision for the common scliool (-(hication of all

tho children. The high scliools, acade?nie.s and col-

lofres are doinrj excellent work in liii^dier education.
Each province has a Superintendent of Kduca-
tion, one or more normal v-hools, and an efficient

corps of school inspectors. Durinrr the last

quarter of a century, perceptible advance has
been made in common school education.

In this connection, the followinc^ points niay
be noted: a course of study for the common
school

; improved text-books ; more trt^ined

teachers
; better school-houses

; school journals
;

summer .science .schools ; and the introduction of

music, drawinnr, phj'sical development, and man-
ual training, in connection with the common
school.

The establishment of experimental farms,
schools of agriculture, and the instruction given
to miners .show that the Governments are giving
some attention to technical education. Hand in

hand, the mini.ster and teacher have marched
with the rapidly incrca.sing population in the
west and Northwest.

Dr. Ryerson was one of Canada's best known
educationists.
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Sec. 25.

The followirifT table gives approximately the

percentajjje of illiteracy of person.s over 10 years

of aire in the foUowinir countries

:

Prussia, l.-a Ireland, - 4G%
Germany, - 4 Hungary, 51

liavaria, 7 China, oO

Japan, 10 Italy, - - 73

Scotland, - 16 Greece, .S2

Netherlands, 18 Spain, - - 80

United States ,2;', Russia, 91

France, 30 Poland, 91

Belgium, - 30 India • 95

England, - 30

The following list of educational works may
aid the teacher in making a selection :

Gabriel Compayre, " History of Pedagogy "
;

James Donaldson, " Lectures on the History of

Education in England and Prussia "
;

W. N. Hailman, " Lectures on the History of

Pedagogy "

;

S. S. Laurie, " John Amos Comenius "

;

Jas. Leitch, " Practical Educationists and their

Systems of Teaching "

;

John Morele}'-, " Rousseau "
;

W. H. Payne, "A Short History of Education";

Pa
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Robert ir. Quick, " Essays on Education "

;

Johann Karl, FricMlrich Rosenkranz, " Parti-
cular Sy.stein.s of Educations "

;

Matthew Arnold, " Higher Schools and Uni-
versities in Germany ";

James Morcran Hart, " Gorman Universities"
John K. Lord, " The Gorman School System "

Joseph Payne, ' A Visit to Gorman Schools",
Jas. H. Rinrcr, " National Education in its Social

Conditions and Aspects," and " Public Elejuen-
tary School Education, En<rlish and Forei.rn " •

Howard Stanton, " The Groat Schools of En'rr-
land "

;

Dr. L. Weiso, " Gorman Letters on Enrrjand "

Francis Adams^ "Free School System oi^Jnited
States "

;

John ]). Philbrick, " City School System in
United States "

;

"Autobiography jf Friedrich Froebel," by
H. Keathy Moore :

Krusie Herrman, "Pestalozzi, his Life and
Works "

;

" Life of Horace Mann," by Mrs, Mann
;

Hugh Miller, "My Schools and Schoolmasters "•

Emily Sheriffe, "A Sketch of the Life of
Froebel "

;

Arthur Pentyn Stanley, " Life and Corre-
spondence of Thomas Arnold.

Francis Bacon, "The Advancement of Learn-
ins "

;
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Jolm Locke, " Some Thouy:lit.s Concernin;: Edu-'CD O
cation "

;

Rousseau's " Einile "
;

Pestalozzi, " Leonard and Gertrude";

Jean Paul Krea, " Richter Lovana";

Friedrich Froebel, " Education of Man";

Herbert Spencer, " Education, Intellectual,

Moral and Physical "
;

Alexander Bain, " Education as a Science "
;

Henry Hi'-nard, " German PedaLjoijjy "
;

Edwin C. Hewitt, " A Treatise on Peda,i,'ogy

for Young Teachers "
;

T. 1). Huntington, " (Unconscious Tuition"
;

John Ogden, "The Science of Education "
;

Josepli Payne, " Lectures on tlie Science and

Art of Education "
;

John K. Friedrich Roscnkranz, " The Philo-

sophy of Education "

;

Emerson E. White, " The Elements of Peda-

gogy "

;

J. G. Fitch, " Lectures on Teaching "
;

G. Stanley Hall, " Methods of Teaching His-

tory "
;

Louisa P. Hopkins, " How Shall the Child be

Taught "
;

S. W. Jevons, " Cram "
;

Francis W. Parker, " Talks on Teaching "
;

Edward Thring, " Education and School";

H. Clay Trumbell, " Teaching and Teachers "

;

•
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Edward Brooks. " Normal Methods of Teach-

Hiram Orcutt, " School Keepincr "

;

John T. Prince, " Courses and Methods "
;

Charles Darwin, " Biographical Sketch of an
Infant "

;

Madam Dillon, "Infant Schools in France";
G. Stanley Hall, "The Contents of Children's

Minds";

D. Milliken, " Infantile Pedatrofry " •

M. A. Powers, " About the Mind of Children";
Geo. Wilson, " The Five Gateways of Know-

ledge "

;

W. A. Hailman, " Kindergarten Culture in the
Family "

;

Maria Krous B(rlte, "The Kindergarten, and
the Mission of Women "

;

Matilda Kricge, " The Child, Its Nature and
Relations "

;

Miss Manning, " What Frocbel did for Chil-
dren "

;

^

Elizabeth P. Peabody, "The Origin and Growth
of the Kinderofarten "

;

Edward Wiebc, " The Paradise of Childhood "
;

Alexander M. Gow, " Good Morals and Gentle
Manners "

;

Alexander M. Gow, " A Primer of Politeness "
;

William T. Harris, " Moral Education in the
School "

;
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M. Gerard, " The Spirit of Discipline in Edu-

cation "

;

Charles Kingsley, " Health and Education "
;

L. Felix Oswald, " Physical Education "
;

John D. Philbrick, " Overwork in School "
;

Eiiiil Dubois Raymond, " The Physiolocry of

Exercise "

;

John H. Griscom, " The Uses and Abuses of

Air";

Lewis W. Leeds, " A Treatise on Ventilation "
;

H. E. Holt, " Music in Public Schools";

John Stuart Blackie, " On Self-Culture"
;

Harriet Marteneau, " Hous'ehold Education";

Edward H. Clark, " The Building of a Brain "
;

Charles H. Ham, " Manual Training "
;

Alexander Bain, " Mental Science "

;

Senses and the Intellect "
;

Emotions and the Will " ;

Borden P. Bowne, " Litroduction to Psycho-

logical Theory "

;

Henry Maudsley, " Body and Mind "
;

" Pathology of Mind "

;

S. Weir Mitchell, " Wear and Tear"
;

Alexander Bain, " Moral Science "
;

Simon S. Laurier, "On the Philosophy of

Ethics "

;

John Stuart Mill, " Utilitarianism "
;

Herbert Spencer, " Data of Ethics "
;

Wm. Dwight Whitney, " Life and Growth of

Language "

;

« ((

((
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Frederick Garbanda, " Tiie Philosophy of

Words "

;

Henry Thomas Buckle, " History of Civiliza-

tion in Enf^land "

;

F. P. G. Guizot, " General Civilization in

Europe "
;

Herbert Spencer, " The Study of Sociology "
;

H. Hemholtz, " Popular Lectures in Scientific

Subjects "
;

G. Stanley Hall, " Aspects of German Culture";

Hermann Lotze, " Outlines of Psychology "
;

A Quarterly Review, " Mind ";

Herbert Spencer, " Principles of Psychology "
;

James Sully, " Outlines of Psychology "
;

Geo. T. Judd, " Elements of Ph;y siological

Psychology "
;

J. Lays, " The Brain and its Functions."

y






